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I. ISraODDCTIOS 
Statement of ?rol>lem. 
in analysis of the nature and causes of the growth of 
I Iowa land valties resol-ros itself into four phases which are ex­
pressed in the following hypotheses. 
1, It vrould appear that if investiaenta on rsw land 
' ^re rationally made, and if proper utilization were made of 
improvements in technique, the value of land per acre "would in­
crease Ijecause each acre would become more yaluahle as a pro­
ducing unit. This might be true even though the price of each 
unit of product produced thereon were falling. The increase 
in the number of units produced night be sufficiently large to 
maire the producing unit constantly more valuable, if the added 
income exceeded the added cost. 
2. If a better grade of land is brought into cultiva­
tion from a raw and relatively free state than that which has 
bean under cultivation in the past, the price of the better 
land will rise and the price of the less desirable land will 
fall, or rise at a diminished rate, until an equilibrium is 
reached between the two grades of land in the two areas. In 
other words, the prices of land in the two areas will tend to 
become so adjusted that the purchase of land in either area 
would be equally desirable as an investment. 
3. Ftarther analysis should show that in those sections 
which have reached full economic develowaent, the trend of land 
prices will tend to approximate the trend of agricultural pro­
duct prices aore closely than land prices approximate the trend 
of product prices in a less well developed area. 
4. Iowa land has now undoubtedly reached the stage of 
full economic development, and in the future the price of land 
in Iowa will tend to follow the price of products produced 
thereon, or the net rental income received from the sale of the^ 
annual services of the land, 
JJon-conclusiveness of Land Price Data and Analysis: 
Data for £ considerably longer period of time than the 
study of Iowa land valuer can furnish will be required to prove 
adequately the above hypotheses. For this purpose a study of 
land price trends in Ohio, 3ew York, Zngland and France will be 
used to supplement the Iowa data. But even with the data thus 
supplemented, the reader will undoubtedly often feel,while read­
ing the manuscript; that the data or the analysis are inconclu­
sive at many points. 
The non-conclusiveness of all land price data and analy­
sis has undoubtedly Drevented many investigators from entering 
this field of research. It is doubtful, even with an inordinate 
expenditure of time and money, if sufficient and satisfactory 
data could be collected which would eliminate the danger of cri­
8. 
ticism of the conclusions. Any conclusions reached in the an­
alysis of any data nast involve sonie judgment. The one T?ho has 
conducted the research, unless pre,iu!liced, is usually best able 
to test the validity of his conclusions. After a period of 
some length spent, in land value research, the writer feels that, 
if the data and the analysis in this thesis are not conclusive, 
the inferences Ta:ich have been drawn are, at least, "reason­
able ". 
The reasons for the non-conclusiveness of the analysis 
and data, and the criticism of the conclusions reached in land 
price studies, may be found to be: (1) The nature of the land 
market, and iZ) The deficiency of dependable and satisfactory 
data. These factors will be considered before proceeding with 
the discussion of the data. 
The land market; 
The land market is far from being a perfect market. In 
a perfect market the organization is complete and all nersbns 
in it are constantly and instantly in full knowledge of one an­
other's offers and acce-otances. The conmodity sold is either 
uniform, or is divided into uniform grades, with accrarate kno-tv-
ledge of all of the grade differences. 
A local market: The land market is local and unortran-
ized. Lands of equal productive value may vary, currently, in 
price in different localities even though they may not be far 
i 
s I 
* 
\ I 
i 
I 
I distant. The price of the same grade of land often varies in a 
I single comnruaity in the saise land market, because of ignorance 
I j and prejxzdice on the part of the vendors or vendees. 
! 
I The conmodity which is exchanged is not graded and can-
• not be. -Perhaps little value "would obtain if grades could be 
I established, for they would either have to be so general that 
i 
I they would have no significance, or if significance were obtain 
I ed the number of grades would be so large that the trader would 
I be lost in his attempt to recognize them. 
The expense of distant land managenent restricts the 
land market to a local market. There is also the danger of m^ik 
ing poor judgments as to the value of lands in a region where 
the buyer has no intimate knowledge, and cannot use his skill 
effectively. For purchasers who buy the land for operation 
rather than as an investment, and who migrate to the land, the 
cost due to distance is thereby eliminated. 3ut the migrating 
farmer suffers some loss of income in the process of adapting 
himself and his equipment to the new conditions and methods of 
culture which surround him in his new location. 
Land price fluctuations: The effect of the nature of 
the land market is more important to investors in the land mar­
ket than the detail of its org^ization. At more or less fre­
quent intervals there arises in the land market a phenomenon 
usually designated as a "land boom". These "booms" appear in 
organized markets as well as in the land market, but the rise 
10. 
and fall of land prices are usually accompanied by more violent 
fluctuations than are the prices of other corsnodities. land 
values in the boom periods continue rising when there is no ap­
parent reason for further rise, and in the depression neriod 
land prices sinlc to lo?7 levels and continue to decrease after 
the Causes which precipitated the decline have entirely disap-
peared. 
As long as land -prices are on the increase, the 'TduIIs", 
or those who think that land prices will continue rising, are 
in complete control. That is, they can continue as long as 
they have capital enoagh to support the sales. Continued buy­
ing at higher prices gives others confidence, and they buy too, 
thinking they can realize a margin of profit if land continues 
to rise. 3ut this retention of confidence is also found in all 
other speculative markets. In the land market there is a dif­
ference which is significant, and Ihat is: those who believe 
the price canaot long continue to rise, have no way to exert 
their influence on the market except that they may sell the 
land which they own. They cannot sell "short". 
There being no one who has sold "short", there is no 
necessity for any one to come into the market and buy when the 
price is going down. Kany who purchased on a shoestring must 
come into the market and sell, Prosisective purchasers of land 
tend to wait until the price is lowest. Hence, the decline 
continues long after the basic causes of the decline have dis­
11. 
appeared. 
HoweTer true the atove description of the land market 
nay be, it can only account for the relatively short time irre­
gularities in land prices. Over a period of considerable 
length, there is a tendency for knowledge to spread beyond the 
confines of the local market, and the local price of land be­
comes adjusted to the price of land in other areas so that the 
rate of retorn in land investment in one area is coroparable to 
that of another. 
12. 
II. !I!E3 .AIvD TE3 iHEA SKU-lCTr.D. 
"he lack of continuons historical land price dat?i was 
given as a second reason to sho?; -why the study of long tine 
land value trends has been neglected as a field of research. 
It was due to the realizing this fact the Iowa .•Agricultural 3x-
periment Station, with some assistance from the Divj.sion of 
Land Sccnomics, Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United 
States I>ep.artisent of Agriculture, collected sales price data in 
three Iowa counties from the beginning of sales to date, and 
frcHn 1900 to 1927 in two other counties of the state. The col­
lection of the data involved the analysis of over fifty thous­
and deeds which were the conveyances of over five million acres 
of land. 
The -•^ea Selected: 
The three counties for which cODTJlete data were gather­
e d  l a y  i n  t h e  p a t h  o f  s e t t l e m e n t  a c r o s s  I o w a .  ( F i g u r e  1 . )  
The figures for these counties make possible a comparison be­
tween the trend of land prices in the older and in the more re­
cently settled areas of Iowa. Since the course of settlement 
of the state was from southeast to northwest, Jefferson County 
was selected to represent the older area. The first deed was 
recorded in Fairfield, the county seat, in IBS?. Story and 
Cherokee counties represent the more recently settled areas; 
land sales began in these counties in 1850 and 1856 respective­
13. 
ly. The counties in which data TOre gathered after 1900 only,_j 
were Payette and Montgomery. Fayette County stands betv?een 
Jefferson and Story counties in the time of settlenent, and 
Montgomery may be coniTiared with Cherokee. 
Method of Collecting Data: 
All of the data «ere taken from the land transfer re­
cords and the deed records in the office of the ccunty record­
ers of the various counties included in the study. lor each 
transaction one card was made out containing; (1) She name of 
the grantee and grantor; (2) Total acreage; (S) Date of the 
deed; f4) Total consideration; (5) Section and township. Jrom 
these cards were secured the average gales price per acre, to­
tal acres sold each year, the number of sales, and the range 
of sales prices for each year. 
Care was taken to omit those transactions which might 
not represent bona fide sales and records in which the price of 
land might not be truly representative. Particular omissions 
were sales between parties of the same name and between one of 
whom was a county officer, government official, a trustee, or a 
railroad company. However, it might be pointed out th<it the 
final average was not materially changed by the omission of 
these transactions. (61, p. 15). 
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Criticism Of Sales Price Data; 
She first criticism which suggests itself is the laethod 
of selection of "bona fide transactions. It is possible that 
some sales were discarded which should not have been and that 
some -were retained which should have been omitted. Por instance, 
sales between peorsle of the same name were omitted. It is en­
tirely DOssible that some of the persons of the same name were 
not related. On the other hand, a sale bet-s^een a father and a 
son-in-law might justifiably be thrown out, but the relation­
ship could not be discovered. 
Under the second criticism it may be asked: whnt is a 
farm? What size of tract is lirge enough to be considered a 
farm? In this study, a tract of fifteen acres was taken as a 
minimum. The criticism might at once be raised that on a tract 
of fifteen acres the buildings would hnve so much value in re­
lation to the value of the land that the resulting figure 
would not be representative. On the other hand, it must be re­
membered that some small tracts have no buildings at all. 
Parmer3 occasionally buy small tracts from their neighbors in 
order to enlarge their holdings or to make their farms more 
symmetrical. Also, some acreages of considerable size are sold 
without buildings. It appears, then, that fifteen acres is the 
lowest possible minimum which could be taken and thst the above 
criticism is not a truly valid one because both large and small 
16. 
tracts are sold without buildings. T^ith a large amount of data, 
the error would "be snail. 
A third criticism might be -nresented in the fact thnt 
the date of the filing of the deed was often on March 1, when 
the transaction actually was agreed urjon sometime in the isre-
vious 37ear. Another group of contracts called for the deed to 
be delivered only after a ccrtain portion of the purchase price 
•was paid. In the absence of sriecifie data as to the d^?te of 
the sales contract, it necessary to tai® the date of the 
deed as the time of the transaction. This would c-iuse a dis­
tinct lag in the data according to the tabulations represented 
here. As long as the trend of land sales price continues in one 
direction throughout the year, or while the yearly price ch'^ng-
es are not great, the error is of little material consequence, 
particularly when studying price trends sione. But, in an en­
deavor to analyze price changes and to explain deviations for 
normal trends, the lag must be taken into consideration. 
This point may be illustrated by the Cherolree data. 
The price of Cherolcee land was '^260.00 per acre in 1920. Since 
1920 was the year of the beginning of the de-oression. and the 
year following the pealc of product ttrices, it would be diffi­
cult to explain why the figure rose to |;282.80 in 1921, and 
toolc an abruDt drop to vl40.00 in 1922. The recognition of the 
log is helpful in this particular case, and in others of simi-
i 
lar character. 
17. 
It seems to the •57riter that these three criticiana al­
though just, are not serious, if tjroper account is t^en of 
them. 
General Surrey of Data: 
The investigator in land -values is always confronted 
•with the difficulty that, after he has once determined the aver­
age price of land in any -t^rticular area, there is still some 
doubt as to what the figure represents. It is the price of an 
acre of farm land token froa farms large and sTiall, fertile and 
unfertile, rough and level, fenced and unfenced, drained and 
undrained, -with anfi ^^ithout buildings, vcith all the varying de­
grees between the poorest and the best. Horrever, one is not 
obliged to use the average "orice. The investigator has the 
choice of using the bullc of sales price, the modal •nrice, or 
the average thrice. 
The bulk of sales price : 
The effect of the -ibove nentioned differences might be 
shOTTO in the range or bulk of sales prices. fFigures 2 and S; 
Appendix Tables 17 anc 7), The range is unsatisfactory in that 
it tells us nothing of the rriees of the varying qualities of 
land beti^een the tcro rrice ejctreraes. furthermore, it falls 
short of ascertaining the extremes for the range as it does not 
represent an instantaneous cross section but the lowest and the 
LAND VALUE PER ACRE IN CHEROKEE COUNTY. 
AVE. SALES PRICE CENSUS VALUE 
BULK OF SALES J 
figure E. Cherokee County, census land value esti­
mates conroared to average sales "orice and 
bulk of sales range. 
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highest sales r>rice for any one year. It may be expected, 
therefore, that the ravage will be greater when land lorices ?ire 
racidly rising, or falling, than in years of stable prices, 
-his is Particularly noticeable in Pigiires 2, 5 and 4, ,-u.st be­
fore 1920, and especially in 1921 v.'here the peai: and fall cccxir 
within one year. 
Observation of the graphs of the price range in figures 
2 and 3 clearly shows that the relative difference bet^veen 
grades of land in these two Iowa counties is diininishing. Ho\v-
ever. Figure 4, -iThich represents the actual scale, shows that 
the actual differential is widening. It is noticeable that the 
relative differential in Story county narrows more aTDT^reciably 
than that of Cherokee. One reason for this situation is the 
fact that Story county contained more land that was in need cf 
draining, and when these lands were dr.ained the differential be­
tween the highest and lowest grades diminished. InCherolree, 
where the differential was caused by topography and soil types, 
the narrowing of the margin was not so easily brought about. 
Another observation of the sales larice range is that 
there is greater uniformity in the utjper limit than in the low­
er, showing that the price of the poorer grades of land fluctu­
ated more violently. It may be assumed also that the better 
grades sell at a more uniform price, cr that the best grades of 
land sell more frequently. It is quite probable that the lat­
ter statement is true, for the buyer of a farm for resale sel-
20. 
VALUE PER ACRE STORY COUNTY LANDS. 
AVE.SALES PRICE- CENSUS VALUE-
BULK OF SALES 
I • • 
tss /»« net ,tx Its JtU /flV T*f /W /w 
Figtire 3. Story County, census land value esti­
mates eoianared to average sales "orice 
and bulk of sales range. 
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dom desires to "buiia ap the place; he Trishes only to hold it 
for a while and resell it at a higher 12:ice. Unless one csn de-
yote his entire tine to inprovenent of the land and csn be on 
the ground to oversee the operations, it is usually unprofit­
able to build up a farm for resale. This was especially true 
between 1900 and 1920. 
Other than for these observations the bulk of sales 
price is of little use to the investigator, 
"he modal price: 
Hhe nodal price, in contrast vath the range, represents 
the price at which the greatest number of sales tcoi: place. It 
may or may not be representative of the usual sale or that 
grade of land found most frequently in the area. It is, hoT7-
ever, quite lively to approach it. 
An especially notable feature of the mod-e Is that the 
price is quoted in five dollar units, thus disregarding small 
differences in grades of land. This might well be expected be­
cause the exact difference in grades are either unknown or can­
not be measured; hence it is impossible to account for the dif­
ference in tsrice. 
It is quite probable that the mode plays a very import­
ant 'Dart in adjusting land prices between different sections. 
?-'hen a stranger enters a new county he is impressed, not by the 
average price of land nor by the extremely high or low figures. 
pmu 
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Figure 4. Story County land rrice and "bulk 
of sales range, normal scale. 
but he does ascertain what land usually sells for. He gets a 
general impression of the land ^ind the "^usual price". These 
are the concepts which he cjerries hone with him. From these 
innressions arises the only possibility for Imd prices in t77c 
areas to become adjusted. Perhaps for these reasons, some use 
could be made of the modal "Drice in the discussions of lied 
"orice adjustments. 
She -gfeighted average -price: 
If the area studied is sufficiently large and the tiine 
Tjeriod extends over many years, the criticism that land price 
represents the price of a mixed commodity is at least rendered 
partially ineffective. Although the average •orice is not as 
specialized as either the mode or the range, and it does not 
distinguish grade differences, these differences nevertheless 
are considered in establishing the nrice, The average rrice 
perhaps lends itself best to the study of land trends, viiich is 
the basis of this study. It is believed therefore that the av­
erage price is the least unsatisfactory for our purposes. 
The census data as ccaiT)ared -ffith sales price data: 
The most important reason for not using census esti­
mates of land values in the counties as a basis for historical 
price study was the lack of continuity of the data, "he cen­
sus estimate at the end of any ten-year period is not always 
likely to be in line with the true trend of sales T;rices for 
i any census year, 
! 
i Mother Cause for discarding the census data is to be 
i found in the fact that they are only estimates and are subject 
I to error. On examination of Pierures 2 and S» and Table I, it 
i will be discovered that, even in the aost discouraging period 
I 
I of our land value history, the census estimates have been eon-
t 
I 
i sistently above the sales price, Trith the exception of 1890 in 
i Story County. It is the inherent tendency of human nature to 
I 
i be more otJtlT.istic than pessimistic. This optimism is est>ecial 
i ly pronounced in the case of s^oeculators and mortgagors who are 
primarily interested in future increases of land Drice, 
Perhaps another reason for census estimates being above 
sales r^rices is that owners of inferior land compare their hold 
ings •si.th the best lands, and the resulting estimate tends to 
approximate the value of the best lands. It may be observed 
from the graphs in figures E and 5 that the census estimates 
cling to the urper margin of the rrice range, This is estieci-
ally true of the Cherokee data in the earlier periods. 
Since 1920 the tendency for estimates to be quoted 
above actual sales Thrices has been especially pronounced. The 
desire for price increases has been very ar-parent, causing the 
estimate to be high. The sales tsrice, on the contrary, has 
been abnormally low because of the pressure of lands forced up­
on the market. It is likely that the 1950 census Trill sho-v: a 
considerable discrepancy between sales price and census esti-
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T/iBIiS I. C33SjS ]}.^A AS CCii?i?-ED WITH SAI^S ??JCi:S OF I,.SD. 
^herokee Story Jefferson 
Year Sales 
Price 
Census 
Estimate 
Sales 
Price 
Census 
Estimate 
Sales * Census 
Price t Estimate 
1870* * 4.50 
1880** 9.20 
1890***^23.60 
10.98 
14.38 
27.99 
10.25 
14.00 
22.87 
24.31 
21.37 
20.27 
23.14 = 31.00 
20.75 = 26.17 
27.11 '• 38.09 
• 
• 
* (47, p. 146) 
** (48, p. 114) 
(49, p. 207) 
mates. 
The Trend of Land Values. 
Pron the graph of weighted average values, as shown in 
Figure 5, a conception may "be obtained of the trends of land pri­
ces in the counties under consideration. In this figure are il­
lustrated the short time fluctuations as well as the long tine 
price movements. In the study of long time movements of land 
Talues it will be best to reduce the data to trends or ''lines 
of closest fit". 
These trends will show the direction and degree of up­
ward or downward movement of the data during the whole period 
or any part of it. After the short time fluctuations have "been 
eliminated, the result is the graphs shown in Figure 6. It is 
apparent from observation of the graphs that the statistical 
trends of the counties differ considerably. Story and Cherokee 
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Doums KRjtm. IfJDOt.' 
£M£ROKEE COUNTY 
STORY COUNTY 
JEFFERSON COUNTY 
•lOm FiGRICULlUR/IL INDEX 
Figure 5, Aver-ig-e l»=nd rrices for three 
counties corn-Dared with index 
of agricultural nrices. 
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are siTnilar in that they are "both represented by single curves 
designating an upward movement over the entire period. 3ut a 
single curve will not fit the Jefferson County data for the 
movement of prices is not continually upward. Instead, the 
land prices move in three stages, of which two are upward and 
one is slightly downward. 
Statistical derivation of trends: 
Cherokee County: The line of best fit for the CheroJ'ee 
data appears to be a logarithmic curve which is derived from 
the formula y - a + bx. The data in such a trend increase at a 
constant rate. In this type of curve the annual increase is 
very rapid in the later periods. 
Jrom an examination of the movements of Cherolcee aod 
Story county data in figure 5, it would appear that the upward 
movement of prices in the two counties was the same. It is 
true that a logaritlimic curve such as we have used for Cherokee 
would fit Story county data fairly well, nevertheless» con­
ditions in the development of Story county were sufficiently 
different to change the price movement so that another curve 
more closely approximates the. data. 
Story County: The trend for Story County is derived 
C 
from the foirmula y - a 4 bx 4 cx , a logarithmic parabolic 
curve, which is one in which the data increase at an increas­
ing rate. The curve starts out on a higher level and in the 
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early periods does not increase as rapidly as the above curve. 
3nt at a certain point it surpasses the Cherokee curve, and in 
the end is increasing much core rapidly than the logarithmic 
curve. The reason for this difference in the type of trends is 
undoubtedly that Story County land required draining. The ne­
cessity of drainage caused a delay in settlement and develo^j-
ment. Iiand values in Story County were also affected more by 
the depression in agricultural -orices before 1895. 
Jefferson County: Che Jefferson County data are char­
acterized by three trends. The first of the trends is a period 
of rising prices, fro!n 1838 to 1867. The nature of this up­
ward movement is similar to that of Cherolcee County in the early 
period of its growth. In fact, such a curve represents the 
trend of land xirices in the first period of development in . | 
practically all agricultural counties, under normal conditions. 
In the second r>eriod, from 1868 to 1887, land -Drices de-
» - J 
dined. A straight line is most ret>resentative of the data for ; 
these years. The trend is -oractically flat as the decline in I 
I 
the twenty-year period amounts to but sisrty-four cents, or 
three cents a year. (A shorter tieriod could have rationally 
been t:ien, as 1872-1887. Ead this been done, the annual de­
cline would have been much more steep.) After 1887, Jefferson 
•-ounty land values fall in line again vdth those of Story and 
Cherokee, rising in a curve similar to that of Cherokee, but 
on a lower level. 
Significance of the trends: 
A compound interest curve is typical of a logarithmic 
curve. It may be easier for the reader to interpret the signif­
icance of the rapid upward trend of land prices in Cherokee 
County if it be said from 1856 to 1920 the resulting annual 
gain was equivalent to money invested at 8.56> interest com­
pounded annually. The annual r^ite of increase for Story Coun­
ty closely approximates this figure. Although the decline in 
prices in the seventies, eighties and nineties halted the up­
ward movement of prices in Jefferson County for two decades, 
nevertheless an investment made in 1840 grew at the rate of six 
and one-half per cent interest compounded annually for the 
eighty-year period to 1920. Above the interest income the 
lands in each case earned an annual rent. 
nationality of land price judgments: 
It is interesting to diverge at this point and carry 
these land price trends to 1950, for this would shed some light 
on the rationality of judgments made in the speculative frenzy 
after 1915. If the -orice of lands had increased at the same 
rate per year, the price of land in 1930 in Jefferson would 
have averaged ^285.80 an acre, in Cherolcee ^^455.90, and in 
Story County land would have been selling at an average of 
^67.90 per acre. It would have required either enormous in­
creases in Drice of product, or a marvelous decrease in the 
30 
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Figure 6. Average land prices reduced to trends. 
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cost of production to support such rrices, providing there ^5.3 
no change in price level. Perhans not many e:5pected the price 
to continue, but apparently sone did, for land sold in all of 
the counties at similar figures as early as 1919, fAr^pendirc, 
Tables III and IV.) 
"he trends since 1920 are the ssjne as those T?7hich fel­
low all land booms. That the "orice of land has continued to 
fall to the pre-war level in sToite of favorable prices of farm 
products is evidence that land values cannot be explained in 
product prices slone. Further discussion of the late decline 
in land prices will be left to a later chapter. 
III. TH3 COSTS 0? I illD UTIII2.4TI05. 
It was the first premise of this thesis that, if invest­
ments in improvements were rationally made upon rav: land and 
proper application were made of improvements in technique, the 
value of the land per acre vrould increase because each acre 
would become more valuable as a producing unit, This might be 
possible, though the price per unit of product was falling, if-
the increase in income, due to the increase in the number of 
units produced, was greater than the added cost. 
This proposition may seem so axiomatic that it needs no 
further discussion. On the other hand, it should be remembered 
that not all investments have increased by the full amount of 
the expenditure the value of the farms upon which they were 
made. As an example, it is only necessary to observe the ex­
penditures which have been made on abandoned farms in marginal 
areas. In many other cases, expenditures in improvements have 
been made which required years of waiting before any returns on 
the investsBnt were realized. 
It may also be observed that the rate of income firon in­
vestments in improvements has not been the same for all areas. 
The settler in Iowa was much more fortunate in making such in­
vestments than the pioneer in Ohio and Bew York State. 
Difficulties of Statistical Measurements. 
It is difficult to jrove statistically what percentage 
of land price increases before 1870 in Jefferson County and be­
fore 1890 in Story and Cherokee counties was attributable to 
expenditures in improvements* It is certain, however, that 
some of the increase in value wis due to these investments. 
There is undoubtedly a closer relationship existing between in­
crease earning power because of these investments ana the in­
crease in land prices, than there is between the amount of the 
investment and land rrice increases. 
The last observation is true because a fully develcned 
farm had a value as a going concern in these early periods of 
settlement. It is entirely possible that in many c.<;ses im­
proved farms earned a rate of income as high as twenty or thir­
ty percent- The rent from improved farms might have closely 
approximated the purchase Drice of raw lands on the adj;=cent 
frontier. But the men who occupied these farms as tenants did 
so because in no other way could they acquire capital enough to 
purchase and improve the raw land, f^l^ p. 299). 
Types of Outlays. 
Sot all of the investments which influenced the in­
crease in the value of farms were mede by the farmer who owned 
the land. There were also public and community improvements 
which the o^er of the land paid for indirectly "by taxation ac­
cording to benefit received, A third class of improvements 
were made by outside investors, principally in the form of rail­
ways. 
Direct outlays; 
The largest item in direct outlays was the cost of 
buildings. The United States Census reports do not give the 
value of buildings "oer acre until 1900. In this first report, 
the value of buildings per acre in Iowa farms was ^^6.96. In 
Story and Cherokee counties, the value was §7.36 and $6.29 re­
spectively, In Jefferson, an older county, with smaller farms, 
the value of buildings was §8.38 per acre, an average of ^1.56 
higher than in the other counties. Although these figures 
seem insignificant, the value of buildings constituted much 
the same percentage of the land value as buildings do today. 
(Table II). 
TABIS II. YAIUE OF BUIIDIIISS P2H ACH3, 1900-1925. 
Year Cherokee Story Jefferson 
Value 
of 
Sides, 
Percent 
of land 
value 
Value 
of 
Bldjfs, 
Percent 
of land 
value 
Value : Percent 
of :of land 
Bldffs. :value 
1900* 
1910** 
1920*** 
1925# 
$ 6.29 
12.75 
28.24 
25.91 
16.1 
11.8 
10.8 
15.3 
# 7.36 
14.81 
29.88 
30.94 
15.6 
13.6 
10.3 
20.6 
f 8.38 : 22.0 
12.26 : 14.0 
17.97 : 9. 1 
25.28 : 29.7 
Much of the increase since 1900 does not represent 
an actual outlay of funds, but is merely the result of 
revaluation at a higher crice level. 
* (60, p. 276). (54, p. 534). 
** (52, p. 520). # (56, p. 8 ). 
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The remaining costs of private imnroveaent of land in 
Iowa are less significant. Althoogh, because of the shortage 
of materials, fencing presented a problem before the introduc­
tion of the osage orange hedge anfi barbed V7ire, these outlsys 
were not large. In Story County the cost of drainage was next 
; in importance to building outlays. Almost sixty-fire per cent 
of the area in Story County required drainage. In the other 
counties the area in need of drainage varied from five to 
twenty per cent. (55, p. 485). 
• Public improvements: 
There is no -possible way of estimating the individual 
i  costs of -public iffi-orovenents. Although in recent years there 
has been a feeling that some road, ditch, and school taxes have 
: decreased the land values in the assessed area, nevertheless 
i there is no doubt that the expenditures whicl" were made in the 
i early periods of development increased land values more than 
•the amount of the outlay. 
The development of transportatiog facilities: 
With transportation facilities developed as they are 
today, it is difficult for us to -oicture the conditions which 
faced the early settler in Iowa. As the observer look's back 
today he immediately thinks of the lack of a market for the 
settler*s products; but, although this deficiency was import­
ant, the lack of many things which the pioneer in timbered 
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lands had in abundance» were equally important. Both of these 
problems will be considered. 
The market probleni; It is not true that the first 
settlers had a market problem because of the lack of transport­
ation facilities. Por convenience in analyzing, the market pro­
blem -will be divided into four periods, in which, it Till be 
observed, only the third had a market problem. 
The Deficit Period; Until at least the se­
cond season, the new settler vsras -Jjithout foodstuffs provided 
on his own farm; so the provisions had to be drawn from the 
older settlers and settlements. !rhe area remained deficit 
one as long as new settlers vtere coming in, for there a lo­
cal demand for the products of the land. 
liocal Market; In the second rerioa, sur­
plus products were on hand but there was a ready local market 
for them. Settlers proceeding through the region to the prair­
ies beyond would buy foodstuffs and breeding stock from the 
last settled area. Daring the first year of occupation it was 
necessary for these surplus areas to supply the outioosts with 
provisions until they became self-sufficing. 
So Market: It was the third period which 
the settler dreaded most of all. The wave of settlement had 
gone so far to the west that the market in the new territory 
was lost. The markets on the rivers and at the railheads in 
the east were too far distant to be reached by wagon. The only 
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possible solution wag to market the surplus grain through live 
stock. It was durLng this period that the clanoring for the 
railroad was heard. 
Rail Srsnsportation: The last period y:a3 
the era of the railroad. 3at vsith transportation facilities at 
: hand, still the farmers were not satisfied. Having one rail­
road, the "benefits were disappointing, the cry of "monopoly" 
; was heard, .and efforts T»ere m-dde to obtain a ccnpeting roac. 
i 
It must not be assuraed that all sections passed through 
all of these stages, but there is ample proof that some passed 
through all and all passed through sctne. In the year of 1657, 
the secretary of a county board of agriculture Trrcte as fol­
lows: 
"Corn and oats marketed at home by 
iinmigration." (SI, p. 365). 
!Zhe Marshall County Secretary had forebodings of the 
third period when he wrote: 
"Crops are taken in the home market 
at prices that \TOuld not fail to 
satisfy the eastern farmer. Fmi-
grants take it. The falling off of 
emigration excites the fears of 
farmers. Too far inland to reach 
the eastern market, not sufficient­
ly far west to command a home mar­
k e t . "  ( 2 2 )  
The Secretary of the lows County board was looking for 
the iron horse: 
"Our chief dependence for a corn mar­
ket has been to emigrants coning into 
and through the county but we are now 
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hoping that the iron horse vrill soon 
relieve our county of its surnlus." 
(22, T3. 256). 
Hepresenting the third period: 
"Hothing else can be done but stock 
raisins as there is no market for com." 
(23. vZ 166). 
Zhe western counties found a market at Siouz City to 
supply United States Army Posts on the Upper Missouri, (25, 
p. 249), T'he building of the Union Pacific Railway and the min­
ing develot)ments around Denver furnished an outlet for crop sur­
pluses through Cteaha. (24, p. 58). 
After the market in the -west had disappeared, cattle 
were sold to buyers T7ho made a business of driving the cattle 
to market. She differential, or gain in local price, v?hich the 
farmer received through rail transTJortation cannot be accurate­
ly measured, but there is reason to believe it was consider­
able. "A man isfaose father settled near Creston before the 
business of driving cattle declined relates that his father 
sold a load of cattle in Chicago as soon as there W9S a rail­
road near enough to drive the cattle to, about 1868 or 1869. 
Ee was greatly surisrised at gettin/? so much for his c kittle, hav­
ing alTfays sold to dealers before. (Thereafter he kept in clos­
er contact with the market and was never again induced to sell 
to drovers' bids*" (15, p. 166). 
Plarly railroad sentiment: During the first two per­
iods mentioned above, the settler could not be interested in 
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railways. The early railroad pranoters met ^rith great diffi­
culty in securing funds to finance their roads, from ryeovle who 
were to "be "benefited by the asv! means of transportation. Eirare 
Price, ivho went westward from DaTenport to Coimcil Bluffs to 
solicit funds for the I2ississirpi and Missouri, (Chicago, Hock 
Island aM Pacific) failed to awake any great amount of inter­
est. He wrote; 
"One of the surprises with which I net 
was the large nucber of reople on the 
proposed line of road who had never 
seen a railroad and many of whom did 
not have any wish to see one, 
7;hen as>ed to subscribe for the rail­
road, when told that with a railroad 
the product of their farms would be 
worth from EOfo to 100^ core than with­
out one, they disposed of the matter 
by informing the speaJrer that he was 
not telling the truth." (40, p. 7). 
And: 
"She argument that railroads could not 
be utilized to carry their products to 
eastern markets was the most formid­
able one with which the railroads had 
to contend." f40, p. 13). 
The opposition was th^t which is always found when a 
new form of transportation displaces the old, Ilany people be­
lieved that the idea that the railroad could ever compete Trith 
the river was ttrepostorous. '^CsDecially was this opposition 
prevalent in the river towns. An editorial in the Iowa -^mo-
cratic Enquirer exoressed the sentiment of the river cities: 
"2here is none to be found save those who 
live on the proposed route and seek some 
personal advantage at every cost to the 
rest of the state, ^srho Trill now urge that 
so Utopian a project as the Dubuque and 
Zeokuk railroad. The innrovement of the 
rapids of the Mssissippi obviates all of 
the necessity for such a railroad, and if 
built there would not be transportation on 
it sufficient to keep the grass from grow­
ing on the tracks." fl8) 
Even railroad, presidents despaired that there would 
ever be a need of a railroad in western Iowa. In the autumn 
' of 1865, Mr. J. F. Joy, President of the Chicago, Burlington 
; and ^uincy Railroad, drove a horse and buggy from Albia to 
: Council Bluffs in a preliminary survey looking toward the e^-
i tension of his road to the Missouri -^iver. He and his r>arty 
i camped one night within one-half mile of the present city of 
Bed Oak. Not a sign of human life was in sight, and Joy said: 
•^I am not for it. This country is uninhabitable. Where will 
; they get their fences and where will they get their fuel?" fl4). 
The railroad and imt>ort needs: The remarks of this 
railroad president lead to another very imuortant observation 
on the part that railroads played in the settlement of Iowa. 
, Migration to eastern and southern Iowa proceeded quite rapidly 
even without the prospects of s railway, but it is certain 
that the same would not have been true of the settlement of 
northwest Iowa. Sarly settlers were forced to think first of 
their maintenance and comfort. It is certain that the presence 
of timber, fuel, and building stone was considered as vastly 
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more important, by the early settlers, than the riciineas of the 
soil; this, of course, before there was any thou^t of a cheap 
transportation system. 
Without exception, when writers were quoting the ad­
vantages snd inducements which their counties offered to set­
tlers, the -oresence of coal and timber vras always mentioned. 
Veins of coal of but fifteen to twenty-four inches in thick­
ness were often worked to supply the local comraunity with fuel. 
Aside from the benefit of competition and lower rstes which the 
north and south railroads gave to communities, they brought the 
coal from the south and supplied lumber from the pineries of 
Minnesota. 
A secretary in a county which had two railroads wrote 
the following: 
"Milwaukee and St. Paul divides the county 
east and ijrest. The McSregor and Sioux 
City is within six miles of our southern 
border, giving great facilities for mar­
ket. The great want is a southern road, 
bringing us in close proximity to the 
great coal fields of the state," 
(24, p. 255). 
Prom Osceola county as late as 1874; 
"Our greatest need is for fuel, the d.e-
pendence is relied uT>on the several 
stations of the railroad." (26) 
Why did they not use wood for fuel? In O'Brien Coun­
ty, in 1878, the price of wood was from four to eight dollars 
a cord. (27). This price was not exceptional. Coal prices 
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were comparoble to those of today. Prom Wayne ^onnty, in close 
prosimity to the coal fields, the following cotnplaint was 
heard: 
"Oar great want is a railroad to carry off 
our surplas products and bring in lumber, 
stone and coal. Coal must be hauled from 
Appanoose County at a cost of from 22 to 
33 cents per bushel, A railroad would re­
duce the cost one-half. A railroad giving 
us connection with the Mississippi Biver 
would enable us to obtain lumber at prices 
much lower than we niat pay now, besides 
hauling it twenty miles.'' (25, p. 320). -
There was a distinct lack of building material. In 
1868, one year after the Hock Island entered Des rioines, twenty 
million board feet of lumber were sold. f23, p. 291). In the 
six weeks following the oi^ening of the first railroad in 
Ringold County, eighty-six cars of lumber were shipped in. 
(26, p. 487). At Harlan, the year of the advent of the rail­
road in that city, there were received 687 cars of lumber. 
(26, p. 500). In fact lumber comprised eighteen -oer cent of 
the traffic of all railways in 1878. (28) 
And what was the settler to do for fences? Osage 
Orange had been tried in many places without success. County 
governments passed provisions for the exemDtion fr<sn taxation 
of those areas covered by live fences or groves. Barbed wire 
came in the seventies, but what was to be done for posts? 
These problems the railroads solved, and made possible the set­
tlement of the state. 
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One other import service of the railroad •pras that of 
bringing in food. Even in a bountifu.1 state like Iowa, actual 
suffering and possible starvation might have taken "olace with­
out the services of the railroad. After the crop failure of 
1857, the following report ca-ae from Jefferson Ccuntj: 
^llhe other Godsend T7as the facility for 
the importation of grain, flour and 
other goods by the B. and Hailroad. 
siithout this public thoroughfare it is 
difficult to conceive ho-?7 vre should have 
kept from actual suffering. T;ithout this 
great public work our flour would have 
cost not less than nine and ten dollars 
per barrel instead of 5.50 and 7.70 if 
indeed it could have been hauled from the 
river at all in the conditions of roads 
last spring." (25, p. E69). 
Thus it will be observed that railroad facilities are 
vastly more imtiortant to a prairie region than to a timbered 
region, and the effect on settleroent and land values is to has­
ten settlement and to greatly increase the value of land over 
the cost of the improvement. 
The effect on land values: u'hat influence did the com. 
ing of the railway have on land values? The railroad could be 
classed as an iinproven»nt, but it differs from other fixed im­
provements in that it required no necessary outlay of local 
capital, except in those cases where there was a mill tax levi­
ed. She land owner paid for the transportati on services as 
they were rendered by the carrier. If the cost of the service 
Was less than the former differential which existed between the 
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local and the terminal market, then, -jrith no decrease in price 
at the terminal market, the price at the local market ^uld in­
crease, The increase in product prices would "be reflected in 
higher rents which would cause land values to ilse. 
The irn'oroved marketing facilities would also cause the 
land to be brought from a lower use to a higher use. The lack 
of transportation facilities limited the use of the land to 
stock raising. After the railroad came, a greater -oercentage 
of the land could be cultivated, ns there -was a market for the 
grain itself. BornialII.y, any land is more valuable as a culti­
vated area than as a grazing area. Especially -svas this true of 
lovra land. 
If the coming of the railroad influenced land values, 
it should be possible to observe a definite increase in the 
price of land in a county when the first railroad began service 
in that county. Table III shows the trends of lend values in 
Johnson and Jefferson counties between 1850 and 1860. 
The first regular service between Davenport and Iowa 
City began January 3, 1856. (12) • The value of land increased 
from $4.62 in 1854 to $7.22 in 1856. Some of this increase is 
undoubtedly attributable to the coming of the railroad. These 
early figures are much more valuable than later ones because 
the railroad was projected and built in so short a time that 
there was but little time to speculate on the increase in land 
\ 
values. The same should hold true for Jefferson County. j 
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TA3I3 III. TH3 EPF^CT DF TEF. BAII30AD OU LAUD PRICES 
IB JOHUSOK ASD JTS'yEHSOB CDUUTI2S. 
Tear Johnson County Jefferson County. 
Land Price. # .Land price Acres transferred. 
1850 c- 4 4.17 3,862 
1851 ^5.09 5.80 5,198 
1852 4.00 5.09 4,125 
1853 4.00 5.87 4,154 
1854 4.62 7.06 3,854 
1855 6.00 9.20 4,295 
1856 7.22 10.56 5,345 
1857 15.59 4,143 
1858 11.34 2,642 
1859 12.95 1,843 
1850 8.21 4,230 
# (22, p. 297) 
In Jefferson County the increase in land Talue is even 
greater, The 3arlington ?md Missouri Biver Railroad T7as coni-
; pleted to the Skunk Hiver on the eastern "borders of Jefferson 
; County late in the year of 1856, three years after the first 
! 
survey -was run. On September 1, 1858» regular service was in­
stituted to ^airfield. (11» p. 274). The ne?/ transportation 
service had a marked effect on the price of land in Jefferson 
County. !I3iere a"npears to have, been considerable speculation, f 
in 1857, the xirice reached ^16«36 an acre, which is more than 
double the price in 1854. 'Ihe increase fron 1853 to 1857 
more than double the increase from the beginning of sales in 
1838 until 1853. The fall in price after 1857 is also evidence 
that there was speculation in land because of the coming of the 
railroad. The increase in price before 1857, however, cannot 
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TABIS 17. THS 2FFi2CT 0? SHE AD7SII2 OF 2EZ HAILROiD OE LAUD 
P3ICSS .-iJD SA-LBS JCHIYIIY liJ STORY COUITY. 
Year Land price Acres transferred. 
1860 $ 5.44 33,821 
1861 5.05 22,626 
1863 5.58 16,837 
1863 4.59 21,313 
1864* 6.49 37,314 
1865 7.E6 41,355 
1866 6.49 45,062 
1867 7.35 40,291 
1868 7.99 74,786 
1869 9.85 68,814 
1870 10.25 43,015 
* Year o? first railway serrice. (19) 
all be attributed to the railroad, for in 1856 the last of the 
government land in the county was t^en and farm prices were 
exceptionally favorable in 1857, 
In the other two counties nnder discussion, (Tables 
IV and 7) the absence of any effect on land price ia notice­
able, The first railroad came to Story County in 1864. fl9) 
A sli^t rise in price, similar to that which occurred in John­
son County, took place. The slight fall in 1866 is similar to 
that which took place in Jefferson County in 1859. The in­
crease in Cherokee County land values due to the advent of the 
railroad was less than in Story County. This condition may be 
expected, for Cherokee County was even more recently settled 
than Story, and the lack of building material and fuel hinder­
47. 
ed immigration xintil after the railroad arrived, 
There is one rery noticeable difference bet~<'een Table 
III and Tables IV and 7, This difference is found in the niJE-
ber of acres transferred on the approach of the railway and 
after it becoms s an actuality. The acreage transferred in 
Jefferson is typical of a settled land mjsrket even in a time 
of speculation, ^ith the remarkable increase in price in 
Jefferson County, there is recorded but a slight increase in 
land transfers, and a distinct falling off of transfers after 
the fall in price. In Tables IV and Y, the increase in the 
number of transfers is very apparent. A part of this large in­
crease in land sales must be attributed to the westward move­
ment after the "rear, but the railway was the most influential 
factor in maMng these regions accessible and inhabitable. 
TA3Iii 7. TSE ISCHHaSK Hi OF AC?^S 0? LMD 
SOU) APTES THE BZCJIIJI?IlfC- OF SAISVaY THAIiS-
POF.TATIOH. CESHOSJ: 
Acres transferred 
Bona fide : Kailroad Government. 
1865 : 9 3.30 ; 4,640 
1866 : 2.40 : 10.943 
1867 : 2.80 : 6,795 
1868 : 3.60 : 8,463 
1869 : 3.10 : 23,744 
1870* ; 4.50 : 16,653 
1871 ; 4.10 : 24,359 
1872 : 4.60 : 22,529 
1873 : 6.90 : 15,017 
1874 : 6.80 ; 19,941 
1875 ; 7.70 : 26,015 
30,046 
16,218 
11,415 
11,530 
15,894 
19,354 
191,588 
* Year of first railway service. (16) 
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^though no definite conclusions may "be reached on the 
influence of the railroad on land values, there is no doubt 
that settle^nt •was hastened, a hi^er type of utilization 
could "be made of the land, and, althotigh not conclusive, the 
prices of products at the local market vrere increased through a 
reduction in the cost of reaching the central laarket. My of 
the increases in incomes would tend to be reflected in in­
creased value of the land. 
The net effect of investments in land improveraents on 
the value of Iowa land in the process of development from an un 
improved to an improved farming area "^ill be the nerrt topic of 
discussion. 
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IV. TE?: ESLATIOn 0? LAUD ?HICS THSIiDS TO I'ilCT-S OF 
^SHIGUITUHAI ??.0I)UC2S. 
In the previous discussion the point was made that the 
result of making improvements on land had a more significant 
effect on land price because of the increase in income, than be 
cause of the mere outlay of capital itself. The effects of 
these increases in income may also be measured fairly accurate­
ly. 
Beasons for Differences in County Land Price Trends, 
It is the object cf the first ri ert of this section to 
discover the reason for the continuous upward trend of land 
values in Cherokee and Story counties, which is ordinarily con­
sidered to be typical of all land values in lowa. But the 
question arises: were these trends typical of all of Iowa 
county land prices? Jefferson County has been selected as re­
presentative of the older sections in which the trend of land 
values is different. It will be necessary to point out why 
the price trend in Jefferson is not the same as in the newer 
areas. 
If the decline in agricultural prices after 1870 has 
no effect on the upward trend of land prices in Cherokee Coun­
ty. s<»ne effect in Story County land values, and a pronounced 
influence on Jeffersoh County land prices, there is somewhat 
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concl-asive eTidence that, after an area has undergone full de­
velopment, land prices mil then tend to folloi? more closely 
the trend of prices of agricultural products. 
[The year 1870 is, of coijrse, too early for any county 
in lowa to "be fully developed, especially as corn-oared with 
counties in the older states which were settled a century or 
two preyiously. 
But since Jefferson County is typical of the early 
settled section of southeastern I0v7a, it will serve the purpose 
fairly well. The population of the county in 187C was 17,839, 
or 1400 more than it was fifty years later, or in fact at any 
other period in the county*s history, She improred acreage, 
according to the census of 1870, ^as 163,275, as compared with 
192,308 acres in 1920. Three railro.sds furnished convenient 
and ample outlets to markets, and the road and school systems 
of the county were fairly well established. In comparison. 
Story and Cherokee counties had improved acreages of 42,474 
and 9,739, populations of 11,651 and 1967, respectively, and ill' 
adequate transportation and school facilities. 
Increase in land in farms; 
It is probably the ordinary opinion that a decline in 
the prices of agricultural products would curtail the expan­
sion of land under cultivation. But this is not necessarily 
true. During the twenty-year period from 1870 to 1890, when 
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agricaltural prices -Tiere flailing, the imnroved acreage of 
Jefferson County increased twenty-five per cent, to £09,000 
acres. During the same period the improved acreage increased 
in Story County six hundred per cent, and in Chero3;®e three 
thousand per cent. (See Table VI}. These increases and 
changes in improved, unimproved, and total l^jnd in farms are 
graphically illustrated in Figure 7. The reasons for the large 
increases in the latter counties are quite different from the 
causes in the increases in Jefferson County. 
The occasion for these changes, i^hich could be attri­
buted to capital outlays and the utilization of improved tech­
nique, has been discussed. The definite restilts of the above 
discussed improvements can be seen in these changes in land in 
farms and in the shifts of income -which follow. The rapid in­
crease in amount of land in farms, and the total value of pro­
ducts, T!7hich is especially noticeable in the Cherokee data as 
is shcaffn in Figures 7 and 8, must be associated with the coming 
of the railway which reached Cherokee in 1870. (16). This 
great inflow of immigrants, together with the rapid shift in 
the utilization of land, was possible only through improvement 
in transportation. 
The increase in improved land in Jefferson County was 
undoubtedly due to two causes. Pirst, since the develcomental 
process was only martially comTJlete in 1870, there undoubtedly 
remained in the county some land which could be profitably 
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Figure 7. Comnqrative increase in improved and 
unim-oroved acreage in farms end the 
influence on gross income. 
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2ABL3 VI, IlirSOTSr' .-^SD USIHPH073I) aCHHlSES, lAHS III FARMS. 
(1870  - 1890) 
Year Jefferson Story Cherokee 
1870* Imisroved 
Unimproved 
Total area in farms 
163,276 
82,365 
245,641 
42,474 
34.024 
76,498 
9,739 
27,152 
36,891 
1880** Improved 
Unimproved 
Total 
203,609 
59,289 
262,898 
235,380 
39.302 
274,682 
146,397 
31.313 
177,710 
1890*** Improved 
Unimproved 
Total 
209,267 
40.893 
250,250 
245,978 
81.560 
327,538 
283,797 
38.443 
322,240 
i *(47 ,  p. 146) 
; **(48, p. 114} 
I  * ' - ( 4 9 ,  p .  2 0 7 )  
brought under cultivation for the same reason as in the two 
connties discussed above. Second, there were presumably many 
{ farms which were burdened with debt, since there had been a 
i period of rapid increase in price of land and inflation of pro­
duct prices during the war. The operators of these farms were 
obliged to meet certain fixed charges in the form of interest 
payments and taxes. In an uncontrolled industry, such as agri­
culture, the only way to meet these fixed charges in a period 
I of declining prices is to increase the number of units of pro­
duct, The usual way to increase production is to bring more 
acres under cultivation. The point that in a period of declin­
ing prices it is necessary to bring more land under cultivs-
• tion, and in periods of increasing prices it is possible to 
lower the amOTint of land in cultivation, is further "borne out 
by the fact that in 1910 there ivere 213,000 acres improved in 
Jefferson County, but in the period of rising prices which fol­
lowed to 1920, this figure decreased at the rate of 2000 acres 
per year, to 192,000 acres in 1920. (ippendiz Table I). The 
tendency for the improved acreage in farms to decrease between 
1910 and 1920 was conmon in all areas east of the Mississippi 
i 
Hiver, because of concentration of the limited labor supply on 
the better lands. In Jefferson County, it V7as xindoubtedly 
necessary to return some of the cultivated area on the rougher 
ground to pasture land to prevent washing. 
i 
I 
Comparative changes in county income; 
The effect of increased acreage of improved land on 
I the inccsne of the counties is shown in Table 711 and in Figure 
6. The total value of products of Cherofee County increased 
: from ^5182,680 in 1870 to '^68,417 in 1880 and to $1,999,110 in 
TABLE TII. YaSJJE OP ASRICUITIIrfA.L PHOiUCTS: 1870-1890. 
County 1870* 1880"^* % Inc. 1890*^^* ^ Inc. 
Cherolree 
Story 
Jefferson 
^ 182,580 
453,407 
1.711,007 
$ 858.417 
1.470,317 
1,201.695 
369.9 
224.2 
- 29.7 
11.991,110 
1.268,030 
1,067 , 030 
131.9 
- 13.7 
- 11.1 
* f47, p. 146) 
** (48, p. 114) 
*** (49, p. 207) 
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the next decade; a total increase for the period of 989 per 
cent, The increase in Story County income was similar to that 
of Cherokee until 1880, aho-jring a gain of more than one million 
dollars over the income of 1870. 3ut during the next decade 
the value of products fell to .^1,268,030 a decrease of 13.7 per 
cent. The direct cause of this decrease in value of products 
was Story County's inability to expand its improved land, 
thereby enabling the producers to increase the volume of pro­
ducts with sufficient rapidity to overcome the decrease in pri­
ces of products. 
In Jefferson CoTinty, it was not possible to increase 
the cultivated area sufficiently to meet the downward movement 
of product prices, and hence it may be observed that the value 
of products of the county declined from ^1,711,000 in 1870 to 
#1,201,695 in 1880 and to |l,067,950 in 1890. The respective 
percentage decreases were: 1880, 29.7 per cent less than 1870; 
1890, 11.1 per cent less than 1880; a total decrease of 57.7 
per cent for the period. Conditions in Jefferson County dif­
fered considerably from those in Cherokee. The improved land 
acreage in Jefferson increased but 46,000 acres, and the land 
in farms registered a net gain of 5,000 acres in the twenty-
year period. It is probable that each additional acre improved 
was less valuable than the one which preceded it. Poorer and 
poorer land was being brought under cultivation. In Cherokee, 
the area in farms grew from 37,000 to 322,000 acres and it is 
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probable that each additional acre was equal to or better than 
those already in cultiTation, because l-irge areas of raw land 
were available, 
Inc oae per acre ; 
The total county income, as shown in Table VII, is 
found reduced to income per 'icre, in Table "Till. \^hen acres in 
fsrms and the total value of products are increasing within a 
county, the increase in the latter figure does not prove that 
the income per acre is increasing. In all three counties the 
gross return "oer acre is slightly lower in 1880, but in the 
nest decade Cherokee shows the same distinct trend in acreage 
return ^ in total value of products. It may be concluded 
that the growth in the value of products due to the imr>rove-
jaent of raw land, bringing it from a lower use to a higher use, 
even in the face of declining prices, was sufficient to sus­
tain the upward trend of land values tiiroughout the period in 
Cherokee County, and for the first decade in Story. Jefferson 
County, being limited in its supply of raw land, could not ex-
TA3LE Till, anoss 51:TUH1IS P^:?; ACHB IH FmiS. 1870-1890*. 
C ounty 1870 1880 1890 
Cherokee 34.95 -^•83 ^.17 
Story 5.92 5.55 5.87 
Jefferson 6.96 4.57 4.26 
* Computed frc»i data in Tables 71 and 711. 
pand the cultivated area materisilly, especially without increas­
ing the cost per unit of product, ^=nd hence the trend of land 
values followed core closely the trend of agricultural "Drices-
Helation of Land Price Trends to Agricultural 
Product Prices. 
Jefferson County oefore 1887: 
Figure 5 shows that Jefferson County land va3.ues had a 
tendency to follow the index of agricultural prices to a great­
er extent than did those of the other two counties. If the 
downward movement of land values in Jefferson County is com­
pared with the trend of prices for corn, hogs and cattle in the 
period 1865-1896, a fairly close relationship will be found. 
Illustrations of these movements are shown in Figure 8. It 
will he observed from these gratjhs that the price of corn was 
the first to start downward, and it was followed by that of 
hogs and cattle. Of the three price series, the cattle price 
trend corresponds most closely with the trend of land prices; 
the downward and the ut)ward movement beginning at the same 
time. Is compared with corn and hog prices, the upward move­
ment of land prices begins six years previous to the change in 
the trend of corn and hog prices. The same may be said to be 
true of the index of all agricultural prices. It cannot be 
concluded from these figures that the cattle industry was more 
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important than all otheirs in influencing land values in Jeffer­
son County, although it did undoubtedly esert some influence. 
For, in the twenty-year period under discussion, the nuHber of 
cattle in the county increased frcan 11,181 to 28,545, showing 
that the feeding of cattle had considerable influence on agri­
cultural income. (Appendix Table I). 
Inverse relationshi-p between land yrice and product price 
trends for Story and Cherol^ee counties: 
ilxamination of the graphs in Figures 9-11 shows that 
there is an inverse relationship between the trends of land pri 
ces in Story and Cherokee counties and the trend of product "nri 
ces in the period from 1870 to 1890. As the price trend of 
each of the agricultural products tends dOTsnward, the course of 
land prices in Cherokee and Story counties is distinctly up­
ward. The parallel relationship between Isnd nrice trends for 
the tw.o counties and the trend of income from hogs may be ob­
served in Figure 9. 
From the si)Ove discussion it aptears to be convincing 
that, in a developed territory such as Jefferson County, there 
is a tendency for the price of agricultural land to follO"!? the 
trends of agricultural income. Furthermore, the same may be 
said of Story and Cherokee counties, and there is nothing pe­
culiar in the nature of the trends for those counties, for the 
income of the average acre of land during the period was in­
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creasing r-itfcer th^in decreasing as it ^ras in the older coanty. 
(The disappearance of free land: 
2he seemingly premature upward trend of land prices in 
Jefferson County was undoubtedly caused by the exhaustion of 
free fertile land in the United States, IThe effect of the dis­
appearance of good grades of free land vras both psychological 
and real. The feeling of inpenoing land scarcity after 1690 
had a significant effect on the speculative demand for farm 
land, Although this influence was felt at all times after 1890, 
it begins to esrert a pronounced effect only after 1904 and 
reaches a climas in the boom period before 1920. 
. But there were some real changes taking place which 
•were the basis for these increases in land prices. The supply 
of land in the local markets was decreased because fewer in­
dividuals were selling their lands in order to move on to raw 
lands. The demand was increased as prospective purchasers were 
forced to buy at home because of the lack of alternative op­
portunity farther west. If no decrease in income per acre is 
assomed, the decrease in supply and the increase in demand 
would have caused land tjrices to move upward. 
Che terms, "exhaustion of land", and "lack of oppor­
tunity", are used relatively. Free government lands were still 
available then as they are today, but the cost of bringing 
these lands into cultivation was equal to, if not in some cas-
50. 
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ea exceeding, the productive value, due to the fact that poor­
er and poorer lands were being brotight into use. 
Iowa land Price Trends, 1890 to 1920. 
A study of the graphs of cattle, hog, and corn Drice 
trends as comr^ared Trith 1 and rrice trends after 1890, f?igures 
9 to 11) would show that land price trends increased at a much 
more rar)id rate than did the prices of the three comniodities. 
It may also be observed that the rate of increase in land pric­
es is greater than the rate of increase in income frora hogs in 
each of the three counties. The latter observation is not so 
true for the trend of corn in income. 
The lowa counties' land -prices increase at a more rapid rate: 
than agricultural price increases: 
Only in Story County does the trend of land r>rice 
rise more rapidly than the trend of corn income. Chero>ee 
County land prices parallel the movement and land trices in 
Jefferson County increase at a lower rate-
For those who do not understand the logarithmic scale 
the graphs for the hog industry are also shown on square co­
ordinate scale in Figure 9. In this chart, the vertical dif­
ferential may be seen to be narrowing betv?een land prices for 
the three counties and the hog income curve. 
That the rate of increase in land price is greater 
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than the rate of increase in price of agricultural products 
does not destroy the validity of the third hjrpothesis: "in 
those sections which have reached full econonic development, 
the trend of land prices 7;ill tend tc Tpproxirnate the trend of 
agricultural product prices more closely than land trices ap-
prosinate the trenS of product prices in a loss vrell develop­
ed area."" 
The hypothesis holds for the above analysis for it 
may "be observed that the trend of land prices in Jefferson 
County tends to approximate the trend of product prices more 
closely in each ease thr-.n it did for i^heroriee and Story Coun­
ties. 
It will be remembered that Jefferson County r/as se­
lected, not as an old, well develoised county, but as the most 
suitable county which could be found in Iowa. In order that 
the proof of the premise may be better established, it will be 
necessary to choose a region much older th-in Jefferson County 
and perhaDs one of a larger area. For this purpose land sales 
data for Ohio and ".ngland will be used, !?he Ohio data will 
cover the same period as the lowa study covers. The course of 
land prices in England will rermit a study over a much longer 
peri od. 
Land Price "rends in Older Sections. 
land values in older sections do not react with pre-
63a. 
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2A3II: IX. GBIiSJS Yiiui^s, 1850-1920. 
Year Massachusetts Uew York Pennsylvania Ohio 
1850* $ 32.50 $ 29.00 $27.53 $ 
I860** 50.18 58.29 38.91 33.12 
1870"'*'' 67.27 57.48 58.10 48.51 
1880# 45.52 43.86 49.29 45.98 
1890f# 42.50 44.08 50.21 44.96 
1900#* 50.21 39.21 46.57 43.51 
1910*# 67.50 55.28 56.01 68.62 
1920*#* 99.25 69.92 75.13 115.17 
1925#*# 107.53 70.95 71.81 87.57 
* (45) 
(46) 
(47) 
i ^ 48) 
#1 (49) 
#* (50) 
*# (55) 
*#* (54) 
#*# (56) 
else similarity to product •oriee changes. Table IZ and Figure 
12 illustrate land T)rices in Massachusetts, Hew York, PennsjTl-
vania and Ohio, as estimated in the United States Census. 
There is considerable correl'ition in the direction of movement, 
but the degree of change varies among the states. Massachusetts 
appears to react most violently to price making forces. This 
may be because of the smallneas of the area, industrial con­
ditions, or site values. In comrtarison with the oUier three 
states, Massachusetts is the lowest in 1860, highest in 1870, 
lowest in 1880 and 1890, highest in 1900, second to Ohio in 
1910 and 1920 and again highest in 1925. 
Pigxire 12. Census lojid. voltes for Ohio, 
Massachusetts, lew York and Pennsyl 
vania. 
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She price of land in each of the foar states definite­
ly reflects the favorable situation as regards Torices received 
for products in the fifties and during the period of the Civil 
War, After 1870, the decline in land prices definitely follows 
the depression of agricultural prices, until the trend of pro­
duct prices again swings upward at the close of the century. 
Of the four states, continuous land price data is available for 
Ohio only. 
Land values in Ohio: 
lEhe "Drice data on land sales available as a state aver­
age begin in the year of 1877. Some criticism has been made of 
these figures because of the method by Trhich they are obtained. 
(6, p. 22). The county recorders are required to send to the 
Secretary of State an annual report of the total number of 
acres sold in the county. Sales where the consideration is 
one dollar are separated from the sales where the exact con­
sideration is stated. The average sales price for the year is 
computed from the latter group by dividing the total consider­
ation by the total number of acres for which a definite price 
is given. This method includes some sales which would have 
been thrown out of the Iowa study, and undoubtedly represents 
some inaccuracies. But, under the criticism of the Iowa data, 
reference has already been made to the fact that after making 
eliminations no material change in average price occurred. 
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It is felt, therefore, that the Ohio figures are fair­
ly reliaole, especially as a state average and for piirisoses of 
the study of trends. It might also be observed that the sales 
figures for Ohio are "below the census data (See Figure 13) for 
the same periods. This was also true of the lows sales price 
data, where accuracy is more certain. 
The continuous price data will be used to demonstrate 
the manner in which the land prices of Ohio have tended to fol­
low changes in the Tjrice of products. The study of the aver­
age figures for the whole state will be followed by a study 
of the smaller areas in the state in order to see if any sec­
tions of Ohio have price trends similar to those of the lowa 
cOTinties. 
The trend of land prices in Ohio may be divided into 
three periods from the beginning of settlement to 1920# 
girst Period to 1885: She early period was marked by 
a steady rise in land prices. This period may be compared to 
the period of early development which took place in Iowa from 
1850 to the close of the century, 3ut this exception must be 
noted. The period of settlement and development in Ohio cov­
ers a much longer time than it does in Iowa. Settlement, de­
velopment of transportation facilities, markets and land im­
provement developed much more slowly than in Iowa, largely be­
cause of a different time period and the impediments offered 
by nature. 
68. 
Before the close of the eighteenth century, people 
were found scattered all along the Ohio Hiver. In 1785 there 
•were aoout 1500 people in the Miami and Scioto valleys sad 
ahout 300 in the HocKLng and iluskegun Valleys. At this time 
the state itself was a vast wilderness •J7ith perhaTJs a few hun­
dred acres of Indian cornfields and treeless prairie. (52, p. 
24). 
A forest had to "be felled, wild beasts exterminated, 
and Indian occupancy extinguished before Ohio could be occu­
pied. There was a mountain barrier on the east, an unsailed 
sea on the north, an unbroken wilderness on the -sTest, ant? an 
uncertain market in the hands of a foreign power in the south. 
There were no ways of communication exce"Dt by natural streams 
and a few wilderness roads. Steamboats and railroads were un­
heard of. It was 1819 before the Cumberland road reached the 
Ohio Hiver at Viheeling. The first canals were opened in 1832 
and the first railroad began operation in 1847, (32, p. 71) 
over half a century after the settlement of Marietta. 
The settlers of Ohio were home seekers and not fortune 
hunters. Por the first few years, they secured only the most 
meager living. It was five or six jears before a farm became 
self-sufficing. Sot only did the land have to be cleared of 
trees and stumps, but in many cases it had to be drained and 
the stones removed. 3y 1650 only 4,000,000 acres, or one-
sixth of the area in farms in 1920, had been brought under the 
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plow. f32, P. 6). 
After this toil and privation, the Ohio settler had a 
x<iTn less Taluable and less productive than the fara of the 
Iowa settler T?ho had merely to break the sod of the land. ITev-
ertheless, Ohio vresents many characteristics to these of 
Iowa, '^ne of the chief Taliie-aikin? forces of farm lands is 
the Tercentage of total area in improved farn land. In this 
regard, but one srtiate stands bet-ween Iowa and Ohio. She -cer-
centage of imTDroved Isnd for the three states is: Ohio seven­
ty-three, Illinois seventy-ei:?ht, -^nd Iowa eighty-two-cer 
cent. (41, p. 100). If the poor, rough lands of southeast­
ern Ohio were eliminated, the Ohio figure would approach that 
of lowa. 
These conditions which impeded the development of 
Ohio account for the slow rise of land values in Ohio as com­
pared with land price increases in Iowa. Hhe annual rise in 
value is bound to be less in an area in which, because of the 
lack of facilities for development and the impedinents which 
nature offered, the development-^.l period is double that of an­
other region. 
The value of Ohio farm land according to the census 
of 1850 was nineteen dollars an acre. (50, p. 852). In the 
decade which followed, land prices advanced to thirty-three 
dollars per acre, an increase of seventy-four per cent, until 
1870 all counties in Ohio showed a constant increase in value. 
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Figure 13. Ohio census land v^lue estimates com-
•cared "with Ohio sales trice overage and 
census estimates of Maumee Vaill ey counties. 
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The census shows that land values in Ohio "began to de­
cline after 1870, but from the continuous sales price data 
•which is available after 1877 it appears that Ohio land sales 
prices increased throughout the seventies. (i'igure 15). Hov;-
ever, the great increase in the number of sales, accompanied 
by jorice increases, would indicate that activity in the nature 
of a land boom •Rras taking place throughout Cfcio and the older" 
settled regions. (Appendix !Dable S). In Tigure 14, it may be 
observed that the agricultural price index figure is the high­
est in 1881 of any year after the depression of prices -hich 
followed the war. And if the war "orices were deflated, the 
•nrices of 1881 would comr>are favorably with the peak 'orices 
of 1861 and 1854. In the year following the high prices of 
1881, titere was more land sold in the State of Ohio than in 
any one year of its history, fAppendix Table S). The pe-ik of 
land prices, however, was not reached until 1885. 
The rise in product prices in 1886 resulted in a 
price in 1887 of one dollar more per acre than the pealc -price 
of 1885. This increase V7as not due to increased land sales, 
for the number of acres transferred was but seventy-five per 
cent of that of 1882. It has been observed that there is a 
natural tendency for buyers or speculators in the land market 
to boost the price on any pretense, after years of continuous 
increases in value. 
Second Period, 1865 to 1900: Zxcept for the slight 
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Pigure 14. Parallel moveinents of Ohio average 
sales nrice index and index of Ohio 
agricultural rriees. (4 and 30) 
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increase in 1887, this period ia marked by a general decline 
of land prices in sjnarjathy 77ith the decline of agricnltnral 
product prices, A low point was reached in agricultural pro­
duct prices in 1896, but land prices did not strike bottorn un­
til 1899* This lag of three yeers is quite similar to the lag 
of 1 and prices "behind product -nrices in the eighties. A com­
plete sequence of events may be observed; 
Crest Low 
Agricultxiral product prices, 188£ 1896 
Sales transactions, 1882 1897 
Land price, 1885 1899 
How closely the trend of agricultural product prices 
•??as followed by land prices is shOTsu in Figure 15, The two 
lines are practically parallel and a^rosimately of the same 
length• 
Although the data given here would lead one to be­
lieve that product prices were the only influences working, 
there were undoubtedly other factors, some of which will be 
discussed later in the section entitled "Land Price Adjust­
ments." Eowever, the close correlation bet^sreen nroduct price 
and land price is convincing that income is a major factor in 
the determination of the price of agricultural land, especial­
ly in a more or less fully developed region, of which Ohio is 
one, 
Third Period, 1900 to 1920: The trend of Ohio land 
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igure 15. Trend of Ohio land prices compared T7ith 
agricultural product price and ail commodity 
price trends. 
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prices from the "beginning o? the nineteenth century to 1920 T^as 
identical to that of l-md value trends in all the United States 
and of nearly all of the vrorld. As in Ioi??a, the price of land 
increases more rapidly than the price of products sold from the 
land. (Figures 14 and 15). Seasons given for this circum­
stance are the same as in l0T7a excet>t that speculation vr.is not 
so iDrevalent in Ohio. Although product prices increased very 
rauidly after 1915, land rsrices in Ohio increased but five dol­
lars between 1916 and 1919. Sone speculation vras an^arent in 
1920 when land prices increased sixteen dollars rier acre. ( 
pendix. Table 9). 
Special areas in Ohio: 
iThe Mamnee 7alley comities: Some counties vrere found 
in l077a which did not sfao"?: a trend of land prices typical of 
the constant up?7ard movement of land rrices in the state, but, 
instead, tended to follovr the course taken by product prices. 
In Ohio, the general trend for the state was one T^hich follovr-
ed product prices. She iDarticular group of counties which 
will now be studied will show a trend similar to that for the 
State of Iowa, instead of ar)rrosimating the land price trend 
typical of Ohio, 
Settlement of northwestern Ohio was delayed because 
of the heavy forest growth and the need for artificial drain­
age in that particular section, known as the "Great Black 
76 
3. 
Maumee Valley Counties: 
1. Wood 4. Putnan 
2. Henry 5, Tan T/ert 
3. Paulding 6, Llercer 
County settled in the same tine period as Jeffer­
son County, Iowa. 
7, Williams. 
Figure 16. Map of Ohio Showing Area Studied. 
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Swamp." Areas in Indiana and Michigan beyond the valley of the 
Mausaee "SJere settled before this blact earth region. The first 
area which -will be studied in this section is ccciprised of the 
Maaaee 7alley connties of Henry, liercer, Paulding, Putman, Tan 
7;ert ana Wood. fPigare 16). A second area comprising only 
Williams County v^ill be studied in the section entitled "inter­
regional Price Adjiistaents'' because there is aTSilable for that 
county continuous price data, and because the county 7;as de­
veloped in the same time period as Jefferson Coiinty, lov^a. 
She land in the Haumee River Yalley v?as formerly cov­
ered by lake Erie and presents the same topography and soil 
characteristics of the Bed Hiver Talley of tiie lorth. (8). It 
appears impossible that this rich area could have been passed 
by for the yellow clay areas and sandy soils which lay beyond. 
However, if the conditions of settlement in this pioneer age 
are realized, it tiill be seen that land which would quickly 
yield a return "J?as much more valuable than land which required 
years of preparation and capital expenditure to bring it into 
production. 
These six Ohio counties T^ere developed in the same 
time period in which many of the Iowa counties ^ere developed. 
Therefore a land price trend similar to that found in the Iowa 
County data may be expected. 
Figure 13 shows the average census Talue for these 
six Ohio counties from 1850 to 1920. In the same figure is 
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igure 17, Census land v^lue estimates of Kauinee 
Valley counties comt)ared with census es­
timates of Cherotee 'ind Story counties. 
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illustrated the course of land values for the state. The ob­
servation to be made is the continuous upirard course of the 
valley counties in contrast with the trend of land values for 
the state. 
Since these counties needed draining, it is likely 
that considerable expenditure was made u"D0n the land to bring 
it into production. The cost of clearing, breaking, and wait­
ing resulted in increased incoine from each acre and made the 
land more valuable throughout the period. As the price of 
these fertile black lands climbs above those of the state,, it 
is again observed that it is not the expenditure alone vrhich 
increases the value of the land, but the incoine vrhich results 
from the making of such investments is vastly more important 
because this increased income is reflected in the land valiiss. 
The comparative growth of land values in Cherokee and 
Story counties in Iowa and the average for the sis Ohio coun­
ties may be observed from Fig-jre 17. The average growth of 
land values in the Ohio counties is more comparable to Chero­
kee than to Story County. Especially is this true before 1900. 
If the six county average data between 1850 to 1890 were com­
pared with the Cherokee data from 1860 to 1900 the "oarallel-
ism "would be even more striking. Story County shows little 
similarity before 1900 because it is affected by the decrease 
in agricultural prices between 1880 and 1900. All three areas 
rise in parallel between 1900 and 1910, but, after 1910, the 
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Iowa eormties tarn sharply upward while the Ohio counties con­
tinue their normal trend. The latter observation is again ty-
picsl of the conservatism of Ohio land "buyers coniT^arefi VTith 
the speculative tendencies found in the Iov;a land market* 
The Ohio data supnort the Iowa conclusions. If coitn-
ties ^QTB in the initial period of development ~hen the de­
pression period came, they were not affected by the decline in 
prices of -Droducts. But in the fully developed areas there 
TPas a tendency for land prices to folio?? product prices. 
liew York State land values: 
The trend of land values in older and nore eastern 
states has reacted in much the same "say as it has in Ohio. 
In the choice of an eastern state, some conditions enter "trhich 
are not present in states farther west. Sew York has coun­
ties which have land values of from |2500 to §5000 per acre. 
These counties, however, are small and do not affect the state 
average materially eseetJt after 1920. (Appendix Table 12). 
The larger part of the state is typically rural although some 
of it is not agricultural. Se-^ York is, hovrever, typical of 
the eastern states. With these considerations in mind, Hew 
j^ork may be used as an examnle of an eastern state, in an in­
vestigation of the history of eastern land values. 
The average price of land for the state dis­
cussed to some extent in introducing the study of Ohio values. 
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and it is sho-sn in conparison Tritfc land prices of Pennsylvania. 
Massaehu.sett3, and Ohio. From this granh (Figure IE) and Tshle 
IX, it "STill be noted that the price of land taJres a sli(?htly 
different trend in Ue-sr l02fe than in Ohio. [:)he average price 
for the state in 1910 had not recovered to a point equal to the 
•census estimate of 1870, the prices "being fifty-four dollars 
and fifty-seven dollars respectively. It will be recalled that, 
due to the increase in values from 1900 to 1910 in Ohio aid 
' llassachusetts, the price had risen to a point much higher than 
the 1870 figure. 
Using the sarae analysis as has been used for Ohio and 
i talcing into account the considerations found under the study 
of interregional adjustment of land values, it may be conclud­
ed that the lane in Sew York in 1870 reached a higher price, 
relative to its physical production per acre, th^n did the 
; land of Ohio and other -western states. Much western produce 
which had found a market in the east was diverted for V7ar pur-
^ poses and did not cone into competition with the products of 
the Sew York farmer. ?vith these increases in the price of 
products coming, as they did, after a long period of increas­
es in land values, the price of land was undoubtedly abnornal-
ly inflated in 1870. ^Ifith a change in competitive and pro­
ductive conditions after 1870, it was very difficult for Sew 
York land -orices to regain their former level. 
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TABIS Z. YAIU" ?£H ACHS 3? L-AIJI' 11^ S^r-.Crrj) m: Y^:Z 
COUHTIZS.* 
County Year 
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 
Albany § 72 $ 65 # 53 4= 44 1 48 $ 59 
Sroome 47 34 32 29 31 47 
Cayuga 79 65 58 45 50 73 
Chemung 53 42 40 40 37 37 
Chenango 51 29 28 25 28 38 
C olumbia 71 49 43 33 43 55 
Cortland 56 34 31 28 32 48 
Dutchess 86 73 47 44 59 70 
Fulton SO 23 26 22 25 29 
Sreene 43 35 33 27 38 41 
Herkimer 72 42 45 31 39 54 
Madison 68 49 44 31 39 59 
Montgomery 80 53 57 45 51 55 
Oneida 61 44 44 32 43 58 
Otsego 55 36 34 28 32 40 
Putiian 84 53 50 50 59 80 
Hensselaer 71 49 47 34 39 42 
Saratoga 52 36 34 25 32 41 
Schoharie 50 36 34 27 29 35 
Schuyler 63 48 42 35 39 47 
Seneca 94 65 59 47 62 87 
Tioga 48 34 29 25 28 38 
Tomtikins 67 52 47 36 43 59 
Washington 65 42 37 26 31 37 
Sote: One county sho^n higher land values in 1860 
thsn in 1925; Bensselaer 1860 - 551; 1925 - ^6. 
* From Appendix Td>le 12. 
The average price of land for the state was higher in 
1870 than in 1910 in forty of the sixty-two counties. (Pigure 
19). In twenty-four of the counties the price of land was 
higher in 1870 than in 1920. (Table X). It will "be observed 
that these twenty-four counties are located in the rougher re-
I 
I gions of the state. The early values developed in a hand-
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s 
I tilled agriculture, but, due to the to-pography snc to soil de-
I pletion, they have been un'able to compete with the machine-
I 
I tilled, more fertile soils of the 7/est in recent times. Hence, 
I the non-recovery of agricultural land values, 
j To illustrate ho?r a difference in conditions E°y af-
: feet land ririces in different areas of the same state, three 
; counties, (Haiailton, Kssex and iVarren) may be selected in the 
' roughest part of iJew York state. Examination of land prices 
: in the three counties "will show that the trend of rrices has 
I been practically always upv^^ard. fSable XI). These counties 
[ are practically 7?ithout railro.^ facilities. A large vart of 
i 
: the area comprises a state park. It may be that tte demand 
for land for recreation and for estates has given value to 
these lands in recent times. The development of auto and 
i 
I truck transportation may have put this area in reach of a 
^ greater number of people. Except for snail areas, the agri­
cultural value of lands in these counties is still very lov?. 
Suffolk, the eastern county of long Island, also 
shows a constantly increasing trend of land "orices, excent for 
1900. This is strictly a suburban county and shows the effect 
of the growth of a nearby city and the development of commu­
tation facilities offered by the long Island Hailroad. 3xce?t 
for some trucking and poultry raising, the growth has been due 
to site values. The county exhibits a trend much like Story 
84 
lo. 
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27. 
Counties which showed continuous price increases: 
1. Suffolk, 3. Eanilton. 
E. "ssex. 4. Warren. 
Counties in which the price of land, was higher in 1870 
than in 1920: 
S.Washington. 
S.Hensselaer. 
7.Colunhia. 
8.Duchess. 
9.?utman. 
10.Saratoga. 
11. Albany. 
12. Green. 
lS.?iilton. 
14 .Montgomery. 
15. Schoharie. 
16. Herkimer. 
17. Ot sego. 
18. Oneida. 
19. Madison. 
20.Chenango. 
21.3r oome. 
22.Cortlan3 . 
23. Cayuga. 
24.Tompkins 
25.Tioga. 
26.Seneca. 
27.Schuyle r 
28. Schemung 
figure 18. iiap of i'ew York State showing location of 
counties. 
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T^LE 21. SHIDCJilD WSM YCP.K COUIJTCS 15 '.VHICH LAIO PHI-
C25 Ii;C?JiAS3I» COIiTIirJOUSIY. 1850 to 1925.* 
County Year 
1850 ^1860 :1870 :1880 1890 1900 *1910 1920 *1925 
Essex 
Hamilton 
Suffolk 
Yv arren 
ijp 11 t <(» 11 'V IS XS 
6 : & ' 6 : 9 
20 : 35 ; 51 : 55 
9 : IE : IS : 13 
$ 15 
9 
80 
15 
S 16 25 
11 : 24 
77 : 173 
12 : 22 
• 
^29 :$ 40 
31 : 42 
287 : 352 
26 : 30 
* From Aptjendix !Ilable 12. 
County, Iowa, until 1920. 
affect of industrial competition for 1 abor and ca"Pital: 
It was observed in the discussion of the trend of land 
prices in JJew York that land values in 1910 had not returned to 
the level reached in 1870. In addition to the reasons given 
above, this failure of values to recover the former land as 
rapidly as values in other sections may have been due to the 
competition of industry with agriculture for labor and caxtital. 
At least this is the opinion of a 7?riter in 1889. He ob­
serves: 
"The income derived from successful agri­
culture is greatly disproportionate to 
the inconie derived from successful trade 
and the money passing in the course of a 
year through the hands of « trader is 
aany times that passing through the hands 
of a husbandman emt)loying the same or 
even greater capital." (39). 
It is the general opinion that the introduction of 
manufactaring into a region will increase land values in that 
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area, but this is not necessarily true, ivhen the area becones 
industrialized, the farmer coaes into corn'oetitioii 7?ith the 
Eianufaeturer in the emTJloyment of Isbor. Unless the increase 
in the v-ilue of the products of the farm is larger, due to the 
industrialisation, than the increase in "wages necessary to 
keep the labor on the farm, there will be no increase in the 
share going to the land, therefore land values 77ill not be in­
creased, Hhey may be decreased, since the produce market is a 
wider Taarket than the labor market, and products move froia one 
area to another more freely than laborers. Hence the price of 
labor •JTill be increased more than the price of products. The 
effect of industry coniDeting •srith agriculture for laborers is 
especially noticeable in all of the -:ast IJorth Central states 
at the present time. It is the observation of the li^-riter that 
the scarcity of agricultural labor is raore acute in these re­
gions than during war time. 
Even with the T3resent fsvorable agricultural nrices, 
land values in Ohio, Indiana, -jnd Illinois are below the 1915 
level. It is reasonable to believe th^.t in these states the 
ssme conditions prevail "which were "oresent in more eastern 
states following "the Civil r,ar. 
English land Values, 
So far, in the study of land values, the period cov­
ered has "been only sufficiently long to shoiy two periods of 
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rise, one full period of depression and the apparent "beginning 
of another. A series of I and prices from England and Prance 
will frtrnish a longer period for observation. 
?j2gli3h history is recorded fairly carefully and ac­
curately. Current Tvritings on agricultural conditions are 
complete and satisfactory. The principal source of data for 
the discussion of English land values v?ill be taicen from an 
article published in the Journ-^l of the Hoyal Statistical 
Society entitled "A Century of Land Values." (56). -he data 
taken from the tables of this article -sfill provide for I-jagland 
a series of continuous data similar to the data which have 
been used as a basis of the Ohio and lcjT?a discussions. ?he 
century from 1780 to 1880 gives a 'oeriod of rise and fall pre­
vious to the beginning of the data in the United States. 
Land value changes before the nineteenth century; 
Before taking up the study of the above series of 
data, it will be lorofitable as well as interesting to sketch 
some periods in Tjsglish agricultural history which led up to 
the period when the continuous price data began. The con­
ditions and events which surrounded periods of prosperity and 
depression in these early times are similar to the choice of 
events which take place under the same conditions today. 
There appears to have been a period of agricultural 
prosperity at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The 
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i j folloising quotation describing conditions in 1608 might «ell 
t 
i haTe talren 'olace three centuries later, 
i "The surveyor attributes the increases in pri­
ces (of rents) to fanners outbidding one sn-
I other for farns, for the rents of farms and 
prices go t(^ether; a statement which seeras 
to have been quite true and disposes of the 
assertion that landlords raised the rents un-
i fairly, for they ^rere quite entitled to -jThat 
j they could get on the open raarket, the farmer 
I being presmneably wise enough not to offer 
rents Tfhich vrould preclude a profit. He fur­
ther blames the farmer of his day for being 
discouraged with his lot; in former times 
farmers and their wives were content with 
mean diet and base attire and held their 
children to some austere government vfithout 
haunting ale houses, taverns, dice and cards. 
Uot? husbandmen will be equal to the Yecaian, 
the leoman to the gentleman and the Gentle­
man to the Squire, and there is at this day 
thirty times as much vainly spent in a family 
of lifee multitude and quality as there -siras in 
former ages; a complaint that has been common 
to all ages.'' (9, p. 127). 
Although there may have been disturbances in land 
prices before this episode in the early sixteenth century, 
none have been so comnletely described. After the land price 
inflation, the effect of which has Just been noted, land pri­
ces fell and subsequently increased later in century. 
These changes in price are related by Curtler: 
"As to the freehold value of land in 1521, ac­
cording to D'Swes, it -jyas from sixteen to 
t^renty years purchase. Yet in 1688 Sir 
Joshua Child said that *The lands were now 
selling for sixteen to twenty years purchase 
which fifty to sixty years before sold for 
from eight to ten'. And he also states 
that *The lands and the same farms to be now 
sold would yield treble and in some cases 
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six times the money they Tsjere sold for fifty 
years ago', Savenant puts land at t"welve 
years pTarchase in 1600, eighteen years in 
1698 and twenty-seven years in 1729." 
(3. p. 117). 
Shortly after 1630 there -Krere nine years of high pri­
ces and scarcity; the price of •wheat T?as never below forty 
shillings per quarter and rose as high as fifty-six. (44). 
These years of favorable prices started the price of land on 
the upgrade tov?ard the normal land prices of 1688. (9, p. 117) 
It will be noted in this and in other cases of agricultural 
depression that the only agricultural relief "which is effect­
ive is a scarcity caused by natural conditions. 
It "ill be observed from the above quotations that 
the -orice of land was variable in England in the seventeenth 
century, and that it varied according to the prosperity of 
the agricultural industry. It has been necessary for the 
above time period to quote only fragmentary excerpts to show 
•what was happening to land prices and the causes therefor. 
The remainder of the study will be based on more accurate 
data. 
One hundred years of agricultural land prices: 
The data taken from the article in the Journal of 
the Royal Statistical Society by Eorton, Trieste, and Gilbert 
cover a period of ore hundred years from 1780 to 1880. Since 
land sales are not frequent in Sngland and since the sales 
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were made in all parts of the island, the prices of land in 
the original data varied a great deal from year to year. In 
order to eliminate this obj'ection, a five-ye'ir running average 
was made, "he resulting land r^rice trends are plotted on the 
graphs in Figure 19. lor purposes of the study of trends of 
land values and the major fluctuations the data appear to be 
sufficiently correct. The original data also gave rents aad 
years purchase. 
'^h.Q first period, 1794 to 1815: The period under 
consideration begins when the industrial revolution is well 
under way. Snglish po-oulation multi-olied rapidly as ad-dition-
al n»ans of supr^ort and sustenance increased. In 1793 Eng­
land nassed from a self-sufficing and self-supDOrting status 
to an industrial and trading nation. 
!rhis first period is one of agricultural prosperity, 
of high agricultural "nrices, and, in fact, ends in a '^"booia" 
period. It is characterized by the same type of events which 
have characterized every other boon period, irhis is not con­
trary to psychology or to human nature. Men have always over­
estimated the chances for gain and under-estimated the chan­
ces for loss. This tendency is particularly true in the case 
of land speculation. Men have always labored under the 
notion that increasing population predicates hi^er food pri­
ces and a consequent rise in land values. Buyers of land 
have always been short-sighted in making purchases, thinlcing 
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that the prevailing high prices would always reaain. (The 
future trend of prices of product of a durable good is very 
important in the determination of the present -orice of the 
good itself. A knowledge of temporary prices is not suf­
ficient. We need only to look bsck ten years in our own his­
tory to realize or discover the distress which such fal­
lacious re-isoning brings. 
Heasons for the high prices: Many people, in citing 
a cause for the high prices in this period, would say that it 
was the corn laws. Prothero dismisses this conclusion by say-
iiig, 
"In ordinary years no foreign corn could 
have been imported, even duty free, at 
prices which could reduce, or even compete 
^th, home gro-syn produce. In years of 
scarcity the deficiency generally extended 
over Europe and foreign supplies were 
either not obtainable, or obtainable at pri­
ces at least as high as c^r own." 
(10. p. 270). 
War was declared on Prance in 1793 and continued, e:^-
cept for two larief intervals, until 1815. 3at war was not the 
only event which caused the prevailing high prices. Cur tier 
gives the following reasons: (9, p. 240). 
1. Frequent years of scazrcity. 
2. Increased consumption owing to the 
great growth of manufacturing 
population. 
3. The rise in the price of labor. 
4. Pall of foreign exchange. 
5« Suspension of cash payments which 
produced a medium of circulation 
of an ujilimitea nature and led 
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to speculation. 
6. Bapoleon's obstruction of shipping. 
Of the above reasons the first was the" most important 
according to Curtler. 'Ihe first three are independent of war 
conditions, roar and five are indirectly attributable to the 
war and the last is directly so. 
In the twenty-two years, 1793 to 1814, there were 
fourteen deficient wheat harvests, of which seven were bad 
failures. (1795, 1799, 1800. 1809, 1810. 1811, 1812). Only 
two were abundant and six were average. On two occasions the 
price of wheat rose to 156 shillings per ouarter {14.75 per 
bushel.) (9, p» 241-243). 
Detailed .Analysis: Although the period as a whole 
may be characterized as one of high rrices and prosperity, the 
sa333e is not true year by year. 
land prices rose steadily until 1801. The high pri­
ces of that year were caused by the closing of the Baltic 
ports. The price was largely speculative, since men took ad­
vantage of the pending scarcity, but nevertheless farmers and 
others adjusted the consumption and standard of living to the 
new prosperity. In 1804 the price fell to forty-nine shil­
lings s quarter and there was great agricultural distress and 
outcry aiaong the agricultural group. 
Prosperity began to return again after 1807 and for a 
longer period, continuing almost without interruption until 
1813. In this as in other periods of agricultural prosperity. 
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the sane events took place. The high r^rices of v/heat stimu­
lated tenants to bid "with one another for renting opportuni­
ties, High rent "brought ^so the desire for ov^nership. The 
stimulated demand for land sent land prices upyrard. Others, 
"Who observed land prices irise, speculated in land, that they 
might share in the increases in price. A large percentage of 
the purchases were made on credit; many estate owners mortgag­
ed their ancestral acres to buy more land. Tenant purchases 
"were made on a basis of insufficient capital. All the money 
which was made "s^as put back into the land and into permanent 
improvements. Land values rose to forty and forty-five years 
purchase. (36, p. 529). The whole fabric rested on a contin­
uance of ^ar prices. 
The period, 1S14 to 1836: There is always a reverse 
side to the picture of prosperity. Prices were already tot­
tering in 1812 and shortly afterward began to crumble. The 
burden of taxation was crushing; having trebled and quadrupled.. 
A Devonshire farmer complained that seven-sixteenths of his 
income went for taxes. Hetail prices had risen 300 per cent 
and now bore a disproportionate relation to agricultural pro­
duct prices. (9. p. 245). 
With the peace of 1814," the fictitious prosperity 
csme to an end. A large amount of TDa'oer money v?as withdrawn 
from circulation, which lowered the prices of all consnodities, 
and a large number of bariks failed. The agricultural classes 
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were the first sufferers, and many ^ere obliged to give up 
their farms, ilortgages were foreclosed for "barely enough to 
recoup the charges. Short periods of rise in agricultisral 
•Drices had only aggravated the fanners; the dealers alone had 
profited. 3y 1815 it isas estimated that nine million pounds 
had "been lost in rent reductions. (10, p. 324). [The condi­
tion continued for twenty years. 
Throughout the period, relief was sought by the agri­
cultural classes. Tarious conmissions ^re appointed "by the 
government to invs<,stigate the cause of the distress, "he 
"bountiful crop of 1822 caused nrices to sinjr to an even lo»:er 
level. The government was asked to establish storehouses in 
"Which they would buy up the surplus v?heat and store it to be 
sold again in a lean year. (9, p. 264). During the depres­
sion in 1828 the farmers were asked what they desired in the 
way of relief, and replied, reduced rents, increased tariffs, 
and lowered taxes. Sven as late as 1830 the king lamented the 
conditions and demanded legislation for the farmers. (9, p. 
265). ^ain the similarity of events taking place in i^eriods 
of depression is to be observed. 
The impression may be obtained by reading the last 
paragraph that this "was not a period of continuous depression, 
but that it -was dotted with minor periods of surplus and 
scarcity and speculation and distress. This is true. It 
seems that in a period of depression people are always looking 
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for the distress to lift. A slight •oriee rise v:ill cause 
speculators to jump to the conclusion that a nev: era of pros­
perity is about to begin. After the ruinouslsr lo^ prices of 
1822 there was a period of recoTery, and it is said of the 
year of 1825 that there never a period so thriving. (9, 
p. 255), Over-speculation and buying on credit produced a 
panic and in 1828, although prices v^-ere fairly high (60-70 
shillings a bushel for wheat), all farners ^ere insolvent. 
After 1830» prices entered upon a steady decline to 
the year of 1855 •when wheat reached the lowest price since 
1780. (36, p. 528). It marlced the end of the decline, and, 
in 1857, Snglish agriculture entered UT>on a long period of 
prosperity covering the second and third quarters of the cen­
tury. 
!I?h€ heyday of English agriculture, 1856-1875: Shis 
period is the era of prosperity and the enlightened landowner. 
One author (35, p. 460) has said that it was the nearest ideal 
condition in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
The landlords were prosperous, traveled, educated, and di­
rected their tenants to new methods of production. 
This improved farm technique had had its effect on 
land rents and laj3d prices. Hents had doubled between 1790 
and 1850. But the average wheat crop had increased only four­
teen per cent in yield (from twenty-three bushels to twenty-
six per acre) and the price of bread had decreased sixteen 
97. 
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per cent. (9, p. 286). It is important, then, to note that 
it VJ3.3 not the increased price of grain 77hieh increased, the 
rents. If the trend of wheat prices throughout the period is 
studied, they vvill show a slight decline. Foreign coapetition 
had "begun to esBrt its effect on the prices of English grain. 
The repeal of the com lasrs may have had some effect, but the 
effect is negligible in cociparison vjiththis new foreign con-
petition. 
The prosperity of the wriod was actually "based on 
these low grain prices. Pastures in England had always rented 
for more than arable land. The cheap, imported grain gave the 
English farmer an 0"Dp0rtunity to convert more of his land into 
pasture and increase the size of his livestock industry. The 
advantage in this change of the type of farming may be readily 
proved if grain and animal r)roduct prices are compared. The 
price of grain (wheat) in 1750 was fifteen per cent higher 
than im 1850 "but the price of meat in 18 50 had increased 
seventy per cent, wool one hundred per cent and butter one 
hundred per sent over 1790. (9, r>- 285). The effect o f the 
refrigerator ship, of course, was not to "be felt since the in-
invention was not until 1879. The steady increases in animal 
prices may be observed from Figure 20. 
Figure 19 shows that the increase in land price was 
not rapid until after 1862. Although there had been pros­
perity and increasing land prices since 1835, there seems to 
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fcaTe been an added stimtilas at this time* A number of reasons 
may be assigned to this aided im-netus. In the first place, the 
prices of "whest had beeri aticnilated in 1854, 1855 and 1855 by 
the Criisean War, Tr^ich closed the Baltic ports and cut off the 
Sussian wheat snTiply to England. ?or these three years the 
price of wheat averaged above seventy shillings per quarter. 
(44)• Secondly, the gold discoveries in the fifties in imerica 
and Australia helised to increase prices- During the sixties 
the ^erican Civil Tvar cut off that source of wheat supt)ly 
froT.1 England, to a considerable extent, .".nglish imports from 
United States were 15,140,000 cwt. in 1862 and 635,000 cwt. in 
1866. (9, p. 287). 
It is interesting to stoio here and observe how cur­
rent prosperity and speculation cloud the minds of those who 
participate. The pending foreign competition was neither fore­
seen nor considered. This interesting quotation is found: 
'^To supply the United Kingdom with 
the single article of wheat would 
call for the employment of more 
than twice the amount of shipping 
which now annually enters our rsorts, 
if indeed it Tyoulc be possible to 
procure the grain from other coun­
tries in sufficient quantity; and to 
bring to our shores every article of 
agricultural produce in the abundance 
•srfiichwe now enjoy would probably 
give constant occupation to the mer­
cantile navy of the ?!^ole world." 
(10, p. 214/. 
Others prophesied (1850) that the price of land would 
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double in the next eighty years, and still others said, "as the 
pot)Ulation increases, the nrice of land must beccHae dearer and 
dearer". (9, p. S87). tenants in this period agreed to nay 
rents much out of •oroportion to the increased earning caTJacity 
of the land. Hents rose much faster than the price of agri­
cultural products, 3ut the disci^nancy is even greater ishen 
rents and land prices are con-nared. The spirit of speculation 
caused the nrice of land in years' piirchase to rise alnost as 
' high as in the boom period of 1810-1813. (AiDpendis, Table 15). 
^he increase in the number of capitalists may be giv-
en as another reason for the increase in lan5 prices. Jex? 
• caToitalists who had made large fortunes from industry and coro-
; merce bid prices for the old estates that the owners could not 
afford to refuse. These buyers had t^ro motives: the specula­
tive, to receive the huge ezT>ected increases in value; and the 
; other, to secure the element of social tsrestige which land 
owning gives one in England. As I'and becomes more difficult 
to buy because of the rise in years' purchase, it is then more 
difficult to hold such estates and the prestige of those who 
can afford land ownership is thereby increased. 
In the seventies conditions began to change. (42). 
The price of wheat went even lower. Seasons were either too 
wet or too dry. The live atocl: were infected with diseases 
which caused great losses and discouragement. Industry was 
suffering from depression after the Franco-Prussian r/ar. 
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Foreign competition was pressing even harder than before. 
Agriculture could not stand the strain and the collapse canie 
in 1879. 
The decline of English agriculture: 1875-
Just trhen this period of depression begins and -where 
it ends is not well defined. From Figure 19 it may be observed 
that the decline in land prices begins in 1872; the decline in 
the prices of agricultural prices begins in 1875; and rents, 
although they turn downvrard in 1877, linger along until 1885 
before there is a marked decline. On the other hand, the lov7 
point in agricultural product prices ended in 1896, but rents 
trere still declining in 1900. /Figure 21.) The price of land 
reached its low point about 1904. 
Rents: Since English land sales prices are not avail­
able, it will be necessary in the discussion of this period to 
compare only the trend of rents -jslth that of agricultural pri­
ces. It was mentioned at the end of the discussion of the 
last period that prices were stimulated in 1870 by the Pranco-
5russian war. This price stimulation induced tenants to bid 
higher rents for their land mainly by competition among them­
selves. After 7l874 there was a series of -ooor harvests last­
ing until 1879. The last was the rorst of all* Poor harvests 
are not damaging if the price of the product increases accord­
ingly, but it did not increase. American grain began to pour 
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Figure 21. SrsDhs illustrating the tendency for land 
rentals to follow agricultural -orices in 
"ngland. (42) 
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in* The railroads had reached the prairies 7?est of the Llis-
soari and settlers had developed this territory in the north­
west after the Civil War. Prices did not increase because of 
the bad harvests, but more Asierican grain entered England. Hiie 
condition was at first thought to be teispcrary. Tenants were 
:ker)t solvent by loans nade by landlords. Rents were rebated 
from ten to twenty-five per cent, ^ter 1865, seeing that the 
condition was not temporary, reductions in rents were made and 
; new leases drawn UP. 3y 1900 the gross rents had been reduced 
one-half. (33, p. 462). In the ten years between 1876 and 
1886 the income of landlords, tenants and farm laborers had de-
i dined 42,800,000 pounds sterling. The area of corn had de-
:creased from 8,244,000 acres in 1871 to 5,866,000 in 1901. 
flO, p. 378). 
Figure El shows the close relationshiT) between Si^liah 
i sgric altural rents and Saarbeck's Index of consnodity prices in 
iBngland. In their parallel decline, the price of products 
naturally precedes the rental return from the land. The price 
decline appears to begin in 1873, but rents do not begin to 
fall until about five years later. 
During this period, short-time fluctuations show a 
remarkably close relationship as between the rents and com­
modity prices, (Figure 21) although not every fall, or rise, 
in one is reflected in the other. The fall of prices in 1879 
is definitely reflected in the rental index. In only three 
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years of the twenty-tro, the trro series do not travel ic the 
same direction. 
The effect on land and landowners: 
According to one writer the effect of E fort;7 T>er cen 
decline in land income betvreen 1885 snd 1892 caused i decrease 
in the value of land of forty-four per cent. fl3, p. 532). 
With lowered inccraes and increased expenses, the in­
terest in land imrsroveraent declined. Hepairs were delayed or 
not made at all. That part of the landlord's income usually 
used for land iaprovements "was diverted to other lines of in­
vestment. 
The decline in land prices continued until after the 
opening of the new centxiry. Even by 1912, considering the 
very rapid increases in lajad values in the new v7orld, land in 
England had not yet recovered to the height reached in 1872. 
She high expenses and -the low prices of agricultural products 
had discouraged estate farming. The •percentage of land in 
Sreat Britain farmed by owners increased from 1913 to 1923 as 
follows: (33, p. 454). 
1913 1923 
iCngland and V,'ales 10.65/^ 24.2/= 
Scotland 11.00 18.7 
English agriculture is on another period of decline, or a con­
tinuation of the same decline, with a period of prosperity 
from 1904 to 1920. 
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jU.though systems of lane ten ire differ in ringland and 
Prance, and the ownership of land in Traice does not carry \7ith 
it the social prestige vjhich it does in England, the trend of 
land values may be expected to be much the same in the t?70 
countries. The French discussion -will be based on Caziot's, 
^le valeur de la terre de France." 
The Value of Land in France. 
F.arly history: 
The recorded history of French land values goes back 
to very early times. The figures given shoTr great changes in 
value but cannot be given a great amount of consideration 
since there is no way of correcting for the value of money. 
The study is valuable in that it shoira the effect of politi­
cal and econonic conditions on land prices. The follo-^ing 
v a r i a t i o n s  o c c ^ j r r e d  u r :  t o  1 4 7 5 :  ( 5 ,  p .  6 ) .  
135 francs per hectare in the reign of Phillip Augustus 
2 6 5  "  "  " i n  t h e  e B o c h  o f  S t .  L o u i s .  
261 n » n under Phillip de Bel. 
100 IT ti n after the 100 years fJar. 
48 " " " 1451 - 1475. 
The decrease after PhilliT) de Bel was caused by the 
brigandage which followed his reign for six centuries. In 
some provinces the price fell as low as sixteen and twenty 
francs per hectare. 
After the sixteenth century, following the religious 
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wars, the Talue of land rose rapidlj fron ninety-fivo francs to 
more th^ three hundred francs per hectare. Agriculture, un­
der the reign of Henry lY, "was very prosperous. In this pe­
riod of fifty years of tranouillity (1500-1650) the value of 
the product doubled. The third quarter of the century mani-
festea a rise to, in some cases, 480 francs per hectare, "but by 
the ena of the reign of Louis ZI7 the price had descended to 
375 francs (1676-1700), and to 265 francs in the first quarter 
of the eighteenth century. The fifty years fron 1675 to 1725 
witnessed a decrease of fifty per cent in land values. 
While louis XT' ^as on the throne, the ralue of land 
doubled (5, p. 7), and passed 515 francs. Under Louis X7I it 
reached 760 francs per hectare. The "ceriod of the French 
Bevolution which follor^ed had a disastrous effect on the value 
of lands. 
Variations In the course of the nineteenth century; 
The rise: The greater part of the nineteenth century 
is marked by a progressive rise in the sales value of rural 
property. The rise is shown to be particularly rapid after 
1840, and is accelerated after the second eiapire. The Trar of 
1870 carried with it a passing disturbance, and the rise con­
tinued until 1875 to 1880. The causes of the rise were: 
( 5 ,  p .  7 ) .  
1. The zrenrunerative jxcioe of agricultural products. 
2. The increase in return. 
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3. The prosperity of industry. 
4. "he cheapness of labor. 
5. The absence of diverting influences. 
As in all periods of land price inflation: 
"liany fortunes were made in agriculture and 
the peasant proprietors, little and aver­
age, took a flight that nothing seemed able 
t o  s t o p . "  ( 5 ,  p .  7 ) .  
French land appraisals: The first comprehensive sur­
vey of the value of the agricultural lands in France -was made 
in 1851c The valuation v;as arrived at by capitalizing the in­
come from the land at an interest rete betvreen three and four 
per cent in the way of an appraisement. The same rate was not 
used in every department, but the variation was not "wide. Two 
more surveys were made, one in 1879 and another in 1908. 
The total value of the rural lands in Prance in 1851 
was 61,189 millards of francs. By 1879 the value had in­
creased to 91,593 millards, an increase of aijproximately fifty 
per cent in twenty-five years. So universal was the rise that 
on examination of the increases in fifty de-partments, only 
one. Haute ilarne, shows a decrease in this period, a negli­
gible decrease of fifty francs. (Appendix, T^le 14). 
The period of decline; (5, p. 7). 
After 1880 the land values declined in Prsnce, as in 
every one of the older countries of the world. 5y 1908 the 
total value was returned to a level equal to that of 1851. 2y 
1911 the value was placed at 62,795 millards and by 1914 it 
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was estimated to have reached 65,000 millards. (5, p. 8). 
!rhe decrease in the different departments -was sixty-
two per cent in the most extreme case to a negligible amount 
in others. Three departments showed actual gains in the period. 
The gaining departments were situated in the west of France. 
Those losing tut little -srere found in the vicinity of Paris. 
The greatest decrease occurred in the southwest provinces. 
Causes of decrease: According to Caziot, the causes 
of the decline -vrere as follows: (6, p. 20-21). 
Accidental: 
1. Phylloxera invasion. 
2. The low selling price of agricultural pro­
duce, 1880-1900. 
3. The low selling price of v/ines, 1900-1910. 
4. Sheep diseases. 
Permanent: 
1. The diminution of the importance of land 
capital in agricultural production. 
2. The excessive division of land in certain 
regions. 
3. The decrease in rural population. 
4. The scarcity of agricultural laborers and 
increase in wages. 
5. The development ta3cen by transferable se­
curities, 
6. The inconvenience of land as a consideration 
for investment. 
7. The fiscal charges which are imposed on 
landed property. 
8. The competiti on of new countries. 
It is to be noted that Mr. Caziot has listed the low 
prices of agricultural products as an accidental and not as a 
permanent cause. 
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imoag these permaaent causes only the second is not 
applicsible to the present situation in the Corn Belt, "he 
"morcellment" of land in France is peculiar to that coon try. 
The recognition of these permanent caa.ses shoalcL "be helpful in 
explaining the decline of land prices in land in Iowa since 
1920. 
Cotaisarison of land values in trgo periods, 1851 and 1908: 
It is interesting to coffitsare French land ralvea in 
1851 TCith tho period just "before the YTorld itvar. In a great 
many of the departments the value is less in 1908 than it v<is 
in 1851. Only oVrenty-t-CTO of the fifty departinents studied 
showed net increases in value in 1908 over 1650. Uineteen of 
these detjartments were situated in the west pert of ?rance. 
It is certain that the increase in agricultural vrices hss not 
"been able to restore former land values. (Appendix Tahle 14). 
SuEiniary.-
In each of the areas studied above, the older the 
area the more closely do the trends of land prices approxisaate 
long time movements in commodity prices. 
In England and France this tendency held true in the 
whole period covered by the date. Uew York land prices fol-
lOTOd product price more closely than Ohio land prices. She 
tendency was more pronounced in <3iio than in Iowa. 
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Daring the last period of u.p?rard movement in agricul­
tural prices between 1890 and 1920, land prices in Ohio aM 
Iowa moved upward at a more rapid rate than the rate of in­
crease in product prices. There -were three prob^Jble causes for 
: this divergence : 
1. The tendency for interregional 
land price adjustment. 
2. Land iDrice speculation, 
3. Changes in technique. 
The first two causes ^ill be given discussion in de-
I 
; tail. The third, changes in technique, cannot be treated ade-
; Quately in this thesis "because of the data limitations. Aside 
from the observations made in the discussion of land price 
: movements in England from 18S7 to 1876, only one observation 
will be made here. Changes in technique do not affect the 
price of land in all areas in the same way. It "was noted 
above that while cheap grain prices ruined the farmer in the 
eastern United States, they formed the very basis of prosperity 
in England. Another invention, the refrigerator ship, destroy­
ed the prosperity established by cheat) grain. 
Changes in technique have been most influential in 
maintaining the rate of increase in food production on a parity 
•with the rate of increase in the demand for food. Failure to 
recognize the importance of improvements in the technique of 
food production, and the consequent effect on the supply of 
food and the supioly of land, has led to much misapprehension 
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as to the future of the food supply. l£any people have con­
sidered land the most desirable of all investmsnts because of 
the Malthusian theory of population end its consequent effect 
on the value of land. If iranrovenients in technique ct2n main­
tain a rate of increase in food supply equal to the rate of in­
crease in the demand for food, land prices will not increase 
in the future exce'ot as price level changes. 
Before proceeding to the discussion of interregional 
land price adjustment some time may be devoted to the study of 
the relation of land price fluctuations to short time changes 
in product prices. 
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Y. SHGF.S TIi3 L.-iS) 5HICE FLUCCU.-^I'OLiS 
If there if a definite relationshir, oet-ween prices of 
agricnlttiral products and land price trends over long periods, 
it Slight be Tell to determine if there is any relationshit; "be­
tween short-tine changes in prices of agricnltural products 
and fluctuations in land values. 
The "era of good feeling" which is present OTong land 
buyers and owners •srhen agricultural prices are favorable must 
esert some influence on the demand for farm land. It is quite 
generally believed that the den:and for land is influenced by 
prosperity and detiression in the agricultural industry. How­
ever, if "we measure statistically the relation betvreen iDroduct 
price changes and land price fluctuations, the coefficients of 
correlation which are obtained are not very high. In fact, 
for most purposes they would be regarded as being rather low, 
or even insignificant. 
Statistical Measurement of HelationshiD. 
If a correlation is run between the percentage de­
viations from trend of land values in Story and Chero]®e 
Counties, the resulting coefficient -sill be lot?. 
xhis would show either that the same factors influence land 
prices differently in the two counties or that land Trice 
changes were brought about by an entirely different set of 
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factors in one county than in the other. 
Changes in the prices of product do not always result 
in higher or lovier incomes. High prices of product may "be ac­
companied Ijy low incomes if the yield per acre is low. There­
fore, income received must he taken into consideration as well 
as "sroduct Driees in these relationshit) measurements "?7here-7er 
incomes are determinaole. In hogs and corn, "both price ond 
total income are used, but only prices -are available for the 
cattle enterprise. 
TjiBis Yii. coH2-.LATiGif cor:??iciH:j!:s - HML/.TIOII OF SHOP.:: TIKE 
CHAijCJSS lU PHICii Oii- TO 15 PRODUCT P?:ICr^S .JiD lii-
C01£. 
Cherokee Story Jefferson 
Hog Income (1) 
50 lag. 
1 year lag 
2 year lag 
.017488 
.249056 
.518931 
.427247 
.60636 
.66592 
.17037 
.32418 
.29970 
Hog Prices ( 2 )  
j3o lag 
1 year lag 
2 year lag 
.1074 
.2932 
.1990 
.0298 
.1940 
.0657 
.02575 
.034117 
-.279 
Corn Income (S) 
Ho lag 
1 year lag 
2 year lag 
.045872 
-.101927 
-.1549 
.0178 
.1819 
-.1339 
.0274 
.2021 
Corn Price (4) 
So lag 
1 year lag 
2 year lag 
-.2059 
.1843 
.0187 
.2785 
-.1238 
.1593 
Cattle Price (5) 
So lag 
1 year lag 
2 year lag 
.2653 
.5493 
.3841 
.14889 
.01991 
.01626 
.2112 
.0262 
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The acenracy of the hog income trend nust rest on the fact that 
the number of hogs marketed frojs 1077a each year from 1870 to 
1920 increased in direct proportion to the nxunber of hogs re­
ceived from the ten western marlcets, She hog income trend was 
derived by aoltiplying the nnmber of hogs received at these 
markets ay the orice of two hundred pound hogs at Chicago, ?he 
trend of hog income for the three counties, as tested by the 
census, (Appendix Tables 1, 2 and 3) shows that the trend of 
hog income in Cherokee and Jefferson conformed to the general 
trend fairly well, but th-at Story did not, 
2he corn income trend is based on the value of the 
Iowa corn crop. 
The data for the correlations in every case are the 
percentage deviations from trend. The coefficients are shown 
in T^le TII. 
The only relationshit; of even ordinary significance 
was in the case of Story County bet-.veen hog income and land 
prices. The results showed a correlation of 60656, one year 
lag, and f,66392, two 3rear lag. The hog income relationship 
was high in the other two counties also, in relation to the 
coefficients obtained for other items in the table. It is to 
be noted also that there is some correlation between hog pri­
ces and changes in land prices in Story and Cherokee Counties. 
There is some significance in the above relationships, for 
the hog enterprise is important in Iowa agriculture, but sv7ine 
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j 
I raising is more important in Cheroi:ee aai Jefferson than in 
j 
i Story Coanty. The high coefficient for Story County may haTre 
i 
j been accidental. 
The only other relationshir) to which any importance 
: may "be attached is shown "between cattle prices and land prices 
in Cherokee, and "between corn nrices and land prices in Story 
; County, Cattle feeding is an important sonrce of income in 
CheroVee County. Hence a correlation coefficient of 4.3495, 
i one year lag, or +.3841 tt?o year lag in land prices, is of some 
aignificance, especially relative to the lower coefficients 
obtained in the other two counties lirhere the cattle enterprise 
is of less importance. 
Between changes in corn price and changes in land 
price in Story County a correlation coefficient of -t,2785 is ; 
obtained. Some importance may be attached to this figure since ; 
only two counties, Calhoun and V/ebster, consistently ship out 
more corn than does Story County, fl) 
The only conclusion which may be gained from these ' 
correlation studies is that the closest irelationship is shown 
between percentage deviations from trend in product prices or 
incomes and deviations in land price from normal trend, in the 
case of the most important enterprise in that particular 
county. This is essecially true in Story and Cherokee Counties 
where, besides the hog enterprise, corn and cattle are the 
chief sources of inccsne in the respective counties. In 
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Jefferson County, -here agriculture is more general, no other 
significant relationships sre shoT^n. Hence it inaj "be conclud­
ed that short time changes in the price of the most intjortaiit 
agricultural prod;jct of any county, or income derived froni the 
sale of that product, hare some direct effect on land prices 
within that area. 
1 
I 
i Cyclical liovements. 
I 
1 Before passing on to the discussion of influences of 
! 
i rental changes on land ririees ana land price ad justment 3» it 
I is interesting to incuire into another phase of the l.anfi mar-
i 
I ket to determine how the demand and supply of land follox^s the 
: changes in the price of land. The graphs in Figures 22 and 
23 sho?/ the number of farm land transactions in Story and 
Cherokee counties for the period 1860 to 1920, and in coTnrari-
son show the percentage deviations from trends of land prices. 
These graphs would seem to demonstrate that the land 
market was quite sensitive to changes in demand and supply, 
especially before 1915, As the price of land is tending 
downward, the activity of land buyers in the market atjpears 
to fall off until the price has reached a sufficiently low 
figure; then at this point buying tends to increase. After an 
interval of one or more years, the price of land also tends 
upward. The stimulated buying continues to increase until, in 
the Judgment of the buyers, the thrice has risen sufficientlj 
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high. A ntiraber of buyers drop out of the market at this point, 
but the price continues rising, because of conditions in the 
land market discussed in the introduction^ until those who 
think the price is going higher are no longer able to maintain 
the increase, and the price tends downward until the cycle be­
gins over again. 
Story County: 
Such an interpretation of the cycle seems to be borne 
out by conditions illustrated in each of Figures 22 and 23. 
IThe relation between these distinct cyclical movements for 
Story County is well borne out in Tsible SII. The truth of the 
statement in the last par.agrath, that stimulated buying begins 
^ust one ye-rr before the upward tiirn of land prices, is quite 
noticeable. This observation is true in five of.the seven 
cases. 
The peaks of the cycles correspond nearly as closely. 
The peaks of land prices follow the point of greatest number 
of transactions at intervals of one year, in two of the six 
cycles, V7ith a range from the peaks occurring at an interval 
of frcro one to three years. 
Cherokee County; 
The cyclical movements of Innd prices ^d buying ac­
tivity in Cherokee County, as shown in Figure 23 and Table 
ZIII, correspond very closely to similar data from Story 
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r.ABLS ill. STORY CO'JSTY. 1E7. E3LATIC£^ 3:-:TfiEi21< 2UMBSH OP TH.-iHS-
iP ClT ^ w TV Tr?Tr^'n*'0 >V' r AT THO'JSHS PE„4ZS Or CYC IKS. 
Lo^ points of cycles Peaks of C3reles 
iTrans- Price Lag Trans. • Price Lag 
actions dev. 
1. 1862 1863 1 JT. 186 S 1872 5 
2. 1872 1875 1875 1876 1 
5. 1879 1880 1 1881 1885 2 
4. 1888 1889 1 1890 1695 5 
1897 1898 1 1902 1905 1 
6. 1904 1905 1 1914 1914 0 
7. 1916 1918 2 
County. From the lov points of the cycles, Isna prices begin 
to rise froE one ye^r in advance to a three-year interval after 
the low "DOint of transactions, but the one-year interval pre­
dominates. In comparison, the pesks of the cycles corresponi 
more closely than f&r the Story Coimtj data, for tvjo-thirds of 
the price ne^s lag bat one 3*e.ir behind the point of greatest 
buying activity. 
TABI3 XIII. CHSHXaS C0U3TI, !:H^£:1C2I':!:I AiiD PHICil SELiTIOK-
SHI?. 
Low points High Points 
Trans­
actions 
Price Lag Trans­
actions 
Price lag 
1. 1862 1863 1 1870 1870 0 
2. 1872 1871 -1 1876 1877 1 
2. 1879 1880 1 1882 1884 2 
4. 1889 1892 3 1892 1893 1 
5. 1897 1899 2 1901 1902 1 
6. 1905 1906 1 1908 1914 6 
7. 1915 1917 2 1919 1920 1 
!Ehe data would tend to prove that there is a very 
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definite relationship bet-ween stimnlated demand and land sales 
price. The price of land responds "Tery q-aickly to an increased 
activity of buyers in the land market. It is not so obvious 
thst decreased demand will cause an immediate decrease in 
price. In Cherokee County it aT)pears that the decrease in de­
mand is effective as quickly as in the case of stimulated de­
mand. The lag in Story County can be understood only throvLgh 
a knowledge of the nature of the land market. The rise in 
price may continue after the demand has fallen off, but it can 
continue only as long as those who think the price is going 
higher have capital enough to support the added sales. The 
speculative tendency appears to have been more pronounced in 
Story County than at Cherokee until 1908. 
Other Observa-tions. 
The decrease in number of transactions: 
In addition to the similarity of data between the two 
counties as noted above, t-sfo more observations may be made. 
The first is the corresBonding downward trend in the number of 
transactions in both counties. The high point of land sales 
is reached in Story County in 1858, fourteen years before it 
a-opears in Cherokee, but in both cases after the peak of sales 
is reached the trend is distinctly downi^ard. For this dov^n-
•ward movement of the number of transactions, one reason that 
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may be given is that, as a country beccraes older, inheritance 
becomes more important and ^e^yer actual sales take place, in-
other reason is that sentimental attachment for the land grows 
stronger as a country grows older. In the case of Iowa land, 
it is also quite probable that, as the isrice of Isnfi increased, 
fewer and fewer men were able to speculate in farm land be­
cause of the larger amount of capital required. 
Minor cycles: 
A second similarity may be observed in that the price 
data shows a tendency to turn upward or form a minor cycle on 
the downward movement of the ma^or cycle. Chese small peaks 
occur in the years of 1888 and 1896 in Story County and in 
1887, 1896, and 1904 in Cherokee County. It is entirely pos­
sible that the peaks reached in Cherokee County in 1871, 1877, 
and 1914 are only exaggerations of these minor cycles, which 
have risen above the major cycle for some unaccountable reas­
on. 
Since the rate of supply of land in the local land 
market does not change, except very slowly, and since but a 
small relationship has been found between short time fluctu­
ations in product price and land price deviations from trend; 
it must be concluded that the changes in demand must be part­
ly psychological and partly the result of the imperfection of 
the land market. 
I 
I TI.  jLaTEHHSC-ICiL^ ADJuSSl iSSSS .  
I 
I  
[ If it is irecognized that there is really no differ­
ence between the trend of Iowa land prices end that o^fenj^ 
I I ether area while going through the period of developioent and 
t 
j adjustment, except that land prices increased more rapidly and 
j attained greater heights in lossra than in any other comparable 
I  
! area, then it is desirable to determine the causes of this es-
I 
j ceptional rate of increase, "he rapid rise represents a tenden-
1 I 
! cy to adjustment of the relative price of Iowa lands to the 
price of lands in other sections. She final, high price of 
1920 must haTO represented the buyers* opinion of the proper­
ly adjusted price. The discussion of their error in judgnjent 
and its effect will be left to a later chapter. The high pri­
ces of Iowa land were dt© to their natural surteriority. !I!ho 
ra]^^ rise "57as due to the time period in which Iowa T7as de-
Telopec 
Satural Superiority of Iov7a Farm Land. 
The natur^ resources: 
Iowa could never hare attained the rank of imrjortance 
which it holds as an agricultural state, had it not been en­
dowed with abundant natural resources in the form of a fertile 
soil, an excellent climate and level fields. These factors 
are complimentary, each dependent vcDon. the others, but, of the 
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three, climate is least easily inflnenced "by man« 
Rainfall; To the iminformed person, the annoal rain­
fall of Iowa might appear insufficient, but the distribution 
of rainfall throughout the year is equally as important as the 
annual figure. The average rainfall for the state, fifty-
three year data, {29, p. 449) is 31.79 inches, varying from 
thirty-five inches in the southeast to twenty-five in the 
northwest part of the state. But sisty-five per cent of this 
annual rainfall comes in the half year from March first to 
September first, and of further importance is the fact that 
51.5 per cent falls between Kay first and SeDtember first. 
Thus 03ae-half of the annual precipitation comes in that one-
third of the year which constitutes the growing season. !?he 
rainfall in the southeastern part of the state is more evenly 
distributed throughout the year than in regions further west. 
The northwest depends largely on the steamer rains for moisture 
Although the range of annual rainfall over fifty-three years 
has been from nineteen inches to forty-four, in only 073B year 
did drought seriously reduce the corn yields of the state. 
In 1894, when the summer rainfall was but 6.75 inches, the 
average yield for the state was twelve bushels of corn. In 
all other years the range has been from twenty-eight to forty-
five bushels. (20). 
An importsint advantage which this distribution of 
rainfall gives to the Iowa producer is that it endoles him to 
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complete a large part of his ploviing in the fall, thereljy to 
reduce the work required in the spring and thus to conduct a 
relatively larger business than can those farmers in regions 
•?rhere the 'winter rains are heary an5 reduce the fertility 
through leaching if the ground is fall plowed. 
Temper at U2re: Quite as ira-j^OTtant as nrecipitation is 
temperature. And here again th-s subject of annual and season­
al temperature is misleading. To say the mean annual tempera­
ture of lo'vJa is 47.5 degrees me-ans very little. A sumer tem­
perature of 71.8, a spring tesroerature of 47.5 and a fall av­
erage of fifty degrees is of more significance, (S9, p. 449) 
but the temperature during the groT^ing season must be more 
closely observed. 
i 
Che day and night temperatures are very important to 
Iowa in the growth of corn for the night average should not 
fall below fifty-five degrees. (31, p. 183). It is v?ell 
kno^ that loT^fa nights are very favorable to corn production, i 
and this factor is of outstanding importance in Iowa's rank as | 
a corn state. 
It is generally considered that corn production is 
limited to areas in ii7hich the gro-wing season is 140 days or 
more. (58, p. 185). All of Iowa comes within this liait 
since the growing season ranges from 170 days in the south 
counties to 140 days in the north"5?est. (29, p. 450). 
Soils: It is acknowledged that the physical yields 
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of the average acre in lo^ra are lov-er than the yield per acre 
in states farther east, vihexe. tiie soil is less fertile and the 
price per acre is consicerahly leaver. It is isiportant to 
point oat that, although the yield is higher, these yields of 
the east are secured at higher costs, not only per acr^ hut 
per bushel. The costs in nan and horse labor are distinctly 
less in Iowa, 
"She Tni=rt .2nd horse labor to produce 50 
bushels of com in Iowa costs 315, to 
produce the same quantity in the state 
of Delavyare the man and horse labor 
•would cost v25 <ind in Ohio, to produce 
45 bushels, the cost "sjas yE?." fSl, p» ISl) 
If economic adjustments worked out freely, the share of the 
product going to land would be necessarily higher since the 
total costs of any product in all producing regions should 
tend to equality. Eence, since the labor requirements of IoT7a 
land are low, the annuel return to the lat^ is high ana in 
consequence Iowa land is more valuable. 
Since management finds its limitations in labor, the 
low labor requirements of Iowa land enables the lows producer 
to carry on a larger enterprise than the Ohio farmer, "he 
larger enterprise enables the lowan to secure a larger income 
than if his land absorbed more labor for optimum results. 
Such factors being scarce, Ic^a land is valuable. 
To the hi^ fertility of lovra soil accrues another 
benefit in that the farmer is enabled to raise the most •nro-
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fitable crop, corn, continuoasly or in a sticcession of jears 
withont noticeable depletion to his soil. Especially is this 
true if the produced materials are fed to live stock and the 
manure returned. In fact, the trend of corn yields has been 
increasing at the rate of one-third bushel per year. {20i. 
fertility has exerted another influence on price in 
that the fertile soil ma>e3 an excellent lien for real estate 
mortgages and hence Iowa land is much sought after as an ob-
;}eet of credit investiaents. "he ease of securing loans and 
the lo« coat of credit has undoubtedly had some influence in 
enhancing lo^er land prices. 
gopograT;hy: An element fully as irniDOrtant as fertili­
ty in the lo"^ labor costs of physical prod-action in Iowa, is 
topograTihy. lo^'a has a larger per cent of its area in culti-
Tation than any other state in the United States and probably 
than any other comparable area in the "wrorld. Some areas of 
the state are rolling but not too steep for the atilization of 
machinery. Only in a part of the unglaciated areas and broken 
valleys can machinery not be used. 
Copography effects productivity in two waj^s; fl) In­
fluence on fertility; (2) Influence on the use of machinery. 
Fertility: In the glaciated and eroded eastern and 
southern states, the richest land is found in the valleys, and 
the hill tops are usually uncultivated- Shis condition is not 
found in Io?7a, especially in the windblown soil areas. She 
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corn yields on the uplands are ecual to yields in the vslle.TS. 
The writer found in Montgomery Coanty that the rents Trere 
actually higher in the rougher uplands than in the level 2ishna 
botna Valley, not that the valley was actually less fertile 
but that there was not enough difference in yields to compen­
sate the farmer for taking the risk of an occasional overflovr. 
It must "be admitted that in tine, under cultivation, 
the rougher highlands "will lose their fertility to the low­
lands since the grass cover has been removed. !rhe more rolling 
lands are also in danger of destruction due to washing. It 
may be necessary in the near future to terrace these hillsides, 
sod strips are cotmonly used at present. 
Machinery: Hills, terraces and sod strips are impedi­
ments in the way of the most efficient use of machinery, es­
pecially the larger machines new coming into use. The level 
and rich lands of Iowa have played a very important part in 
securing for Iowa its place of superiority as an agricultural 
state, and the level lands may yet play a more important part 
in the future as machinery becomes larger in size and adapt­
able only to level ground. The rolling lands may become less 
valuable because of Trashing, of loss of fertility, of neces­
sity for terraces, and of sod strips impeding the use of 
machinery. Fortunately, a greater part of Iowa is sufficient­
ly level that it will never be troubled with these handicaps. 
This combination of resources gives the Iowa farmer 
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I 
I 
a distinct advantage in competition -isith farmers in other 
areas. He is enalaled to nanage a lai^e enterprise; to have a 
large part of his land in the most Drofitsble crop, year after 
year, "without noticeable soil depletion; and to make the rjost i 
I profitable utilization of is-prcved machinery. !Dhe resiQt is 
lo^ labor, horae and machine costs per nnit of product. Chese 
advantages are reflected in the price which the farzser aust 
pay for the use of Io^7a land. 
The Sconomic Causes of the Hapid Increase in the Yalue 
of Iowa land. 
She second significant feature in the history of Icsra 
was the great rapidity "with which the "ETO of settlement 
spread over the state; the change frcci a virgin prairie to a 
highly developed comnon^ealth in a half century. Closely 
associated with this rapid development and directly influenc­
ed by it was the rapid increase in the value of land. It is 
aclcnowledged that the increase was most rapid after 1900, but 
in the face of difficulties -presented, the increase before 
1900 was phenomenal. 
In two regions with ecual natural resources, the 
rapidity of the increase in the -nrice of land in one night be 
twice that of the other. In Ohio, it took one hundred years 
to accomtilish what was attained in Iowa in fifty. If by 1900 
the Same final price was reached in Iowa as in Ohio, the an-
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ntzal increase in Iowa would have had to "be double that of Ohio. 
If, because of the superiority of natural resources, the final 
price in Ic^a T?as twice that of Ohio, then the annual increase 
would necessarily have been four times the annual increase in 
Ohio. The final adjusted price nust be largely accredited to 
the natural resources of the state discussed above. 3ut the 
rapidity of the development is largely due to the tine period 
in which the develOTJcjent took place. Factors and influence 
j 
which aided in the development are found in one area and not 
: found in the other. However, the retarding influences, as well 
i as those factors which hastened development, must be consider-
' ed. These influences may be listed as follows; 
factors causing rapid development: 
1. The treeless prairie. 
2. Concomitant development of trans­
portation. 
3k Immigration and increase in popu­
lation. 
4» Improvements in technique. 
Retarding influences: 
1. Abundance of free land. 
2. Decline of prices. 
It will be better to take up the consideration of the 
retarding factors first, so that, with these in mind, it will 
be possible to present the causes of the remarlrable upward 
trend of Iowa land values. 
ISO 
5etardiag infltiences: 
Pree laad: The term "free land" is coamonly nsed to 
include gOTemment land o-oen for preemption and homestead. 
Many more thousands of acres could be -croperly termed free 
land at the present time; namely, that land held by the govern­
ment and by ST^eculators, in other words, subnarginal land 
aTJaiting sale. The influence of a supply of lands of this 
sort lasted until 1900, but in each successiTS decade the re­
maining lands "Were, for the most part, less desirable than the 
supply of the decade before-
The real effect of the retarding influence of throw­
ing these free lands on the market can be discovered by ex­
amining the ririce of Iowa lands after 1900. The last great 
expansion was between 1890 and 1900 when the increase in land 
in farms was 54.6 per cent and the increase in the values of 
Iowa land •vt as 66.7 per cent. (50, p. 3nriii). In the first 
decade of the century the increase in area was but 4,8 per 
cent, and the increase in value was 104.2 per cent. In the 
next decade the rest>ective figures were 8.8 psr cent and 127,^' 
per cent. 
The decline of agricultural prices: The relation of 
the decline of product prices to the price of Io??a land has 
been discussed above. It was observed that the decline of 
agriCTiltural prices caused Jefferson County land prices to de­
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cline slightly during the twenty-year period frcaa 1867 to 
1887. A shorter period of price decline •was observed in Story 
County, and no decline was registered in Cherofee County, The 
only coijment that needs to be made here is that, if there had 
not been a decline in the price of agricultural rroaucts, the 
increase in land price for this period iiiould have been ac­
celerated. 
favorable influences: 
The treeless prairie: Under the discussion of the 
costs of land utilization some discussion was given to the 
ease ijjith "^hich the prairie lands y^ere brought under the ploT?. 
In considsration of the interregional adjustments of land 
prices, the fact that these regions of the v^est were treeless 
TTas a very important factor in the rapidity Ts?ith which the 
western lands were settled. These newly settled farms poured 
into the markets on the east and Europe, and contributed to 
the depression of agricultural prices the "wcrld over- A 
pioneer farm in Ohio required five or six years before it be­
came a self-sufficing unit, but in Iowa the physical produc­
tivity of a tT?o-year-old farm was greater than that of an 
Ohio farm on which years of labor had been spent in clearing 
and draining. To have these free lands spring into physical 
productive equality •writh lands of the east called for a re­
adjustment of land prices which could not and did not taie 
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?>lsce iraoedi'Jtely but ^.hieh too> place ovor tht,- Ion?: r^rio^i. 
!I?r-:insgort??tloa faeilitif-s: 3efcre there develcred a 7 
iiscessitjr for Tjrice ac JustTrjont, it ~as for the- ph-r-
sie-il prcKiuetiriti-?' to bf» transfomo' irAo son-f^thing of 
An ac^-'e of v?hc-it on the C:5«:i2 r-rilri-r: wis vslaelsss bf'cnuse it 
^ou'^C' not he transported oror eighty siles bjon tmtil t' 
raarket prico ttos consusjed is the cost of hsalsge, ^oras chc.;p-
er egiss of tri^spoftntioa had to b? introdnced before these 
product irr lands ^ould bee one Tslusble, 
5ot only iiC. th-'^ open rrsirif- lend itcelf to the 
raT?id devf^lopsKnt of railroads, but the sr^rend of tho rriili^sr 
23fit hastened by grants ^-'hich the govnraRent 
freely for their construction. This net? ECr-ms of tr«nsi?or-
1 ) 
tation ga?r a Tslne to the -product of the prairies, which not 
I 
only increased thr economic -^ro'Iuctiveness of tho ^nirie 
lands b:*t 5t the ssjci.-j tini?' dQcre«sed the valne of Innds in the j 
eastern United lit-ites* U\ 
I 
—.,1 
lanigr^tion snd inero-qae in 7?otMil^tion; Snt there tjss '| 
a third influence that a nec&ssitj psrt of the escpsnsion ; 
i 
of th& west. ^Zh^jse western lands were ocencd ^ust at a tin?e 
when ".'orope stood re.^cy to send iT35igrr^nts to the net? ^orlf.. 
(57^. There ^ould hsre boea no insaigr^-tion had not favor- : 
able 0'!>j>0rtttnity arisen. But, stiraalated by the actiritios 
of the railroads vjest of the Mississippi in attr^ting iranl-
J j 
gration saoreraents, thousands of Isorth Europenns stressed a-
i 
i  
i  
»  
i 
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cross the pralrifs to fin<l fc<^es. 
lasrOTgiseats ic teclialaue; Perhaps another f'=tctar 
should be added to the list, aasc-ly, th? d9TP?l0TjrK=nt of sgri-
cultnr-il a.-^chinery. iihile gstherin;? diits or. thf ezrly land 
szl'-?3 of Jefferson Coants", it saite aotice'ible th^^t & 
gre~t najority of the fams purefcised from the ^orernnent ?rj:re 
"but forty, sixty, or eisrhty ?ieres ia sisso (Arrcadix, C-.b"?? I 
Uadcubtedly one reison for those small f\-rns th--:t thn;r 
rci-resented the f-anily size fnrs in thr •nrfi-Eircdiiaery d-rjs. 
In the l^st q-jsrt^r cf thr cnntary, -jrhcn r^rid strides 75ere be 
ia,c nsdc i£ rasehine derr-jor^rnont, f-^^rr.s larger nnd f-^er 
settlers ^re needed to oecu'ry the free Tp,::z sro'is, 
The eoiwl^isicn to be 5r^iT7n froin this section is thnt 
losrs derclored iii a tiao whrts tr-jjs-p-ortation agencies ^rs 
prepired to h-iUl th<^ ••cr-^xliicts of the Tr2iri<^3 nnd tc 
briag in settlf^rs xron -urocp y?hQ Tsere geelting now hcnfis in 
the V7«st« la the e^rly rorioC. cf cevrriorment^ Ohio and mcsrc 
eastern states struggled nlcx2^ for fifty years or core ritli 
no msrkct, no aachinery, and ;?ith po-^^rty-stricVoa pioneers 
endssToring to eke oat s liTing- on their little fanas# The 
contrast in the- first fifty ye-^ra in the- develorj?2c^nt of the 
two sections is signific-mt. ^-ith thie a^ntr^ist cf conditions 
a statistical study of the nituro cf Innd price as jaataent be­
tween .iroas will be aada» 
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Statistical Study of Interregional Adjust­
ments of Land prices. 
Although the phenomenon may be easily observed, it 
is quite difficult to prove convincingly "by statistical meth­
od that interregional adjustment of land values does tate 
place. Nevertheless, it can be -nroven that there is some 
tendency toward ecuilibritm. 
By adjustment or equilibrium of land values it is not 
meant that lands be so priced that they V7ill yield a uni-
fona rate of interest over the whole country. But, as ^as 
stated in the second hypothesis at the beginning of the thesis, 
the price "will become so adjusted that investments made in the 
lands of any one region, as cospared -with any other region, 
•will be equally desirable. This is especially true as it con­
cerns the local investors. 
Chambers (6, p. 7) found th?.t the annual rate of re­
turn in various localities of the United States differed con­
siderably. Shis may well be true, for "we know that in vari­
ous sections the return on money loaned for interest differs as 
well. It may be observed that in old established regions 
where the element of speculation in land values is lacking, 
the returns from farm lands vary relatively as the interest 
rate. There are, however, a number of other influences that 
effect the price of land as well as the interest rate. 
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Factors which cause land price variatioas between areas; 
Speculative land price history: There may be one set 
of tendencies which cause the price of land to be abo-ve the 
capitalized income, or another set of influences which cause 
the price to be below. In lows and the surrounding states, 
the past history of annual increases in -orice caused the land 
to be priced at a level so high as to give a very low rate of 
; return. If the history of land prices in the area has been 
such as to yield a high speculative return, land prices in 
. that region will yield a very low rate of rental return on 
their selling price. This is true because such a l.-irge part 
of the investment is represented in the capitalization of ex­
pected increases in annual income. 
Hacial and religious influences: The influence on 
land values of nationality, religious denominationalism, and 
social standards is very apparent in some communities. The 
high level of land prices, as ccsauared with the price of land 
in other sections, may be observed in German conmmnities-
3efore the advent of the automobile, the amount of land with­
in reach of the "Dutch" church was limited, hence these lands 
were sold at a premium. There was a stigma attached to ten­
ancy in these German areas and other sections of similar 
character. The first ambition of every yoxing man in the area 
was to own a farm. The demand for land in relation to the 
1S5. 
supt>ly catLsed the purchase price to be relatively high as com­
pared with prices of land in other areas. The -orice of lend 
being relatively high, the incose was relatively lo7.', A com­
pensating influence found in these areas is the fact that 
capital aceemulations are large and funds for land purchase 
are secured at very low rates of interest. (58). 
Profitableness of alternative investment oppor­
tunities : The profitableness of alternative investment opiDor-
tunities may cause the rate of return from land investments in 
one region to be above the prevailing rate in a corresponding 
region some distance away. Funds nay be attracted avray from 
land investment in those areas where the purchase of securi­
ties is in effective competition with the purchase of land for 
investment. It may be observed in the Sast that city invest­
ors do not care to invest in land for its annual return alone. 
The investment is too inconvenient and inflexible as compared 
with security investment. In Iowa, there has not been the 
opportunity for alternative investment, hence the purchase of 
land furnished the only outlet for surt)lus funds. Therefore 
* 
the rate of rental return has been low. It is acknowledged, 
however, that those who purchased land for resale would not 
consider alternative investnents, for, considering increases 
in value, other security investments could not compete in the 
total rate of return in most areas in Iowa. 
Alternative opportunities for employment: Land rents 
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are relatively lo^wer in a region vfhere industrial concerns of­
fer convenient ana profitable occupations for the young men of 
the region. Land prices in these areas are more than propor­
tionally lovrer since land -orices do not include the element of 
capitalized espeeted increases in annual income. The annual 
return on land investinent is relatively higher in these areas. 
These conditions may be observed anywhere east of Chicago at 
t h e  p r e s e n t  t i a e .  ( 6 ,  p .  7 ) .  
Statistical study of specific areas: 
IThe ^ove observations are effective in some small 
areas over long periods of time and in some large areas over 
short periods of tine. The existence of these influences 
does not render ineffective the argument that land prices be­
tween different areas tend to equilibrium. Land prices are 
determined in a "way not materially different from the momen- , 
tary or speculative price of any other commodity or object of 
investment. The momentary price must always be based upon 
opinions. There is this difference, however, that the servic­
es of land and the land itself are sold in a local market. 
There is no central market where aH opinions may come to­
gether. Relative price adjustments must ccme through the pro­
cess of buyers and sellers passing from one area to another. 
The greater the distance between the areas, the longer the 
process of adjustment will take, or the tendency toward ad-
138. 
justnent will sho-s? £ greater lag. 
?rice adjustments bettreen t?^o distant areas: !?he 
operation of these price m^ing forces bet"ween two regions a 
considerable distance apart is well illustrated by the gra^nhs 
of county land prices shofm in Fig'ore 24. One of these coun­
ties is "kVilliams County, Ohio, TrJhich was settled in 1851, but, 
whose land sales "sere of little conseqasnee until 1837, The 
first squatters a^opeared in Jefferson County, IoT7a, in 1855, 
and land sales began in 1858. The counties are practically 
the same age, but one was adjacent to an old, vjell-established 
region; the other was on the edge of settlement in the west. 
The opinions of land buyers in Williaas County •nere formed un­
der the influence of land prices in nearby regions. The sarae 
is true of Jefferson County, for the adjacent cheap lands had 
a tendency to depress land values. 
The land prices in the two counties rise until 1867. 
lEhe Ohio county shows a tendency to rise a little laore rapidly 
than the Iowa county. The first tendency toward a downward 
movement in Jefferson County occurred in 1867, and the decline 
continued until 1887. There is a very definite fall between 
1873 and 1887, after which prices move upward until 1920. ^ 
the Jefferson County land prices were falling, those in Qhio 
continued rising until 1887, when the bottom and the peak of 
prices were reached in the respective counties. 
Starting out on an even basis in 1838, the prices of 
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Isnd in the two counties diveiled until 1897 when Williams 
County land rras selling on an average of fifty-one dollars and 
Jefferson, on eighteen dollars, a difference of thirty-three 
do'-lars an acre. At this rioint the Jefferson County land pri­
ces turned upwaard, and vVilliaias County lane began to fall in 
price until in 1901 the Williaias County land was selling for 
fourteen dollars an acre less than land in Jefferson County, 
low-i, 
Althoxigh this illustration does not prove convincing­
ly that land values in distant areas tend to ad^ugtiaent, it 
does portray what actusOLly hatroened in the land value histor­
ies of the tiS'O counties. It appears entirely probable that 
after 1867 the prices of land in »illians County were carried 
beyond the point of proijer adjustment because land buyers anfl 
sellers had a standard of values based upon the prices of land 
in the older sections of Ohio and in the Bast, and, perhaps, 
were ignorant of the true ccaaparative values of lands between 
the east and the west. The decline in the Iowa county -was un­
doubtedly conservative and influenced by the price of better 
and lower priced lands adjacent to it. After 1890, the iia-
pending scarcity of land caused the lOTfa land to move upirard, 
and Williams County lend prices moved downward in sympathy 
with the downward movement of lands in eastern Ohio, Or, it 
may have been that the change in movements was due to the 
change in opinions of value between Ohio and l077a lands. It 
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is quite likely that the change in direction of -Drice v?as 
caused partly by each of the above influences. 
Adjustment in land prices between fero adjacent re­
gions where similar conditions r^revail: In an earlier section 
of the thesis, it was stated that the modal price might be 
used to show how price relationshir>s become adjusted bet-ween 
two counties, or, to be more accurate, thst it is the modal 
price that forms the basis of buyers* and sellers* opinions as 
to the price they are willing to nay or take for farm land. 
Story and Cherokee counties are similar in general 
contour of land and productivity of soil. They do differ in 
tjp© Oi soil and once differed in the necessity for drainage. 
However, it is "Hie Toroductivity and the ease of cultivation 
that "Tie are concerned with, and in these they are very simi­
lar. Figure 25 compares the modal prices of the two areas. 
It will be noticed that in twenty-three of the sixty years 
the modal prices are identical. In forty-nine years the dif­
ference in price is less than five dollars and in only six 
years of the sixty is the difference in price more than ten 
dollars. After 1910 the price differentials became wide, pro­
bably due to speculative tendencies; nevertheless, in the 
years of 1915, 1917, 1918, and 1919, the modal prices in the 
two counties are identical. It would appear from these ob­
servations that there is a tendency for the t^al selling 
price in "the two counties to be equalized. !I3he illustration 
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also "bears out the contention that 'biiyers and o'bservers who 
pass from one county to another carry with them not the high­
est, or lowest, or the airerage price, "bat that they do get a 
conception of the price at which land nsaally sells, and, ^th 
an opinion thtis forned, carry vfith then a general conception 
of the Talues in the county visited. In this T^ay land prices 
tend to become adjusted bet^ee.^ tvrc adjacent areas. 
M^tistment between two areas in close proziaity but | 
5 
with dynamic differences in x?rodactivity; More positi-ve proof 
of differences in •orofluctiTity between tvrc areas as reflected 
in the price of land may be secured from a study of land pri­
ces in two tOT^vnships within a county. Hound Pr-iirie and 
Blackhswk townships in Jefferson County will be considered 
first. 
'i 
Ihese two townships lend themselves to adjustment 
analysis "because they represent great differences in soil types ' 
and topography. Neither of the townshi^ns contains a to^n or 
Tillage of any size -which might influence the price of the 
lard. If the price of one is higher than the other, it will 
be because there is a recognition of the productive superi­
ority of one over the other. 
Round Prairie Township is in the southeast corner of 
Jefferson County, Haage 8 V.'est, Town 71 Uorth. It was the 
first township to be surveyed and settled in the county. 
Settlement began in 1835; the survey was run in 1837; the 
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townsMp "Was organized and the first land sales conducted in 
1839, (11, p. 174). !?he principal soil type is Clinton silt 
loam. fl7). At the present time about one-third of the area 
is under cultivation. Approximately one-third is in timber 
and the remaining one-third is in pasture. Most of the tccrn-
ship has a rolling or hilly topography. 
Black Eswk TosJnshiip is located in the Sorth Central 
part of the county, Eange 10 West, Town 75 Horth. It was not 
organised as a township until 1841. fll, p. 176). The area 
is typically prairie, being level to gently rolling and prac­
tically treeless. Grundy silt loam predominates as a soil 
type. Prajtically the entire area of the township is under 
cultivation. 
In comparing these two areas one is found to have a 
timbered, less productive soil, and one which required years 
of labor "before it became a fully developed farm. The other 
township is highly productive with no barriers to the plow. 
It appears to the observer today that men would have jumped at 
the chance to buy Black Hawk land and would have allowed the 
fields of Round Prairie to remain in timber. But they did 
not. 
A great crowd of buyers hsd gathered at Borlington on 
Hovsmber 19, 1839, the date of the opening sale of the lands 
of HouM Prairie Township. There had been many preemptions 
and the sales for the day amounted to |295,495.61. (Total 
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sales for twenty-fiTs townships of irrhich three were in Jeffer­
son County.) (11, p. 174} • 
Eow different was the first Ismd sale held in Pair-
field on February 10, 184S, for the sale of Black Ha'srl: Tcnsnship 
lands] There had been but one preemption and only four buyers 
appeared at the sale to make purchases, fll, p. 176). 3o 
other event could hare so typified the disbelief in the Talue 
of prairie land. Until 1348 not one-half of the lands of the 
townshiT? had been sold. (11» p. 175). 
The gra'dhs in Figure 25 indicate that the price of 
Black Eawk !rov?nshir, land parallels the fluctuations in price 
of Hound Prairie lands and maintains a fairly definite differ­
ential belovr the price of land in the timbered to'wnship. It 
is not until 1869 that the price of land in Black Eawk Town­
ship definitely rises aboye the price of land in the older 
townshi"P» The peak price of 1878 of ^8.50 per acre Tras 
reached after a rather precipitous climb which had its begin­
ning in 1865. A number of factors contributed to the recog­
nition of the superiority of Black Eawk land. It will be 
necessary only to mention these for they have either been des­
cribed in the discussion on cost of land utilization, or are 
self-esplanatory. They are; fl) The realization of the con­
tribution of railroads to a prairie country; (2; The build­
ing of a rail'fay across the township; (5) The introduction 
of agricultural machinery "Sfhich established the superiority 
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t 
I of rich level land over that of rough timbered soils. 
; The cause of the dOTTrr^ard trend in land price after 
i 1878 in Black Hawk Cownshic v?as undoubtedly the depression in 
^agricultural prices. !I?he fall in the price of Hound Prairie 
t land from 1884 to 1889 nay "be explained on the same basis. 
I But the fall and recovery in the price of land in the latter 
; townshii? from 1871 to 1884 is not so easily explained, Per-
; haps it "Was first thought that agricultural machinery could 
I 
[ not "be used on the rougher lands and later found cut that it 
1 could be. Or it mgy have been an effort on the part of buyers 
{ 
{ j and sellers of land to first lo-jfer land price because of the 1* 
! falling price of agricultural products, and later make an ef-
i fort to maintain a relative adjustment "with Black Eawk Sovrn-
ship lands on the old basis. 
After 1889, the trends of land prices are upward in 
both areas, the differential increasing until Slack Hawk lands 
were selling frrrenty dollars above lands in Hound Prairie, a 
recognition in 1900, that Black Hawk lands were worth double 
the amount that could be secured for farm land in Eound 
Prairie Tovfnship. 
Price adjustment bet'^een areas where dynamic differences 
in •productivity are negligible: 
A similar case nay be taken of two townshi-os in 
Williams County, Ohio. In topography and timber covering, the 
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two areas were similar. Both areas contained scsne heavy blaes 
land requiring artificial drainage, and some lighter sandy clay-
soils which could "be improved by drainage but were less badly 
in need of this particular expenditure. One area of black lend 
in Pulaski Township, although now drained, still carries the 
name of the "swale". 2he proportion of lighter land to the 
heavier was greater in Jefferson, the second townshir), than in 
Pulaski. 
One important difference may be noted between the 
areas. Pulaski, besides having the largest proportion of black-
land, had a sec<^d advantage of posessing the county seat. 
Ihere has never been a town of any size in Jefferson Townshiis. 
It maybe noted, however, that no lano sales ^ere taken "which \ 
were within a mile of the county seat town. 
f 
One would ezpect under these conditions that Jeffer­
son Township would be raost desirable as a place of settlement • 
and most -croductive in the early periods. later, when drainage! 
improvements effected an increased yield and when the growth 
of the county seat began to be of signific-snce, we would ex­
pect land values in Pulaski township to forge ahead of those 
in Jefferson. Because of the similarities mentioned above it 
is probable that theire would be any great differences in land ' 
prices in the two townships. 
The graphs of the increase in land prices are shown 
in Figure 27. Ho running average of these data was made, be­
I-
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cause it was felt that the samples were sufficiently large to 
be accurate. Also in this ease it v-as desired to show the x>ar-
ticular fluctuations, 
obserration of the graphs, one may discover a 
great similarity of movement throughout the period. Illhe great­
est range in the whole period of seTeaty years is thirteen 
dollars, and that occurs in the seventeenth year, 1900. Only 
once do prices remain out of adjustment for a period of more 
than one year, and it is from 1882 to 1884 •c^hen the average 
differential for the period is $6.83. 
The graphs follovr one another so closely that it is 
difficult to judge from observation alone ^hich to7?nship is 
maintaining the lead in price. Sut if the prices are averag­
ed for ten-yesr periods the result will be as sho-vm in the 
following table: 
TABIi XVI. AS0lill}i)32CY Oi ZMJ: PRICES IS HJLASZI 
SHi? ovHH 
COUSTY, OHIO, 
Period Jefferson Jefferson higher by 
Pulaski Pulaski 
higher by 
1850 to 1859 1 10.27 ^ 0.22 $ 10.05 
1860 to 1859 22.95 2.04 20.91 
1870 to 1879 58.39 2.68 35.71 
1880 to 1889 44.34 47,71 1 3.37 
1890 to 1899 38.81 40.54 1.73 
Thus it may be seen from the table and from the 
graphs that what "was expected to tate place has actually hap­
pened. 
In all of the cases which have "been under consider­
ation, the data "tfere gathered v^ithout the problem of price ad­
justment in mind. The main object was to get a continuous his 
torical series in rerresentatire areas. The Jefferson County 
area "^^as worked "back to the beginning of sales "because twenty-
seven jBaT8 of sales prices had been gathered at the tine the 
first data vjere gathered in Story and Cherokee. The Williams 
County area v;as selected because it ^as the home of the "iffriter 
and land price d-ata could be secured for that county TJith the 
least effort and expense. 
The results obtained may reasonably sustain the be­
lief that land prices in areas fairly widely separated in 
areas of close proximity, in adjacent areas under dissimilar 
conditionsand adjacent areas under similar conditions, have 
shoTvn a tendency to become adjusted in accordance "lyith the pro 
ductivity of the land. 
The primary interest in the discussion of interregion 
al land price adjustments has been to prove that the rapid 
rise in Iowa land prices after 1885 -^as, in part, due to the 
tendency for Iowa land prices to seek adjiatment or economic 
equality "with the land prices in other regions, especially in 
the Sast. Although it can never be proved that the tendency 
takes place, a sufficient number of cases have been cited in 
•which there "sras adjustment, so that it may reasonably be in­
ferred that the hypothesis is true. 
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The Helation Between land Income and land Price. 
The period from 1900 to 1920 may "be termed a period 
of speculation. Some of the rise in land values was justified 
on the basis of constantly increasing rents. It is proner, 
however, to call it a period of speculation because of the 
rapid decline in the rate of return for the first decade and 
the Tery lo'w rate of return on investments in lanfi nade in the 
second decade from 1911 to 19E0. As the price of land in­
creased throughout the period, a constantly increasing part of 
the purchase price was based uoon expected future increases 
in the price of land. 
gross rents as a measure of land incomes 
?or this period it "will bo necessary to measure the 
value of the annual services of the land by means of gross 
rental return. It has been customary, in the past, for invest!, 
gators in land economics to use gross rents as a measure of 
land income. The use of gross figures can only be justified 
because the net rent is either unobtainable or urOmown, and 
usually both sources of information are deficient. 
?»hen accurate net rents are unobtainable the. use of 
gross rents is permissible, if the figures are al^rays inter­
preted as such. The rate of return obtained from the use of 
gross rents cannot be compared with the net rate of r«tum 
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from other imrestments. G-ross ineOTOS may be used in estimat­
ing the Capitalized value of land if a ccmparalile rate of capi­
talization is used in the procedure. As a comparable rats, 
the mortgage rate is often used. !rhe gross rate should be 
equal to or higher than the mortgage rate because the mortgage 
rate approsimates a net return, and also because iiie risk is 
less. 20 ompensate the ov^ner for his added risk, he has the 
right to receive the increases in the value of his land. 
Gross rents and gross rates may be substituted for 
net rents and net rates of return as long as the expenses of 
land ownership remain constant. When expenses of land owner­
ship increase relatively more than the increase in income, the 
differential between the net rate of return and gross return 
widens, and the gross rate must be increased proportionally. 
It "Will be observed later, in the study of the relation of 
land income to land value after 1920, that both the gross rate 
of return and expenses have increased since the inflation pe­
riod. IThis tendency for the gross rate to increase as expen­
ses increase may be the working out of the sibove principle. 
gross rate of return from 1900 to 1920: 
The full significance of the rise in prices of agri­
cultural products, beginning in 1896, vvas not realized imc^di-
ately. The det>ression in the agricultural industry during 
the latter part of the century was still ijuite vivid in the 
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minds of agriculturists. There 77as, in 1900, nc assurance that 
the rise in prices trould be any more enduring than the price 
rise of the early eighties. 
The situation in Iowa "^vas manifestly better than the 
future prospects of land owners in Ohio and other regions of 
the Sast. In Iowa the price of land had been increasing in 
all sections of the state since 1887; rents v-ere still rela­
tively high in comparison to land prices; rates of interest 
•s^ere declining and the relative cost of production was de­
creasing; the time was ripe for a rapid rise in land values. 
It was not long after the opening of the century that the 
speculative period in land prices began, 
])ecline in rate of return: 1900 to 1910: It 77as 
during the first decade that the rate of return fell most 
rapidly. In the first ten years, rents increased from |3,58 
to $4,40, and the price of land rose from ^,46 to |98,50, 
IQie groat increase in the price of land in relation to the in­
crease in rents resulted in a decline of the rate of return 
from 8,8 per cent in 1900 to 4,4 per cent in 1910, as an aver­
age for three counties. (See Pigures 28 and 29), In the in­
dividual counties the decline T^as greatest in Cherokee County, 
from 11,1 per cent to 4,5 per cent for the period, The specu­
lative fever attacked land buyers in Montgomery and Story 
counties before Oherc&ee, because land prices were higher in 
the two counties in 1900 than in Cherokee, although rents were 
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Year: All Cherokee Fayette Jefferson Montgornery Story 
1910: 4.5^ 4. 4.^ 5.5^ 4.5^ 3.755 
1911: 4.0 4.5 3.9 4.9 3.8 3. 5 
1912: 4.4 4.2 4.S 5.7 4.6 3. 5 
1913: 4.4 4.1 4.2 5.0 5.0 3.6 
1914: 4.5 4.0 4.0 5.4 4.5 3.8 
1915: 4.4 4.2 4.3 6.1 4.9 3.3 
Av : 4.S3 4.25 4.18 5.43 4.57 3.57 
1916: 4.4 4.3 5.0 K O 4.4 3.1 
1917: 4.9- 4.5 5.2 7.5 4.5 3.1 
1918: 5.0 4.2 5. 5 7.2 4.6 3.8 
1919: 4.7 3.9 5.9 6.7 4.6 3.5 
1920: 3.9 3.4 4.4 5.3 4.0 2.9 
Av : 4.6 4.01 5.6 6.52 4.45 3.28 
higher in the latter county. 
The period of conatant lovr rates of return^ 1911-1920: 
The low point of the above decline was reached in 1911. In 
the five-year period •which followed, rents, stimulated by 
favorable agricultural prices, increased relatively more rap­
idly than the increase in land price. In consequence, a rate 
of 4.4 per cent was reached in 1912. This level was main­
tained for five years. 
There is a different sequence of events in the se­
cond period of five years. land prices advanced slowly from 
1915 to 1918 while rents increased with considerable rapidi­
ty. After 1918, land prices increased out of all proTiortion 
to increases in land income, and the rate of return fell to 
3.9 per cent, gross, in 1920. 
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TA3IS 17. GH0S3 1910 to 1920. 
Tear All : Cherokee Faye tte Jefferson Montgomery Story 
1910 ^.42: #4.81 §5.53 §4.80 §4.93 ^4.00 
1911 4.46: 4.90 3.55 4.81 5.00 4.23 
191E 4.85: 5.06 3.82 5.28 5.63 4.46 
1913 5.41: 5.74 4.18 5. 63 6.36 5.11 
1914 5.76: 6.17 4.18 5.87 6.37 6.21 
1915 6.06: 6.41 5.27 6.49 6.43 5.70 
Av. 6.19: 6.50 4.90 6.57 6.94 5.94 
1916 6.25; 7.05 5. 57 6.50 6.45 5.72 
1917 7a 52: 7.85 7.44 9.58 7.21 6.03 
1918 8.17: 8.27 7.53 9.44 8.06 7.57 
1919 9.02: 8.76 7.88 10.60 9.48 8.39 
1920 9.13: 8.87 7.48 10.60 9.84 8.26 
Av. 8.02: 8.16 7.18 9.30 8.21 7.19 
I 1 
i In the six year period (1910 to 1915) the average 
: rates for Cherokee, Fayette jnui Montgomery counties approached 
the average for all five counties very closely, (Table ZV. ) 
The rate of return for Jefferson Connty, 5.45 per cent, was 
considerably shove the general average. Story Coanty, with a 
i re torn of 3.57 per cent, was "below the average. 
In the following five years, 1916 to 1920, ending in 
I the period of inflation, Fayette joined Jefferson County as a 
i 
i high-rate-of-return county. Story and Cherokee fell farther 
from the average while Montgomery maintained a stable rate 
throughout the period. 
1 
The higher rate of return in the older counties, 
Fayette and Jefferson, as compared with the other three more 
recently settled coujaties, is significant in that it appears 
159. 
to demonstrate that there T^as less specalation in the older 
counties than in the other three. 
all of the counties seems to Throve that a part of the pturchase 
price was "based upon e3cpected increases in land price, and, 
that as long as land prices increased annually, a gross rate 
of return slightly more than four per cent was sufficient to 
support land prices any year until 1920. 
The ID'S! gross rate of return orer the whole period in 
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71II. incoic-:; lamd PRIOSS siiici; 19 EO. 
It was observed in the discussion of the relation of 
land price to land income before 1920 that speculation car­
ried the Tjrice of Iowa lanfi. beyond the point "where the price 
could be justified from the standpoint of land income alone, 
is long as annual increases in price of land T?ere large, a 
gross return as lov as four per cent v7as Justified. The fail­
ure of these ea^Jected increases in land price to naterialize 
after 1920 has led to a radical decline of land prices at a 
time when land income in the form of rents f^as increasing. In 
consequence, the gross rate of return has risen until land in­
vestments in Iowa compare favorably T7ith the rate of return 
received from land ownership in older regions. She net rate 
of return has increased until it tends to approximate the net 
return on comparable inves'tments. 
In the follo-jring pages, an analysis of the changes, 
since 1921, in land prices, net and gross ren"bs, and in the 
expenses of land ownership, will be made in an attempt to 
prove that Iowa has reached a stage in agricultural develop­
ment where land prices will follow changes in net income, and 
the speculative basis of land price, as it existed in the 
past, will be absent. 
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She delation of Land Prices to Income Since 1920. 
General Survey: 
The trend of land prices since 1920 in practically 
all areas of the United States has been distinctly downward. 
There are exceptions in snail areas where site values have 
been significant and in the whole states of Florida, Cali­
fornia, Hhode Island and Connecticut. In the last two states 
site values are important, and there is also a demand for es­
tates anc for areas for purposes of intensive farming. Aside 
fro?n the influence of the land boom in Florida, which caused 
prices to rise above 1920 figures, the stabilization of pri­
ces since 1920 in Florida and California has been due to in­
vestments placed upon raw land, likewise, investments caused 
the avers^e price of Iowa land to maintain an upward trend in 
the face of declining prices in the eighties. This trend is 
common to all newly developed areas, or in the areas where a 
considerable amount of land is being brought from a lower to 
a higher use—in these particular cases by means of the appli­
cation of capital. 
In all other states, there has been s marked decline 
of land prices. In ten of the states of the Union, Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Isorth Dakota, South Dakota, Mon­
tana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Sevada, the index numbers of land 
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prices (1928J are "below those of 1913. (59, p. 9.) Iowa has 
not experienced a comparahle decline in land prices, for the 
index number for this state is 118, or eighteen per cent aho-re 
the average of 1912-14. Nevertheless, the state figure is con­
siderably "below the peak index number of 213 "which ras reached 
in 1920, (59, p. 9.) Although this decline in values is sig­
nificant, sufficient time has not elapsed since 19 20 to nermit 
a conclusive analysis of the situation. All conditions af­
fecting gross income have made a definite improvem?^nt since 
1920; yet the price of land has steadily declined. !I?he cause 
of this decline must be found either in the peculiarities of 
the land market, or in advances in costs isrhich affect the net 
land income, or in both. 
county land -prices: 
In each of the five counties, as sho-wn in [Table X71 
the decline in land prices in 1921 is slight as compared with 
the drop in agricultural product prices. In fact, the price of 
land in Cherokee County "was nearly twenty dollars higher in 
1921 than in 1920. It is quite probable that no one would bar­
gain, in 1921, for a farm at a figure above the price for 
1920; so it must be assumed that the price in 1921 was in­
fluenced. by some contracts made in 1920 and executed at a later 
date. The remaining sales made in 1921 were transactions made 
by men who chose to sell at that time rather than to t^e a 
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greater loss later, fin the first six raonths of 1921 in Chero-
Icee County, 4708 acres of land were sold at an average nrice of 
^05.11. In the seccnd six nonths tieriod, 1015 acres "svere 
sold at ^189.04 ner acre.) The niunber of acres changing hands 
in 1921 in all five counties was 40,592 as c-Dmoared T?ith 
224,599 acres in 1920. 
After 1921, the price of land in Llontgoaery, Jayette 
and Jefferson Co-anties sh07/s a gradusl decline iintil 1923. 
land prices in each county increased slightly in 1924. only to 
decline still farther in 1925. Montgomery anc. Jefferson re­
covered sornewhat in 1926 hut Payette failed to record any gain, 
and continued on its steady decline, 
The increases in 1924 T7ere not accompanied "by stimu­
lated buying, for in each of the three counties the number of 
transsetions was less in 1924 than in 1925, and less in 1925 
than in 1922. However, the increases in 1926 and decline in 
1927 Trere in each case parallelled "by stiEulated and decreased 
buying respectively. 
Hot so much similarity is found between Story and 
Cherokee countics as among the other three. It has been ob­
served that the price of Cherokee land increased in 1921. The 
prices of land in Story County held up fairly well, there be­
ing a decline of but five dollars to 1921. Instead of a steady 
decline after 1921 as in the othnr counties, we find in 19 22 
a sharp break in Cherokee to a point below the prices of land 
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in any one of the other four counties. Being obviously belovr 
its true caaparative value, Cherokee land increased in price 
until 1924 and 1925. At this point the price again turns 
downward Tvith the land prices of the other counties. !Dhis fal 
in price in 1921 and early recovery to 1925 is soneT^hat addi­
tional proof that there is a tendency for land prices to seek 
proper adjustment. 
Story County land prices dropped in 1922 but not so 
abruptly as did Cherokee prices; hence there T7as not the same 
need for the upward ad Justnient, -^nd, after 1922, land prices 
in this county follov? the trend of the first describen coun­
ties fairly closely. 
Another noticeable difference betv^een the graph of 
Story County and the data for Cherokee is to be found in the 
steadily declining demand for Irmd in Cherokee and the ex­
tremely fluctuating demana in Story County. 
The effect of the increased supply of land in the market: 
^hat haprsened to the land market to cause the price 
of land to decline in the face of increase in agricultural 
income? In Table X7I it may be observed thit the income in­
dex rose from sixty-trro in 1921 to eighty-eight in 1927, af­
ter reaching ninety-two in 1926. In the same period, the 
purchasing power of the farmer made a similar im"Drovement. Sut 
in the face of these seemingly favorable influences, the price 
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TABLE XTL, TER RiiLATIGIi Of 33:: 0? SAI:;3 TO IIJCOiE IB-
33Z Al^r TH--: --RT^Z 0? L-^D. 
* Five Counties Cherokee : Storv 
Ye^ir: Inc ome IJo. Av. Ii 0. :Land : I«o. Land 
;Index Sales Price Sales :2rice : Sales Srice 
1920: 100 233 : 4261.10: ? 289.29 
1921: 62 397 223 60 : 282.80: 70 284.60 
1922: 68 390 158 54 : 140.50: 80 178.31 
1923: 78 310 147 54 : 149.95: 42 180.45 
1924: 80 287 153 57 . : 168.78: 66 169.02 
1925: 84 251 128 46 : 169.27: 63 150.14 
1926: 92 299 138 48 : 150.48: 82 162.70 
1927: 88 211 127 37 : 146.50: 47 150.00 
* Fayette iiont gomery : Jefferson 
Ye ar: Ine ome So. Av. : ifo. :I.and : Iso. Land 
:Index 3ales :Price :Sales : Price : Sales Price 
1920: 100 |:171.51: :$246.64: $ 198.98 
1921: 62 135 160.25; 63 : 229.74: 69 157.40 
1922; 68 91 147.24: 94 : 184.25: 71 140.85 
1923: 78 74 : 126.13: 87 : 164.48: 63 117.40 
1924: 80 50 : 131.91: 70 : 173.28: 44 121.76 
1925: 84 62 114.64: 44 : 120.27: 36 84.97 
1926: 92 68 : 107.89: 56 : 165.56: 45 105.19 
1927: 88 63 92.13: 41 : 149.26: 23 95.49 
*  ( 2 )  
of land, using the same hase, 1920, declinsd from ninety-two 
to fifty-seven. 
In Figure 31, •which covers land prices, income and 
demand over the thirteen years period 1915 to 1987 inclusive, 
it may be observed that the demand as shown "by the number of 
acres purchased is on a much lov;er level after 1922 than in 
the five-year period between 1915-1919. 
After the decrease in the voluntary demand has been 
observed, the decline in buying activity should be comisared 
with the volume of forced sales which is found in Figure 30. 
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less than 2500 acres were forced upon the market in 1915, and 
over 15,000 acres in 19 25. With a declining densnd and an in­
creasing supply of land on the local market, a decline in price 
may "be expected. 
As the price of lan5 was falling, the gross income 
(since 1921) had been increasing. Such a situation should 
hare a marked effect on the rate of income •'."hich is secured 
from l^inu investments, "he course of rental income in rela­
tion to the decline in land price shall be the next topic for 
discussion. 
Gross rents: 1921-1927; 
It nay "be observed from Table XVII that gross rents 
have im^Droved somewhat since 1921. The growth has not been 
uniform throughout the period, and not all of the counties 
have shov7n marked improvements. In Jefferson, for instance, 
rents have declined slightly. The rental figures of the vari­
ous counties in 1927 and 1928 represent the relative productive 
ness of each county much more accurately than the rents of 
1918 or 1920. With the disappearance of expected increases in 
value, such an adjustment of rents is to be expected because 
landlords are now interested in securing the greatest •cossible 
rental return from their land. In other words, the rental re­
turn is now of primary consideration in Cherokee, Montgomery 
and Story counties, as well as Fayette and Jefferson, whereas, 
before 1920, annual inccsne occar;ied a place secondary to an-
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?A3I£ XVII. SHOS£ RBIITS; 1921-1929* 
Year 
County 
Cherokee Fayette * Jefferson Montg emery Story Average 
1921 1 7.35 ^ 6. 411 8.03 ^ 7.65 § 5.62 7.01 
1922 8.36 5.74: 7.66 7.68 6.45 7.18 
1925 8.20 5.29: 7.20 7.94 8.20 7.56 
1924 8.94 5. 57: 7.50 8.75 8.53 7.86 
1925 7.90 5. 65: 7.49 8.04 7.62 7.35 
1926 8.57 6.31: 7.25 7.80 9.10 7.81 
1927 8.40 6.10: 6.86 7.88 9.15 7.68 
1928 8.75 0.16 • 6.80 8.35 9.40 7.88 
19 29 8.81 6.07: 7.37 8.30 9.46 8.00 
* Appendix, ?able 17, 
aual increases in valae. 
Conversely, such an adjustasnt is fair evidence that 
esxected increases in land price are considered either s thing 
of the past or st least of secondary importance "by farm land 
i 
investors. i j I 
2he effect of the steady decline of land prices and 
the increase in gross rents on the rate of return on investment 
is shown in Table X7III. Here it v;ill "be observed that the av­
erage gross rate of return increases ftom 3,2 per cent in 1921 
to six per cent in 1927 as an average for the five counties. i 
A gross rate of return of sis T?er cent as an average has not "been 
equaled since 1904. Yet the amount of rent which was received 
•was equal to that paid to landlords in 1917, and land prices 
are comparable to those of 1915. 
The rate of gross return for the individual counties 
shows mrach the same trend as the five-county average. The 
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TABL?: XTIII. RATi OF (JHOSS H-jT'JP-IU 1921-1928. 
:rivs 
Year: County Cheroiiee Faye tte Jefferson Montgomery Story 
:Average 
1921:* 2,2^ Z,Sp 4.0-^ O m  X / O  3.^ 1.9^ 
1922: 4.5 6.0 3.9 5.5 4.2 3. 6 
1925: 5.0 5.5 4.S 6.1 4.9 4.5 
1924: 5.1 5. 3 4.2 6.2 5,0 5.0 
1925: 5.7 4.9 4.9 8.8 6.7 5.1 
1926: 5.6 5.7 5.8 6.9 4.7 5. 6 
1927: 6.0 5.7 6* 6 7.2 5.3 6.1 
1928: 6.0 6.7 7.1 5.6 6.3 
The rate of returns for 1928 is figured on the basis of 
1927 Isnd values. The rental income for each year is 
compared with the sales price for that year for each 
county. The five-county average is derived "by dividing 
the average sales price "by the average rent. 
The changes in land values have been more violent than the 
changes in rents. Practically every deviation from a steady 
UTward trend in rate of return has been ca^ed by some irre­
gularity in land prices. ]£ention has already been made of the 
shart) drop of Cherokee land prices in 1920-1922. The effect 
of this drop in price on the rate of return is recorded in a 
rise from 2.5 per cent in 1921 to six per cent in the follo?;ing 
year. The same abnormality occurs in liontgcsnery and Jefferson 
counties in 1925 because of a drop in land prices. In all 
other cases, the rise in the rate cf return for the period is 
remarZrably smooth. 
It may be observed that Jefferson County, ev^n though 
it was the only county to show a marlred decrease in land rents, 
maintained its high level in the rate of return throughout the 
period. In the high-rate-of-returns class it is again ac­
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companied by Fayette County. !IIhe msrgin of difference "between 
these two eoanties aad the remaining three is not so great as 
before 1920. The conclusion th-st the rate of return is higher 
in older counties is again sustained. But the fact that the 
margin of difference is nazTovring VTOVSS that the exTjected in­
creases in the newer counties are becoming a loss important 
factor in the determination of price, and that land price now 
bears a closer relationship with annual land rent, A gross re­
turn of six or seven per cent is high as compared -arith the re­
turn received from land o;:rn6rship before 1920. Such a gross 
return is still low as compared vrith returns from industrial 
investipents. It is best to compare land investment only to 
other land investment. A rate of return of six per cent may 
be considered high i^hen such a return is the highest which has 
been received for twenty-four years. Such a rats also com­
pares favorably -ivith the return on investments in eastern 
lands. (6, p. 21). 
'A'hy, then, has not the demand for land been stimulat­
ed by these high rates of gross return? It was stated ear­
lier in the thesis that the answer must be found in the con­
ditions found in the land market, or in the vridening of the 
margin between gross and net returns, or in both, That sup­
ply and demand conditions are abnormal having been found, the 
factor of net returns may be considered as a possible solu­
tion. 
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Het rents in 1921-1925; The reader need not oe ap­
prised that net rents are kno7;n by very few landlords and are 
i 
usually very difficult to obtain. Although farm land invest­
ments involve the expenditure of large suns of money, very fev? 
of these land owners keet) a record of their annuel extiendi-
i 
I tures and income. In the feT7 cases ^i^here accounts are ^ert, 
I accruals and deferred items are entirely absent. !Dherefore it 
I is impossible to obtain an accurate state^nent of the net re-
i I turns from land. It is tjossible, ho7;ever, to obtain an esti-
I mate of fair accuracy -^here records are obtainable. 
I This ignorance of net return encouraged, in the past, 
a disregard for net income as a basis of land value, and gross 
income -vras used instead. On such a basis, land price judg­
ments Were fairly accarate as long as land exr^enses and land 
income remained fairly constant. The drop in rents and the in­
crease in expenses of land o?.'nerships after 1920 destroyed the 
old relationship so that the former rate of gross return can­
not now be used with aji^ degree of accuracy. 
3xpenses of land investment which must be subtracted 
from gross land income in order to determine the net income 
are taxes, depreciation on fixed imryrovements, and other ex­
penses incurred in making repairs. 
After obtaining the net rents, it is possible to as­
certain the net rate of returns. These net rates are found 
in T^le ilS. This series of data presents a very different 
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TABZS nX. laDITIDUAl COUaiTY nST 3ATi2S 01 S;':2'U2Ii. 
Year Cherokee J i ayette \ Jefferson iSontgomery Story 
1918 4.^ *: 2.98^ 
1919 4.25 ; 3.81 3.06 
IS 20 2.34 : 3.84 : 3.32 3,75 1.96 
1921 1.30 : 1.58 : 2.23 2.65 1.18 
1922 3.59 : 1.24 : 2.13 1.98 1.62 
1923 2.08 : 1.40 : 2.00 2.13 2.21 
1924 2.48 i 1.37 ; 2.31 1.85 2.53 
1925 2.40 : 1.91 : 3.70 3.00 2.33 
Av. 5 "Zr. : 
2.36 ; 1.91 : 3.25 
« 
2.56 1.97 
These figures are not comparable -with the gross rents 
as given in Sable X7 as the same farms are not reijre-
sented. I-^specially is this true of the earlier years, 
1920 snc. before, Ti:ere only a small number of cases 
are represented. 
picture frca the gross rates of return given in Table IVIII. 
Only one county, Jefferson, has maintained an average 
net rate of return of over three per cent for the five year 
period. land owners in Story and Payette County have averaged 
less than two per cent net. A ray of encouragement is ob­
tained from the table when it is observed that the net rate 
of return is increasing. This increase, however, becomes less 
significant that it anpeers to be when it is pointed out that 
the improvement is due largely to decreasing land price than 
to increasing net incwne. Had we held the price of land-con­
stant, such as the price which the investor paid for his 
farm during the boom period, the net rate of return in many 
cases would have averaged less than one per cent, The pro­
per accounting procedure for I and owners is to deflate their 
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land Tallies on the basis of -oresent land T>rices as v?e haTe 
done here bat this becomes difficult to do in cases where the 
mortgage indebtedness is equal to or greater than the capita­
lized income. 
Table ilX is somewhat inaccurate in that the annual 
dgta do not represent the same number of farms over the vvhole 
period. This error is corrected in Figure 32 where the data 
represent the gross and net returns on 75 farms extending 
through the entire five-year period, 1921-1925. It is not 
difficult to see from this illustration that the net return as 
expressed in dollars has not increased during the period. 
These net returns are exoressed in rate of return in Table X2C. 
She effect of the decline in land values on these practically 
constant net rents is observed in the rapid rise in rate of 
net return as shown in the data of the table. 
TA3L3 IZ. SI:T I?AT3 0? ATSEAS3 T O R  75 PARIES. 
Year Hate of Return 
1921 1.68^ 
1922 2.51 
1923 2.65 
1324 5.02 
1925 5.13 
The average net return each year is cOTipared with 
the average land -orice for that year. 
The expense items: 
The largest factor in land expense is taxeSv This ex­
pense has increased somewhat since 1920 but has shown marked 
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Figure 3E« G-ross and net incomes per acre, 1921 to 1925. 
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2ABIS ZZI. BXCTSi; ISilMS. r-:^H 75 FAHliS; 1921-1925 
Year Taxes Depreciation Expenses Total Expense 
1921 $ 1.76 § 1.18 $ .81 • $ 3.75 
1922 1.91 1.18 .88 5.97 
1923 1.92 1.22 .86 4.00 
1924 1.94 1.22 .83 3.99 
1925 1.95 1.22 .82 3.99 
increases since 1915. Table jCZ shows in detail the coTement 
of taxes from sixty-one cents as an average coat per acre for 
1915-1915 to a masimrnj of ^.70 in 1922. It ^rill be noticed 
that the taxes in Cable Xll are slightly higher than those 
found in Table XXII. A laz^e majority of farms in the Experi­
ment Station survey. Table IXI, v?ere located in consolidated 
school districts, as the farms in Sable ZXII evidently "s^ere 
not Judging from the lo"!? taxes paid per acre. Cases Tsere 
found in Montgomery and Story counties in liie Station survey 
where the taxes constituted one-half of the annual gross in­
come per acre, fortunately such extremely high taxes are ex­
ceptional. 
According to Table 2X1 on the average about one-
fourth of the rental income is paid out in taxes, aoS taxes 
constitute one-half of the total exnense of land ownership. 
The depreciation figures might Justly receive some 
criticism. IHie amount of building depreciation per acire \?ill 
vary directly as to the value of the buildings and inversely 
according to the size of the farm. The figures shov?n in the 
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2ABL3 2XII. ?3LA!:iOIs OP TAXiiS lET 33HT-S.* 
Year 
lio. 
Farms 
liet rent be­
fore taxes 
Taxes 
per acre 
Percentage tax-
§3 of net rent. 
1913-15 532 $ 4.26 "iP *61 14.2 
1920 85 5.28 .85 16.0 
1921 70 7.11 1.63 21. 
1922 33 5.15 1.70 32.9 
1923 54 4. 24 1.53 36.1 
1925 603 4.90 1.36 27.7 
1927 862 4.54 1.30 28.7 
* (3, p. 65-55). 
table were obtained by estimating the value of the buildings 
and then estimating the length of life of the structures. 
Saildizig costs, like taxes, are beccming larger as v^e demnd 
more and better improrements. 
The general expense item is believed to be fairly ac­
curate. On individual farms this item may vary considerably 
from year to year, but over long periods of time it may be ex­
pected to average from seventy-five to eighty cents an acre 
each year. What the landlord agrees to furnish and what 
amount of labor the tenant contributes "will cauae this figure 
to vary somewhat. 
The total exoense of land as?nershit) as a conserva­
tive average may range from three to four dollars ner acre ver 
year. (In a recent investigation in Ohio the exnense of real 
estate maintenance was found to be nearly five dollars an 
acre.) (34, p. 60 ). If taxes rise above two dollars per acre, 
this margin above tv-o dollars may be added on to this esti-
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mate. 
As far as the vrriter is able to observe, the future 
does not promise material reductions in any of the expense 
items. As people demand more public im-nrovements snd better 
educational facilities, it does not appear that the tax assess­
ment per acre can be reduced, especially under our present 
system of taxation. There is some chance of imDrovement in 
those cases where the land is at present heavily burdened be­
cause of consolidated school bond issues and drainage assess­
ments. If the present rate of taxation is paying off the bond 
issue, it is obvious that there T?ill come a time •when the land 
will not have to bear this burden and the taxes v;ill be re­
duced by an api^reciable amount per acre. There are cases 
in Iowa where, even though the taxes per acre are high, the 
bonds are not being reduced. Che present rats of taxation 
"Ould in such cases appear in estimating net returns. In the 
former case, it is not correct to deduct the bond assessment 
from the gross return in estimating land value because it is 
not a permanent expenditure. 
likewise, drainage assessments, though they may »ell 
be considered in estimating the purchase price, or present 
value of a farm, by capitalization of income, are not perma­
nently deductable e^enditures. 
As industrial representation in our legislatures be­
comes larger, and agricultural representation smaller, the 
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livelihood of any material change in proportion of the "burden 
•which land "bears in the taxation system "becomes proportionate­
ly less procable. 
Building costs per acre, including depreciation, may 
"become "Droportionally lovrer as the size of farm increases. If 
farms should become smaller and agriculture more intensive, in 
opposition to the present trend, such development v;ill in­
crease building exnenses per acre. With the increased cost of 
"building renewals, the depreciation cost may "be larger in the 
futnre, unless the length of life of the building is increased 
in proportion to the increase in cost of the structure. 
It is unsafe to predict the livelihood of changes in 
the general esroenses. 
There is an additional exnense attached to land owner­
ship which has never been considered by writers on the subject 
of the relation of land income to price, or by investors them­
selves. But of late, some unwilling land owners have felt 
this exoense very keenly. It is the- expense of managing rent­
ed farns. 
landlords spend many days each year looking after 
their farms. This time, if valuable, is never charged against 
the land income. Yet it is unfair not to subject the land to 
this charge, becaiise comparative investments in the form of 
securities do not make this requirement on the owner's time. 
As the farms owned become more scattered, additional expense 
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is incurred in management. In distant Isnd ownershirt, cash 
renting must be practiced, in which the ov;ner need not mnke 
frequent visits instead of share renting vrhicfc requires fre­
quent and expensive visits. The true net rent has not Taeen as 
eertsined until all of the expenditure in landlord's tine, as 
labor, or as a manager, together v?ith the expense of traveling 
to and from the farm, has been fully accounted for. These ex­
penses. unless paio to a hired manager, have never been con­
sidered by land investors. 
Observations on the Period of Decline Since 1920 
and the ••'uture of lovja land Prices. 
Che fall of land prices since 1921 has been the re­
sult of the disappearance of the unsu'oported part of the specu 
lative price of 1920. She rise in the rate of return since 
1920 which accompanied the decline in land values is evidence 
that the rate of return from land investments is on a ne:?: and 
higher level than the rate received during the speculative 
period. !I!he fact that the new rate has not stimulated the de­
mand is fairly conclusive that land buyers have accepted an-
xraal rent as a basis of land price. 
A sufficient amount of time has not passed since 
1920 to support any final conclusions. !Ehe supply of land 
has been abnormal because of the large numbers of mortgage 
foreclosures. !rhe demand has been below normal because of 
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the loss of the capital of tenants who made premature comsit-
ments and becau.se of the lack of confidence in farm land in­
vestment. jTixther observations on the deiaand and suriply of 
farm land investmsnts aajr be of some help in drawing conclu­
sions on the present and future status of farm land values. 
Short time observations: 
Supply: The present sunply of land av:siting sale at 
more favorable prices is of but temporary significance. Once 
these farms are moved from the market, the supply of land •vrili 
again return to normal. For the present time, the forcing of 
land upon the market through foreclosure sales has made the 
land market a buyer*s market. IThe number of acres sold each 
year, however, has been less than the normal sales before the 
inflation tseriod. (Figures 22 and 23) . 
Demand; The demand for land is occasioned by two 
types of buyers: the non-operating buyer who purchases land 
primarily as an investment, and the tenant vrho is seeking a 
farm as a business and a hone. 
The present demand for land comes almost entirely 
from the latter class of buyers. The non-operating buyer is 
out of the market for two reasons: (1) The speculative feat­
ure of land investment is no longer attractive; (Z) Ee has 
been educated to buy securities and the opportunity to buy and 
know securities has been broxjght to his door through the ex­
pansion of investment houses to serve the smaller towns. Ex­
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cept for retired farmers and a few others who are in position 
to pick nt; farm "hargains", this class of investor has Taeen 
permanently lost to the farm land market. 
As prospective ovrners, tenants are not in the market 
today in numbers coimDarable to the numbers v^ho demanded land 
in the pre-war period. During the boom period many tenrmts 
made premature coraaitments for the purchase of land at prices 
•which were not suioported by income received from the land. 
These men not only lost their farms but also lost their life's 
savings, which would have been used to buy land at a later 
date. 
These men, who would have been buyers today, are not 
in the present market; therefore the demand is abnormally low. 
The tenants who are buying ere being encouraged to 
do so by small down payments and amortization of the princi­
pal over long periods at low rates of interest. 
long time observations: 
Supply; The number of farms in lowa is growing 
smaller, but the total number of farms is of little signifi­
cance so far as it affects the supply of land on the market. 
Many farms are not for s^e at any price, and others are for 
sale at a price far above the value based upon annual in­
come. Sentiment and attachment to the land "olay an important 
part in keening the supply price of land at a high level. 
The farm may be the old homestead or it may repiresent years 
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of sacrifice which the owner and his wife have undergone in 
order to m^e it theirs. These farms are not for sale. 
These attachments to the land are more significant in 
those areas v?here the land is not held for speculative gain. 
In Ohio, an increase of feyenty-one dollars an acre, (1915 to 
1920), or a gain of thirty-three per cent in price, resulted 
in an increase in sales of one-half of one per cent. In 
lo^a, an increase in the price of land from $137 in 1915 to 
^253 in 1920 f?ive counties) resulted in an increase in land 
sold froa a normal of si:cty thousand acres to 224,000 acres in 
13S0, an increase of nearly four hundred per cent. (Figure 
31). In Iowa, much of the land sold T7as originally purchased 
for purpose of resale; in Ohio, the land ^as bought for a 
hone. 
The normal supply of land most come from the fares 
sold in the settlement of estates, from mortgage foreclosure 
sales, and from farms sold by those v/ho are changing location 
or occupations. Ordinarily the rate of supply is fairly con­
stant as may be observed in the above data from 1212-1920. 
(Appendix table 10). The rate of supply of land "beijag con­
stant, the price rill depend on demaisi. 
The demand for farm land; Land investment "will al­
ways prove attractive to many people because of its safety 
and its tangibility. Farmers will cling to land as an invest­
ment because they feel that they are not competent to judge 
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the Talue of securities. To another group, land famishes an 
investment that is safe as ^ell as speculative. These invest­
ors are willing to accept the lo^ return on land investment 
"because of certain satisfactions "which such investments yield 
to them. 
But the sale of liberty Bonds during the "war was aa 
education in security investment to many peo"Dle. Advantage of 
the situation has "been taien "by investment houses and the sale 
of securities in lora has been extended. At one time, land 
purchase and mortgage investment furnished the only outlet for 
surplus funds in aany communities, "but now the situation has 
materially changed. The decline in land price, the diminished 
speculative profits, the low return on investment, and the 
large units of capital required for the purchase of farms have 
driven many people from the farm real estate market into the 
security field. 
lEhe demand for land by tenants: Although the desire 
of the tenant for land ownership is still very strong and can 
never be driven from him, it seems apparent that fewer tenants 
are "Hilling to undertake twenty to thirty years of sacrifice 
and hardship in order to achieve land ownership. These men 
are tempted to remain "tenants and spend more money for the 
luxuries of life, for the education of their child.ren and for 
other investments. 
The demand for land in the future "Tsill come primari-
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Ij from tenants who are prospective owners. Mortgage companies 
and other inTOluntary land holders have cccie to realize this 
and are raalring special appeals to tenants in the way of long 
time amortisation and lov; interest rates, 
The extent to which these two groups will be lost to 
the farm real estate market depends entirely unon the relation 
between land income and land price. If the net return is five 
per cent, such a rate will attract tenants ana some non-
operating investors to rurchase. A rate of net return of 
three per cent is likely to be unattractive. 
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IX. COHCLDSIOSS. 
The study "was undertaken to determine the nature and 
causes of the increase in the Talue of iowa laM. 
In order to review the nature and causes of these 
land value movenents the period of development may he divided 
as follows: 
1. The econoniic rise ending about 1900. 
2. She speculative rise, 1900 to 1980. 
5. The deflation period, or the dis­
appearance of the speculative por­
tion of land price. 
The Economic Bise^ 
It was probably this first upward movement of land 
prices that led to the conclusion that since Iowa land values 
had never gone back they never ^ould. The depression in 
agricultural prices in the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century had no serious effect on Iowa land values, except to 
cause some hesitation in the advancement of prices of lands 
in the older sections of the state. When land prices in the 
eastern United States and in ^rope vrere declining, the price 
of lands in Iowa made definite advances. 
2his initial period of land price increases is 
termed economic because it was a period when land "nrices 
rose largely if not entirely as a result of increased income 
per acre, or because of expenditures made upon the land or in 
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the ccamunity, -he return "cer acre incre«sea. "becsuse the land 
•was "being brought from a lo^er to a higher utilization, from a 
raw state to the production of cultivated cro-cs; and the added 
return exceeded the inciressed cost. 
Also, during this period, the nrice of Iot/q lands tras 
influenced "by the price of relatively free lands adjacent to 
them. !I!he returns on these low investments in land 7:ere rela­
tively greater than the rate of return on full develor)ed lands 
east of the Mississippi River, Another influence causing the 
ra-oid rise in land values vras a tendency on the part of Iowa 
land prices to come into adjustment or economic eouilibriuia 
•with the prices of land in older sections; or, in other rords, 
to nis3ce the ownership of land in either section equally de­
sirable. 
The Speculative 2ise. 
2he strictly economic rise ended shortly after the 
opening of the century, 5ot that there frere no rational reas­
ons for further increases in land value; but the degree of 
rise in relation to the rate of increase in incomes indicated 
that there viere "buyers in the market interested in land 07:ner-
shiT) primarily for the annual increase in price, 
She rapid decline in the rate of return from 1900 to 
1910, and the losv rate of return thereafter, clearly indicat­
ed that a large part of the purchase price -was unremunerative 
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so far as annual incone is concerned. The speculative move­
ment, stiinulated Tsy the inflation of tsrices during the tvar, 
culminated in the land "boom of 19 20. It is probable that-vo-yy 
little consideration was given to a level of product prices 
that could sunport the high land prices of that year. The 
gross return received on these land investments ttsb less than 
three per cent, indicating that one-half of the rrice "^^as 
based noon expected increases in land prices. 
The Period of Deflation and Adjustment Since 1920. 
The decline in the price of land since 1920 has been 
the result of the disappearance of the unsupported part of 
boom time land values. The present price shows a closer ad­
justment to a value based upon the current annual income 
frcm the land. It ai^pears probable that lovra has now reached 
that stage of development after v/hich land prices rill be 
based upon annual income, and the rate of return •v?ill tend to 
approziffiate the level of return received from other invest­
ments of equal safety and durability. 
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KSY TO iiPPSSDIZ TABISS 
1, 2, 3 and Sa. 
1. Total County area 
E» Total area in farms 
3. i'ara area improved 
4. Farm area animproved 
5. Per cent of Ian? in farm 
6. Per cent land animproved 
7. Average acres per farm 
8. Av, improved acres per farm 
Talne: 
9. All farm property 
10. Per acre 
2}u!3"ber of f arms: 
11. 0 - 49 
12. 50 - 100 
13. 100 - 174 
14. 17§ - 259 
1£. 260 - 500 
16. 5(Xs and over 
17. Total 
18. Per cent of tenant farms 
Crops ana livestock in comty 
19. Acres in corn 
20. Bumler beef cattle 
21. Smn'ber of swine 
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IPPSSDIZ TABI3 1 
C SSSUS ST ATI STIC S, JEFFF.H SOB C OUST Y. 
1850 (a) 1850 (b) 1870 fc) 1880 fd] 
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5, 
6 .  
7. 
8. 
275,569 
71,076 
54,499 
106.577 
28.5 
19.7 
66.6 
51.0 
9. I 1,082,878 
10. 7.36 
208,440 
99,357 
109,083 
75.6 
36.0 
128.1 
61.1 
$ 3,661,566 
17.56 
236,651 
163,276 
73,375 
85.8 
59.3 
110.4 
76.2 
#7,611,811 
32.16 
262,898 
203,609 
39,289 
95.4 
73.8 
117.4 
90.9 
$ 6,881,586 
26.17 
11. 
12. 
IS. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 1067 
731 
584 
310 
1 
1626 
924 
699 
513 
7 
2145 
484 
647 
1083 
25 
2239 
18. SI. 8 
19. 
20. 
21. 
4579 
25332 
9247 
31085 
11181 
32845 
61,138 
7250 
21349 
fa )  45 -955  
fb )  46 -46  
f c )  47 -146  
fd )  48 -114  
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APP33DIX TABI3 1. (Cont'd.) 
1890 (a) 1900 fb) 1910 (e) 1920 fd)  
1. 
2. 250,250 268,189 263,260 262,038 
3. 209,267 211,089 213,747 192,358 
4. 40,983 57,100 49,513 69,680 
5. 90.8 97.3 95.5 95.0 
6. 75.9 76.6 81.2 73.4 
7. 128.9 121.5 130.3 133.7 
8. 107.8 95.6 105.8 98.1 
9. ^  7,031,320 4 15,983,108 1 29,009,908 $ 57 ,324,375 
10. 28.09 42,09 95.63 188.27 
11. 309 _ 361 306 
12. 588 — 498 450 
13. — 692 728 
14. 105-0 — 318 325 
15. - 134 140 
16. 14 — 17 11 
17. 1941 (e) 2206 ff) 2020 ( g >  1960 
•
 
CO 
1 H
 
1 
24.57 29.4 29.4 30.4 
19. 44,788 63,597 (h) 64,025 ( i )  59,876 ( k .  
20. 28,545 25,000 22,000 (3") 24,912 f l .  
21. 51,824 71,065 54,900 61,723 
fa )  49, P* 207 (b )  50 ,  p. 276 
fc )  52, p. 520 
fd )  54, p. 534 
f e )  49, P* 140 
f f )  50 ,  P. 78 
f g )  52, P. 550 
(h )  51, P- 163 
( ± )  52, p. 590 
O 52 ,  P. 550 
fi:) 54, D. 554 
f l )  54, 544 
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APPSHSIZ !EA3IS II. CEHSUS STlTISiTICS. 
STOEY ClUHTY. 
1860 1870 1880 
1. — - — 
2« 73,585 76,498 274,682 
3. 24,711 42.474 235.380 
4. 48.674 34,024 39,302 
5. 20.2 21.1 75 .7  
6. 63.4 44.5 14.4 
7. 155.8 176.2 124.0 
8. 52.4 98.0 106.0 
9. ^ 1,394 4, 628 2,809 
10, 8.53 24.95 21.37 
11. 272 44 332 
12. 148 230 773 
13. - - — 
14. 51 160 1087 
15. — — — 
16. - — 26 
17. 471 434 2218 
18. * - 26.6 
19. — 40.8 
20. 3.1 9.1 9.2 
21. 7 .2  12.4 28.6 
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APPS^DIZ !EABI3 II. (Cont'd.) 
1890 1900 1910 1920 
1. 362,681 562.880 
s. 327,538 356,654 351,286 328,058 
3. 245,978 329,856 315,202 292,748 
4. 81,560 26,798 38,084 55,310 
5, 90.2 98 .2  96.9 90 .4  
6. 25.0 7 .6  10.8 10.8 
7. 149.0 146.4 147.3 148.1 
8. 112.2 135.4 131.3 132.2 
9. 3,159 7,825 19,896 50,147 
10. 20.27 51.62 119.45 309.52 
11. 186 251 298 262 
12. 623 573 435 389 
13. — 970 950 933 
14. 1348 403 409 429 
15. — 229 280 188 
16, 36 10 13 14 
17, 2193 2,436 2,385 2,215 
18. 30.4 39.7 44.8 49.7 
19. 43.2 50.6 52.2 55.7 
20. 16.7 11.8 10.6 10.6 
21. 29.5 38.0 27.7 35.5 
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APPSUDIZ TA3L3 III. CSL^STJS STAIISSICS 
Cherokee County. 
1850 1860 1870 1880 
1. 368.640 368,640 368,640 
2. 613 36,691 179,710 
3. 75 9.739 146,397 
4. 538 26,932 33,313 
5. 1.7 9.9 '18.7 
6. 87.8 73.5 18.6 
7. 102.1 102.7 142.0 
8. 12.5 32.0 115.4 
9. $ 533.33 1,439.06 2.858.47 
10. 4.81 10.93 14.33 
11. 6 236 90 
12. - 60 469 
13. _ _ _ 
14. _ 8 686 
15. _ _ _ 
16. - - 23 
17. 6 304 1,268 
18. - - 25.3 
1Q - _ _ 
20. 4.66 1.76 8l78 
21. 1.5 1.16 33.0 
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^P35i>IZ III. fOont'd.) 
1890 1900 1910 1920 
1. 368,640 368,640 366,654 366,720 
2. 322,340 354,643 361,435 352,003 
3, 283,797 323,883 32 7,047 306,883 
4. 38,443 30,760 33,388 45,120 
5. 87 .4  96 .2  98.6 96 .0  
6. 11.9 8 .7  9 .5  12.8 
7. •- 172.0 185.9 190.1 190.9 
8. 151.5 169.7 172.0 166.4 
9. 6,113.35 10,081.55 24,581.00 64,174.00 
10. 27.99 44.00 113.65 301.78 
11. 89 94 123 90 
12. 403 270 192 174 
13. — 761 737 759 
14. 1,374 437 478 460 
15. — 312 344 339 
16. S4 34 27 22 
17. 1,873 1,908 1,901 1,844 
«
 
CD 
1 H
 32.3 41.8 50.5 58.2 
19. 48.3 59 .4  59.4 62.5 
20. 15.9 26.4 19.4 24.4 
21. 50.4 58.9 51.4 61.8 
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IPPSSDIZ I-ABIS Ilia. CS3SUS SCATIS^ICS. 
WIILIALIS COUIJTI, OHIO. 
1. 1850 1860 
1870 1880 
1. 2SS, 340 
2. 84,576 159,870 228,597 258,768 
S. 28,680 78,000 128,297 168,894 
4. 55,996 81,870 103,200 89,874 
5. - &0.7 86.9 98.5 
6. 29.6 48.8 64.2 
7. 108.6 92.1 85.7 
8. 52.9 51.7 55.9 
9. 862 6.858 8,518 12,156 
10. 10 43 29 41 
11. - 821 1,307 898 
12. — 540 954 1,324 
13. - - ~ — 
14. - 108 220 984 
15. — - — _ 
16. - 3 — 3 
17. 1,472 2,481 3,019 
18. - — — 16.0 
19. 105,922 408,961 317,160 29,028 
20. 2,550 7,163 8,015 11,724 
21. 7,769 19,203 17,718 48,713 
202. 
APP35DIZ TABIK Ilia. (Cont ) 
1890 1900 1910 1920 
1. 
2. 249.365 253.228 260,255 257,685 
3. 186,525 195,074 208,341 207,475 
4. 62,840 58,154 51,914 50,210 
5. 94.8 96 .2  98.0 98.0 
6. 70.9 77 .0  80.0 80.5 
7. 83.8 89.3 89 .3  91.7 
8. 62 .7  68.8 71.5 73.8 
9. 14,380 12,692 22,118 38,228 
10. 49 43 72 — 
11. 859 701 656 535 
12. 1.264 1,181 1,231 1,229 
13. — • 762  853 897 
14. 850 165 146 117 
15. — 31 27 29 
16. 1 3 0 3 
17. 2 .974  2,833 2,913 2,810 
18. 22.1 27 .2  32.2 40.9 
19. 31,642 35,132 38,861 33,961 
20. 10,079 9 ,255  7,501 4,671 
21. 51,599 47,543 42,372 32.279 
eo3. 
APPENDIX TABLE 4. 
LAND SALRS OF OHEROKKE COUHTY, IOWA 
BONA FIDE 
No. of Total Woigiited Total Interdeoll 
Year Trana- Total Aveccage Oonaider» Averaese Range of Bulk Modal 
fers Area Size atlon Prloo Prioee Rangp Figure 
^ 1856 14 8640 188.6 5885 8.00 .68 to 5.00 1.00 to 3.00 1.85 
1857 59 10009 169.7 83763 8.37 1.00 to 6.85 1.85 to 5.00 1.85 
1866 81 3496 166.5 8808 8.58 .68 to 8.33 1.85 to 6.00 1.85 to 8.50 
1859 19 8680 140 8301 8.96 bo .80 to 10.00 1.00 to 4.16 1.85 
1860 19 5080 867.4 16381 3.81 .88 to 8.33 1.85 to 5.00 3.00 
1861 19 3196 165.8 10480 3.14 .95 to 18.00 1.00 to 5.00 1.00 
lees 8 1000 185. 8430 8.43 .50 to 6.85 1.00 to 4.00 -
1863 116 4840 308.5 10785 8.S3 .59 to 5.00 .94 to 4.77 4.00 
1864 14 8900 807. 8055 8.78 .93 to 10.00 1.04 to 5.00 1.00 
1865 81 4640 880.9 15870 3.89 .88 to 10.00 1.85 to 7.00 1.00 
1866 38 10943 341.9 86690 8.44 .41 to 18.50 1.00 to 6.85 8.00 
1867 87 6795 851.7 19858 8.83 .83 to 7.00 1.00 to 6.00 1.00 
1868 31 8463 854.5 30810 3.56 .93 to 15.68 1.56 to 10.00 4.00 
1869 114 83774 808.5 74510 3.13 .78 to 31.45 8.00 to 6.00 8.00 
1870 114 16653 146 74990 4.50 1.01 to 16.66 8.00 to 11.00 3.00 
1871 118 84359 880.8 104548 4.18 1.85 to 85,00 2.00 to 9,00 3.00 
187S 98 88689 846 103138 4.56 1.85 to 16.66 8.00 to 1£.00 3.00 
1B73 L35 15017 180 103511 6.89 8.08 to 80.00 3.00 to 18.00 5.00 
1874 138 19941 144.5 136348 6.83 1.87 to 80.50 3.00 to 18.00 5.00 
1875 801 86015 189.4 800830 7.70 8.50 to 88.50 4.00 to 13.00 5.00 
^ 1376 
1877 
839 38857 134.9 845037 7.65 8.18 to 30.00 5.00 to 16.00 6.00 
116 14869 183 138018 9.85 8.80 to 31.85 4.00 to 15.00 7.00 
1878 145 17876 183.8 158371 8.58 1.75 to 85.00 5.00 to 15.00 5.00 
1879 183 13839 113.4 181695 8.79 1.35 to 81.75 4.00 to 13.00 10.00 
1080 314 35786 113.8 388580 9.80 3.00 to 89.68 5.00 to 15.00 6.00 
1081 467 57094 188.3 686385 10.97 3.47 to 31.85 6.00 to 18.00 10.00 
188S 536 60755 113. 843706 1^89 8.50 to 50.00 7.00 to 83.00 10.00 
Year 
18^  
1884 
1885 
1886 
1087 
1808 
1089 
1890 
1091 
189S 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1S96 
1097 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1906 
1900 
1907 
1906 
1909 
1910 
1911 
S04* 
AK'ENDIX TABUS 4. (oont'd.) 
No* of Total Woi^ted Total Interdeoll 
Trans- Total AreaAvetrafis Oonsider- Aveirago Range of Bulk Modal 
for a Area Size tlon Price Pricoa Range Figure 
896 31688 106.7 567780 17.98 5.00 to 51,60 9,00 to 87.00 12,00 
858 86065 103.4 538807 80.66 5.00 to 60,00 10,00 to 28.00 80,00 
174 17589 101.1 343458 19.53 4.50 to 42,50 8.00 to 30,00 85,00 
165 16150 97.9 318505 19.35 3.18 to 80,00 9.00 to 88,00 80,00 
188 19163 105.3 407836 81.85 4,17 to 75.00 11,00 to 31,00 85,00 
196 1S487 94,3 399946 81.63 4.37 to 40.00 18,00 to 30,00 85,00 
154 14689 95.4 336066 88.88 4.85 to 50.00 12,00 to 32,00 85,00 
800 68506 118.5 531807 83.60 6.85 to 60,00 14.00 to 30,00 85,00 
815 81905 101.9 648006 85.01 3.12 to 40.00 11,00 to 35.00 85,00 
864 31583 119.4 839884 86.63 5.30 to 60,00 15,00 to 35.00 25,00 
194 88150 114.8 665158 30.03 6,85 to 49,00 17.00 to 40.00 85,00 
163 19386 110.5 601884 31.13 9.00 to (^,00 81.00 to 40,00 30,00 
141 16159 114.6 600605 30.98 5.00 to 63,00 16,00 to 41.00 
o
 
o
 
128 14848 111.3 485139 34.06 7,00 to 55,00 22.00 to 45,00 40,00 
105 141855 134.8 443878 31.30 5,00 to 65,00 20.00 to 43,00 30.00 
154 17804 115.6 579485 38.55 6.00 to 78,00 20.00 to 43,00 40.00 
176 £0468 116.3 700038 34.80 6.00 to 67,00 18,00 to 48,00 40.00 
194 84380 185.7 949777 38.95 8.00 to 68.50 86.00 to 50,00 50.00 
830 89844 187.6 1359648 45.56 10.00 to103,00 29.00 to 68,00 50,00 
818 88847 138.3 1561413 54.18 16.00 to 300,00 35.00 to 66,00 65,00 
148 19759 133,5 1089389 58.09 6.00 to 130,00 35.00 to 80,00 75,00 
104 10888 98.3 608685 58.91 12.00 to 160,00 35.00 to 85,00 75,00 
77 9056 U7.5 561398 61.99 7.00 to 156,00 36,00 to 80,00 75,00 
106 lj3444 126,8 Q4077O 63.00 10.00 to 158,00 86.00 to 86,00 85,00 
134 15971 119.8 1185595 70.48 10,00 toS08,00 45.00 to 100,00 80,00 
168 8131B 131.6 1738133 81.84 20.00 to141,00 50.00 to 100.00 80-100 
150 19789 131.5 1053059 93.97 30.00 to 103,00 50.00 tolfiO.OO 100,00 
148 17431 188.6 1664308 106.95 30,00 to3»8,00 70.00 to 330,00 120,00 
136 17905 131.6 1957885 109.17 17.00 to 300,00 60.00 tol50.00 180,00 
187 16186 187. 1943111 180.47 87.00 to ©7,00 70.00 to 170,00 180,00 
107 M157 138.3 1968681 139.00 60.00 to 804, 00 90.00 to 370.00 150,00 
806, 
APEE3«)IX TABLE 4 (Cont'd,) 
Ho, of Total Weighted Total Interdeoll 
Year Trans­ Total Average Consider­ Average Range of Bulk Modal 
fers ATda Size ation Price Prloea Range Figure 
1914 101 13808 131,3 1911106 165,88 45.00 to 885.00 80,00 to 800.00 170,00 
1915 84 10888 m,7 1684083 158,91 83.00 to 850.00 180,00 to 800,00 150,00 
1910 99 11707 118,3 1913316 163.39 65.00 to 870.00 110,00 to 810,00 150,00 
t917 118 14401 188,6 8457839 170,66 82,00 to 307.00 110,00 to 880,00 160-800 
1916 U5 10816 185,6 3581590 196.58 100.00 to 874.00 160.00 to 840,00 800,00 
1919 145 18487 187,0 4130887 884.10 100,00 to 500.00 160.00 to 300,00 200.00 
1980 889 38580 148,0 6490606 861.09 80,00 to 666.00 160.00 to 380,00 870,00 
1981 60 7147 119,11 8081409 808.80 80,00 to 500,00 100.00 to 430,00 400,00 
1988 — 7790 — 1094709 140.50 85,00 to 450,00 — — 
1983 7399 U09607 149.95 13,00 to 310.00 — m M --
1984 680 •»«« 49600 168.78 40,00 to 100,00 — • 1 — — 
1985 4496 -- ••Ml 169.87 «»N» 
1986 5806 — — 160.48 mm M V — 
1987 WW 4494 — — 146.50 — •B aA M m 
192B 1811 1 — 161. — mtm 
fi06. 
APPENDIX TABLE 5. 
STCRY OCUNTY. 
No. Of Total Total Averftge 
Year Trans- Oonslder- Aores Prio© Range Interdeolle 
-jCfijea.- ^t;^on Prom To From To Mode 
1080 3 569 855 8*150 ^ 3 1.00 8.69 1,00 
1851 None 
185S 19 8649 1460 1.81 .63 5,86 ,75 3.14 1,00 
1053 65 18883 5086 8.43 .73 6,38 1.85 3.75 1,00 
1054 817' 44774 14595 3.07 .60 18,00 1,00 6.85 1,00 
1865 010 130044 39398 3.30 .50 80,00 1,00 7.00 1,00 
1B50 868 389937 85780 3.85 0 85,00 1.00 8.00 1,00 
1857 646 370747 66558 6.57 00 85,00 1,00 10.00 5.00 
1056 453 839137 48361 5.64 0 37,00 1,00 10.00 5,00 
1860 41£ 806861 38858 5.39 0 81,00 1,00 10.00 6.00 
1860 349 183907 33881 5.44 0 80,00 1,00 10.00 5.00 
1861 859 114680 88686 5.05 0 85,00 1,00 10.00 8.00 
1868 800 94477 16937 6.68 0 17.00 1,00 10,00 6.00 
1863 868 97065 81313 4.59 0 35.00 1,00 10.00 8.00 
1864 435 848836 37314 6.49 0 50.00 8,00 18.00 5.00 
1865 535 300070 41335 7.86 0 60.00 18.00 18.00 6.00 
1866 809 898465 45068 6.49 0 43,00 8,00 13.00 5.00 
1867 5U 895730 40891 7.34 00 34,00 1,00 16.00 5.00 
1808 798 597506 74706 7.99 0 60.00 3,00 81.00 5.00 
1869 736 677507 60014 9,86 0 60.00 4.00 80.00 6.00 
1B70 605 440730 4301B 10.85 0 42,00 3.00 SI.00 5,00 
1871 370 384996 30410 10.69 0 67,00 6,00 81.00 6.00 & 10.00 
187S 888 885091 84060 11.86 1.00 50,00 5.00 81.00 10.00 
1873 336 380869 86853 11.93 1,00 68,00 6.00 81.00 10.00 
1874 494 540807 43584 18,39 1.00 40,00 6.00 81.00 10.00 
1075 618 680695 56817 11.98 1.00 80.00 5.00 86.00 10.00 
1876 416 588005 35690 14.79 0 59.00 5.00 86.00 10.00 
1877 393 478353 31565 14.96 0 90,00 5,00 86,00 10.00 
1078 370 416104 88568 14.57 0 74.00 4.00 86,00 18.00 
ao7. 
APPENDIX TADLB 5, (Cont'd.) 
No. of Total Total Avera03 Bonge Interdooilo 
Year Tran6- 0onsldQr~ Aores PrloQ From To EVom To Modo 
fero ation 
368 415836 88311 14.67 3.00 75,00 5.00 19.00 10,00 
1080 441 538100 36439 14.00 8.00 100.00 5.00 86.00 10.00 
1081 401 656818 41130 15,97 8.00 90.00 5.00 86.00 10.00 
1688 396 618590 34108 17.96 1.00 54.00 8.00 86,00 80.00 
1883 303 535038 85468 81,01 8.00 68.00 10,00 31,00 85.00 
1884 310 574306 87958 80»54> 8.00 68.00 7.00 31,00 85,00 
1885 887 488586 88941 81,89 3.00 50.00 10.00 38,00 80,00 
1886 841 443336 80885 81,98 8.00 83.00 10.00 36,00 80,00 
1887 803 480366 80634 80,37 8.00 61,00 10.00 31,00 80,00 
1888 109 358808 16008 88.30 5.00 83,00 10,00 36,00 85,00 
1889 811 443764 80737 81, ^ 0 3.00 87,00 15,00 3S,00 80,00 
1890 406 640480 36745 88.87 4.00 185,00 10,00 38,00 85,00 
1891 399 1080150 38387 86.68 4.00 800,00 10,00 41,00 85,00 
1898 315 1000034 31403 31,85 5.00 98,00 80.00 41,00 30,00 
1893 857 970158 85908 37.45 6.00 185,00 85.00 41,00 40,00 
1894 808 883713 84051 36,74 6.00 76,00 80,00 51,00 30,00 
1895 850 890988 84745 36,01 8.00 89.00 85,00 46,00 40,00 
1896 195 761361 18388 41.48 6.00 175.00 35,00 51.00 40,00 
1897 168 535470 13571 39.46 6.00 138.00 30,00 51.00 30.00 
1898 195 665049 17040 39.03 10.00 138.00 85.00 51.00 37.00 & 40, 
1899 850 9U479 81441 48.51 13.00 187,00 30.00 51,00 50.00 
1900 891 1184880 84984 47,58 18.00 160.00 35.00 63,00 45.00 
1901 350 ' 179000/W"' 33898 53.08 10.00 880.00 35.00 76,00 50.00 
1908 401 8558606 40819 ^ ^A»'68.54 10.00 800,00 40.00 76,00 50.00 
1903 818 1440533 19699 78.39 6.00 885,00 50,00 86,00 75.00 
1904 147 986963 13406 78.87 18,00 851,00 55,00 101,00 75.00 
1905 169 1133856 15886 74.18 10.00 846,00 50,00 101,00 75,00 
1906 193 1354016 16563 81.75 85.00 385,00 50.00 106,00 50.00 & 80 
1907 853 1909054 88173 86.10 30.00 8S0«00 05,00 116,00 80.00 
1908 844 8084395 88859 90.95 10,00 840,00 60,00 181,00 100.00 
1909 835 8481114 83847 104.15 37.00 300,00 75,00 186.00 100,00 
808. 
APPENDIX TABLE 5. (Oont'd,) 
No. of Total Total Avoragp Rango Intorcloollo 
Yoar Trans-
for 9 
Oonalder-
atlo» 
Aorea Prioo From To From to Modo 
1910 840 2364995 81678 109.13 80.00 835.00 70.00 138.00 100.00 
19U 887 8698687 88080 188.55 47.00 388.00 80.00 168.00 IBO.OO 
193^ 160 1983378 15479 188.13 30.00 360.00 90.00 180.00 130.00 
1913 B30 3106390 81883 148.44 30.00 310.00 90.00 IBO.OO 180.00 
1914 847 3778891 83198 168.64 50.00 340.00 100.00 810.00 150.00 
1915 159 8549148 14964 170.35 10.00 340.00 100.00 830.00 160.00 
1916 134 8164081 11708 184.93 30.00 360.00 100.00 860.00 200.00 
1917 IBO 3158376 16191 194.70 30.00 410.00 100.00 860.00 200.00 
193B 886 4889808 21444 800.08 80.00 480.00 180.00 860.00 800.00 
1919 847 5919476 84919 837.55 10.00 000.00 180.00 330.00 800.00 
1980 516 16153678 55840 889.89 40,00 620.00 140.00 410.00 320.00 
1981 70 1859898 6533 884.60 85.00 800.00 100.00 370.00 280.00 
1928 •»* 1080969 10545 178,31 75.00 500.00 — 
1983 781746 4338 1^.45 94.00 375.00 
1984 U34655 6800 .68 /c^< ^  ^  75.00 1087.00 — 
1988 7398 150^14 
1926 8755 169^0 ... 
19S7 di*m» 5188 180.00 MM** 
zob, 
APPENDIX TABIJS 6. 
Fayetto Oovmty Land Sales Statlstioa. 1900-19S7. 
1900 
1901 
190S 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1915 
1913 
1914 
191JB 
1916 
1917 
193S 
1919 
1920 
19S1 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
Aoros Consideration Prloe per acre 
23,677.00 
26,039.40 
17,923.30 
13,608.60 
9,719,00 
10,189.70 
18,638.70 
18,884.00 
6,904.88 
13,318.58 
16,266.51 
17,614.91 
16,109.15 
16,909.84 
14,406.IB 
18,871.03 
9,647.24 
10,833.39 
13,638.90 
12,950.08/^/;^'^'A 
59,330.03 
7.424.08 
5.695.09 y f '  i  V  
4,889.48 y. I 'AT 
5,980.58 
5,780.00 
6,641.00 
6,966.00 
r 
V. 
843,934.88 35.63 
1,063,266.03 40.83 
872,796.42 50.09 
676,106.00 48.70 
511,764.00 52.65 
514,525.75 50.79 
697,868.35 55.64 
656,628.32 53.48 
495,708.50 55.67 
848,989.96 63.78 
18,695.58 78.10 
16,023.38 90.96 
14,681.26 90.76 
16,983.68 100.44 
15,078.75 104.63 
JL5,776.70 122.57 
1,075,317.44 111.46 
1,232,581.31 120.44 
1,584,338.76 116.19 
783,937.80 113.03 
1,175,808.07 171.51 
1,150,361.19 160.25 
7 9 9 , 2 9 7 . 6 7 1 4 7 . 2 4  ' ^  
557,177 . 50 / / r 3, i V 3 120,13 /< 
789,000.00 131.91 
655,740.80 114.64 
716,407.49 107.89 
641,777.58 98.13 
High Low Mode 
67.17 6.58 35.63 
117.00 5.88 40.83 
84.00 10.00 50.09 
81.7V 9.25 48.70 
76.92 10.00 52.65 
78.74 10.00 50.79 
126.00 13.84 55.64 
95.00 10.13 53.42 
113.63 18.75 55.67 
163.00 12.95 63.78 
147.05 12.50 78.80 
200.00 16.00 98.91 
300.00 80.00 91.85 
312.50 30.00 100.44 
310.00 22.82 107.07 
250.82 42.50 182.58 
612.44 18.50 111.46 
893.16 30.00 120.44 
300.00 20.00 116.20 
640.00 16,85 133.96 
553.45 48,20 171.51 
418.75 46,88 160.25 
268.75 37.50 147.84 
225.06 32.50 186.13 
329.41 40.55 131.91 
saa 
Am>ENDIX TABLE 7. 
Jefferaou Oounty Land Salos Statiatlos. 1900*19^7• 
No. 
No. o t  Acres Oonsidecratlon Price par acre Highest Lowest Range 
1900 13,937.39 587,348.38 37.83 100.00 7.50 98.50 
1901 17»8e4.79 786,308.89 43.96 118.58 7.35 105.17 
190S 17,810.60 856,594.88 48.09 87.50 13.70 73.80 
1903 15,350.41 811,896.03 58.09 130.89 3.99 134.30 
1904 10,687.64 564,991.64 58.18 105.00 4.85 100.15 
1909 11,044.58 749,555.96 88.75 116.98 17.87 99.11 
1906 18,964.04 818,348.05 68.66 131.16 10.00 121.16 
1907 15,964.40 994,583.05 68.30 144.44 5.45 130.99 
1908 15,037.38 1,070,485.03 71.19 145.54 85.00 180.54 
1909 18,057.10 1,538,103.44 85.10 161.89 12.98 140.37 
1910 19,790.33 1,730,605.44 87.45 840.00 35.00 805.00 
1911 85,477.59 8,484,184.13 97.50 844.00 12.00 838.00 
191S 11,933.60 1,104,867.41 98.53 175.00 6.80 160.00 
1913 11,889.33 1,388,479.30 111.00 810.16 36.38 101.84 
1914 17,101.57 1,857,684.64 100.68 819.10 40.00 179.16 
1915 13,885.49 1,411,698.48 106.86 814.63 11.50 803.13 
1916 13,846.54 1,531,039.35 110.57 849.10 18.88 836.18 
1917 18,704.35 1,598,790.87 185.37 834.10 30.35 803.83 
191B 16,407.90 8,147,884.15 130.87 747.89 85.09 788.80 
1919 88,055.94 3,474,843.78 157.58 093.06 40.00 858.06 
19S0 38,971.61 7,754,596.84 198.90 413.75 15.09 398.66 
1921 11,781.88 1,844,919.88 157.40 475.86 40.00 435.86 
19S8 9,197.17 1,896,376.30 140.85 481.87 37.50 304.37 
19S3 8,095.88 950,398.60 117.40 668.40 60.00 610.40 
19S4 4,719.98 574,708.47 181.76 
19S5 4,188.00 385,054.36 64.97 
1986 3,844.00 404,350.36 105.19 
1987 1,643.00 147,341.07 95.49 
011. 
APPENDIX TABLE 8. 
Montgomory County Land Sales Statlatios. 1900-19S7» 
Aores Oonsldeocatlon Price per acre Hieheet Lowest Range 
1900 81,867.75 971,896.03 44.44 300.00 .63 899,37 
1901 13;711.83 774,854.13 56.51 391.00 3.00 300.00 
1908 7,874.57 457,838.30 58.14 860.00 13.00 855,00 
1903 8,834.98 198,738.55 70.10 874.00 88,00 858,00 
1904 
1905 1,688.88 141,880,00 83.65 100.00 65,00 35,00 
1900 1,738.91 133,816.77 77.88 137.00 45,00 98,00 
1907 18,458.89 1,534,435.45 03.16 833.00 17,00 816.00 
1908 16,033.59 1,459,993.95 91.06 389.00 0,00 381,00 
1909 19,583.86 8,056,646.49 105.34 369.00 6,00 363,00 
1910 18,868.91 8,070,463.39 110.19 500.00 45,00 455,00 
19U 13,687.74 1,778,798.45 189.96 706.00 31,00 755,00 
1916 11,873.55 
15,704.15 
1,368,891.85 183.15 378,00 85,00 347.00 
WW 1,970,741.60 184.86 400,00 88,00 370.00 
1914 14,074.79 8,009,581.31 148.77 357,00 38,00 385.00 
1915 15,788.58 8,043,887.55 130.00 500,00 9,00 491.00 
1915 18,983.78 1,099,185.71 146.95 000,00 48,00 758.00 
1917 15,469.47 8,445,913.15 150.11 680,00 81,00 659.00 
1910 84,157.66 4,849,760.44 175.98 063,00 0,00 055,00 
1919 88,888.88 5,037,878.88 
9,356,778.77 
806.78 476,00 16,00 460,00 
1980 37;937.43 840.64 850,00 3.00 847,00 
1981 7,566.89 1,730,483.35 889.74 950,00 30,00 9U.00 
19£8 9,674.55 1,788,537.83 184.85 033,00 8,00 G31000 
1983 9,476.85 1,558,748.60 164.40 617,00 30,00 579.00 
1984 9,178.01 1,589,380.33 173.80 675,00 88,00 047.00 
1985 5,600.00 673,518.00 180.87 
1986 7,871.00 1,803,788.76 165.56 
1987 5,368.00 801,888.68 149.86 
212. 
APP33DIX 2>iSIS 9. 
lAHD PHICS SKHIES 
Year Cherokee Payette Jefferson Montgomery Story 
1838 
39 
1840 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
1850 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
f>7 
58 
5959 
1860 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
1870 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
1880 
2.00 
2.40 
2.50 
3.00 
3.20 
3.10 
2.40 
2.20 
2.80 
3.30 
2.40 
2.80 
3.60 
3.10 
4.50 
4.10 
4.60 
6.90 
6.80 
7.70 
7.70 
9.30 
8.50 
8.80 
9.20 
I.25 
2.21 
2.47 
2.96 
2.28 
2.97 
3.57 
2.95 
3.71 
3.75 
2.35 
3.86 
4.17 
5.80 
5.69 
5.87 
7.06 
9.20 
10.56 
15.39 
11.34 
12.95 
8.21 
II.68 
8.80 
9.66 
13.83 
13.55 
18.22 
25.23 
18.13 
18.58 
23.14 
21.83 
25.72 
29.53 
26.71 
25.49 
28.20 
23.66 
20.75 
17. 62 
20.75 
2.33 
21S. 
AP?3N])I2 !?A3I3 9. (Cont'd.) 
Year Cherokee Jayette Jefferson Montgomery Story 
1881 11.00 
82 13.90 
83 18.00 
84 20.70 
85 19.50 
86 19.40 
87 21.30 
88 21.60 
89 22.90 
1890 23. 60 
91 25.x 
92 26.60 
93 30.00 
94 31.10 
95 31.00 
96 34.10 
97 31.30 
98 32.60 
99 34.20 
1900 38.90 
01 45.60 
02 54.10 
03 52.10 
04 58.90 
05 52.00 
06 63.00 
07 70.50 
08 81.20 
09 94.00 
1910 107.70 
• 11 109.20 
12 120.50 
13 139.50 
14 153.90' 
15 153.90 
16 163.40 
17. 170.70 
18 196.60 
19. 224.10 
1920 261.10 
21 282.80 
22 140.50 
23 149.95 
24 168.78 
26 169.27 
26 150.48 
27 146.50 
23.31 
23.49 
23.33 
27.76 
22.23 
24.18 
17.99 
22.21 
23.03 
27.11 
24.73 
33.19 
32.25 
32.95 
34.06 
35.32 
37.11 
42.20 
32.87 
35.63 37.83 
40.83 43.96 
50.09 48.09 
48.70 52.89 
52.65 52.18 
50.79 52.75 
55.64 62.66 
53.42 62.30 
55.67 71.19 
63.78 85.18 
78.10 87.45 
90.96 97.50 
90.76 92.53 
100.44 111.80 
104.63 108.62 
122.57 106.26 
111.46 110.57 
120.44 125.37 
116.19 130.87 
133.03 157.52 
171.51 198.98 
160.25 157.40 
147.24 140.85 
126.13 217.40 
131.91 121.76 
114.64 84.97 
107.89 105.19 
92.13 95.49 
15.97 
17.96 
21.01 
20.54 
21.29 
21.92 
20.37 
22.30 
21.40 
22.87 
26. 62 
51.85 
37.45 
36.74 
36.01 
41.42 
39.46 
39.0.V 
42.51 
44. /14. 47.52 
56.51 53.02 
58.14 62.54 
70.10 72.39 
72.27 
83.55 74.18 
77.22 81.75 
83.16 86.10 
91.06 90.95 
105.34 104.15 
110.19 109.13 
129.96 122.55 
123.65 128.13 
124.86 142.44 
142.77 162.64 
130.00 170.35 
146.95 184.93 
158.11 194.70 
175.92 200.02 
206.78 237.55 
246.54 289.29 
229.74 284.60 
184.25 178.31 
164.48 180.45 
173.28 169.02 
120.27 150.14 
165.56 162.70 
149.26 150.00 
214, 
I 
I APPSITDIZ TASLS 10. 
Sales of -AgricultTiral lar^ in Ohio, for years 
ending June 30, 1877 - 1915, 
Year Acres Sold Average Price 
Per Acre. 
1877 1,804.820 # 34.90 
1878 • 1,816,575 36.19 
1879 1,677,216 33.50 
1880 1,9 5 8,77 5 34.10 
1881 1,804,401 37.98 
1882 2,232,741 39.04 
1883 1,983,437 40.63 
1884 1,741,194 40.85 
1885 1,597,130 40.36 
1886 1,554,944 38.33 
1887 1,565,160 41.94 
1888 
1889 1,598,783 59.37 
1890 1,662,137 35.40 
1891 1,530,043 35.36 
1892 1,530,952 34.87 
1895 1,523,638 36.70 
1694 1.491,720 33.45 
1896 1.435,472 33.40 
1896 1.469,723 31.60 
1.320.776 30.36 
1,484,141 30.43 
K?? 1.498.999 30.30 
190? 32.30 
lonp 1.628.429 34.44 
list 1,829,729 g7*,« 
2,083,607 37 Si 
1 739 362 
1905 1 rm -ik ' s  ^*0}  
1906 1 esi'm 
1907 1*707 087 
1908 V log'2® J -^.74 
19?0 l!480;806 
1911 i'lol'lel 1912 60.42 
1913 1 061 7I0 
1914 59.81 
1915 64.27 
67.06 
Total in State 
Year Bo. Deeds 
Recorded 
fio Acres 
Sold 
Price Per 
Acre 
Aaoant of 
Consideration 
1915 23,658 1,214,326 1 67.00 ^ 81,431,383 
1916 19,906 1,023,059 68.00 60,446,255 
1917 18,764 896,647 69.00 61,217,576 
1918 20,195 977,939 71.00 69,376,835 
1919 21,591 1,027,094 72.00 74,826,145 
1920 23,433 1,221,153 88.00 107,917,358 
1921 15,304 722,415 78.00 56,253,245 
1922 11,488 553,076 64.00 35,333,052 
1923 12,171 531,931 65.00 34,983,183 
1924 10,545 523,332 67.00 35,214,491 
(4) 
216 
APPiiUDIZ 2.4BLE 11a. 
ATsrage land Sales Prices for Jefferson and 
Pulaski TcfWGSiaips, 'rfilliains Cotinty, Ohio, 
Year Jefferson Township Pulaski !I!(x:nship 
1831 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
1843 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
1850 
61 
52 
63 
54 
55 
56 
67 
58 
69 
1860 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
§ 1.07 
1.34 
1.25 
1.54 
5.51 
2.80 
4.07 
4.51 
i.04 
2.91 
4.60 
3.84 
4.02 
3.68 
4.94 
5. 52 
5.75 
5.97 
7.37 
8.71 
12.47 
9.84 
12.31 
9.79 
14.41 
16.12 
17.66 
15.48 
15.00 
17.82 
21.61 
23.65 
30.29 
28.34 
29.76 
29.94 
1.25 
1.25 
1.43 
1.25 
2,53 
2.29 
5.91 
5,19 
2.74 
I.32 
4.59 
5,11 
4.31 
4.99 
4.46 
4,45 
4. 64 
4.92 
5,16 
7.88 
6.73 
6.50 
7.52 
II,64 
9.49 
10.89 
10.94 
14.18 
14.80 
15.24 
10.42 
13,18 
16.78 
22.^ 
21.57 
18.89 
29,72 
30.69 
30.14 
71 
72 
75 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
}80 
81 
82 
85 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
890 
91 
92 
95 
94 
95 
96 
97 
210'. 
APPiiimZ ?A3E 11a. (Cont'd.) 
Jsfferson Somship Pulaski Township 
56.08 
27.90 
45.57 
40.15 
41.15 
55.54 
49.16 
42. 70 
45.86 
26.18 
52.57 
47. 4o 
41.24 
44.84 
50.12 
49.75 
45.82 
45.00 
47.44 
41.15 
49.01 
46.98 
56.63 
55.94 
59.02 
40.18 
56.10 
51.59 
56.92 
55.69 
28.08 
51.82 
26. 56 
51.51 
41.20 
54.80 
59.97 
50.62 • 
59.44 
43.48 
57.19 
55.95 
50.99 
45.66 
52.22 
47.56 
56. 51 
40.25. 
55.44 
45.78 
51.05 
48.00 
41.88 
45.16 
45.06 
44.02 
58.58 
57.11 
29.00 
56.02 
42.78 
40.59 
218. 
APPENDIX TA2I2. lib. 
Agricaltaral land Statistics for Williams County 
from 1878 to 1927. 
1. Total recorded transactions of farm l^d. 
2. Total acres transferred exclusi^^e of $1 salea. 
S. Total consideration transferred exclusive of i^l sales. 
4. Average sales price per acre. 
Year yl #2 #s #4 
1878 13,574 § 514,472.00 $ 57.90 
1879 18,832 661,003.00 35.10 
1880 17,255 656,470.00 58.08 
1881 355 15,805 583,170.x 55.89 
1882 359 18.870 703,447.00 37.27 
1885 346 18,688 779,280.00 41.70 
1884 310 15,343 679,353.00 44.27 
1885 204 9,780 452,56Q.OO 46.25 
1886 273 11,108 443,714.00 39.94 
1887 364 14,444 57,760.00 
1888 Ho report for this year 
1889 488 21,056 907,120.00 45.08 
1890 257 11,355 482,854.00 42.59 
1891 270 13,176 505,777.00 58.38 
1892 204 10,324 361,3o5.00 35.00 
1895 296 10,021 330,693.00 53.00 
1894 369 18,715 606,714.00 32.41 
1895 583 19,415 624,210.00 32.15 
1896 395 19,762 632,109.00 31.98 
1897 218 10,666 319,980.00 30.00 
1898 266 12,794 354,137.00 27.60 
1899 260 16,111 585,166.00 23.78 
1900 347 17,116 591,575.00 34.55 
1901 416 21,567 622,811.00 28.87 
1902 401 25,007 1,058,544.00 42.32 
1905 403 22,635 924,581.00 41.02 
1904 350 15,750 654,020.00 41.57 
1905 369 16,643 810,567.00 51.81 
1906 394 18,341 812,574.00 44.30 
1907 248 17,049 800,000.00 46.92 
1908 313 13,620 798,538.00 58.61 
1909 318 14,406 937,475.00 66.07 
1910 379 18,573 1,094,165.00 58.90 
1911 374 19,860 1,584,114.00 69.69 
1912 271 13,699 1,020,515.00 74.41 
191S 237 13,900 1,183,085.00 86.11 
219. 
APPMDIX !?.A3La lit). fCont*d.) 
Year #1. #2. #3, #4. 
1914 190 9,123 § 686,563.x S 75.23 
1915 204 10,011 683,392.'00 68.26 
1916 153 8,905 674,765.00 75.77 
1917 198 9,021 764,415.00 84.73 
1918 136 6,657 934,920.00 140.44 
1919 138 7,621 801,990.00 105.23 
1920 181 10,620 1,099,727.00 103.55 
1921 90 4,767 535,551.00 111.87 
1922 84 4,504 553,790.00 78.55 
1925 86 5,117 367,534100 71.82 
1924 77 3,789 259,537,00 63.22 
1925 123 6,299 446,658.00 70.90 
1926 97 5,628 382,081.00 67.88 
1927 94 5,610 374,654.00 66.78 
1928 85 5,229 339,782.00 68.80 
220. 
APP35DIX 12. 
Value per acre of Isnd in Hew York State. 
Counties 1850 i860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 
State |29 ^8 $57 $44 ^4 $39 ^4 $69 $71 
ill) any 58 50 72 65 53 44 48 59 71 
illegany 15 22 31 28 32 27 34 41 37 
Bron^ 557 2433 
Broome 19 28 47 34 32 29 31 47 57 
Cattaraugus • 13 20 36 32 32 27 35 49 49 
Cayuga 38 51 79 65 58 45 50 73 69 
Chautauqua 18 31 53 39 41 41 58 . 77 87 
Chemung 27 37 53 42 40 37 37 45 48 
Chenango 19 20 51 29 28 25 28 38 37 
Clinton 18 22 28 24 26 22 31 44 46 
Columbia 44 53 71 49 43 33 43 55 69 
Cortland 21 33 55 34 31 28 32 48 45 
Delaware 13 16 31 23 24 21 27 35 35 
])at chess 53 64 86 73 47 44 59 70 75 
Srie 27 38 62 56 70 79 95 110 137 
Sssex 11 11 15 15 15 16 25 29 34 
Pranklin 14 20 29 26 27 24 52 42 45 
?ulton 21 23 30 23 26 22 25 29 40 
Genesee 38 50 76 64 73 50 71 97 96 
Greene 25 30 43 35 33 27 38 41 43 
Hsailton 6 6 6 9 9 11 24 31 42 
Herkimer 31 41 72 42 45 31 59 54 54 
Jefferson 23 32 48 37 38 35 43 55 53 
Zings** 198 367 566 474 844 1567 3108 2985 4342 
lewis 23 29 35 26 25 21 25 39 . 35 
li-vingston 44 44 69 59 62 49 60 82 71 
Madison 24 40 68 49 44 51 39 59 58 
Monroe 51 70 109 100 105 92 134 165 178 
Montgomery 36 49 80 53 57 45 51 55 52 
Sassau* * 189 741 977 1037 
Bew York 1847 6032 7310 357 1158 2240 2254 1695 2778 
Magara 24 44 85 82 70 67 111 142 157 
Oneida 24 38 61 44 44 32 43 58 60 
Onondaga 40 55 85 65 64 59 68 97 99 
Ontario -CL 49 78 71 64 51 69 95 92 
Orange 42 55 85 52 56 49 75 98 103 
Orleans 41 49 84 69 69 55 96 121 127 
Oswego 22 32 48 34- 54 32 36 54 52 
Otsego 23 30 55 36 34 28 32 40 41 
Bronx County organized from part of Sew York in 1914 
** Part of Queens County annexed to Zings County in 1915. 
*** Hassau County organized in 1899. 
221. 
APPEJDIZ T13IS 12 (Cont'd.) 
Counties 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 
Putnam #40 #50 ^4 ^3 |50 ^0 §69 |80 #98 
Queens 73 114 175 133 153 575 1953 : 1960 1924 
Hensselaer 39 51 71 49 47 34 39 42 46 
Bichnond 107 228 248 163 242 341 655 833 1117 
Sockland 42 71 106 81 83 81 196 239 359 
St, lawrenee 14 26 38 29 29 27 36 49 46 
Saratoga 32 34 52 36 34 25 32 41 50 
Schenectady 36 45 58 53 42 39 55 64 82 
Schoharie 24 29 50 36 34 27 29 35 37 
Schuyler 41 63 48 42 35 39 47 48 
Seaeca 51 59 94 65 59 47 62 87 83 
Steu3>en 20 23 35 31 37 33 36 40 40 
Suffolk 20 35 51 55 80 77 173 287 352 
Sullivan 15 16 21 16 19 21 36 55 91 
Sioga 22 29 48 34 29 25 28 38 41 
Tompkins 32 44 67 52 47 36 43 59 56 
Ulster 28 34 46 3S 33 29 50 72 101 
Warren 9 12 13 13 15 12 22 26 30 
Washington 30 38 63 42 37 26 31 37 37 
Wayr© 36 45 76 71 65 55 80 117 125 
Westchester 78 138 152 130 149 149 428 417 385 
Wyoniing 23 32 49 39 45 36 49 65 65 
Yates 41 46 76 64 67 51 65 87 84 
82 
85 
84 
85 
36 
8? 
88 
89 
'90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
!00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
\06 
07 
08 
09 
HO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
120 
21 
22 
23 
222. 
APSSIIDIX 2.4313 13. 
Snglish land Prices. 100 years. 
Sales Erice Hsnt in Year Sales Price rent in 
in Pounds Shillings 
35 •14 
37 15 
35 18 
37 19 
39 20 
55 21 
33 20 
33 20 
32 21 
31 21 
31 20 
32 21 
30 20 
306 208 
312 212 
320 21.2 
36.0 21.6 
34.8 22.6 
S3.8 21. 
36.2 20.8 
37.4 20.8 
34.4 30.2 
32.8 20.6 
342 22.2 
34.0 22.2 
34.2 25.4 
35.2 25.8 
36.2 25.6 
3o. 6 25.4 
36.0 26.8 
37.6 28.0 
39.4 26.4 
4.18 25.8 
40.8 26.0 
38.2 25.2 
35.0 22.6 
32.8 21.6 
35.0 22.4 
34.8 21.4 
34.4 20.6 
35.0 21. 
34.4 21. 
31.2 21.4 
in Poxinds Shillings 
1824 34.8 23.0 
25 26.4 20.4 
26 23.8 20.2 
27 24.4 20.2 
28 26.8 22.4 
29 23.6 2£.2 
1820 27.0 25.8 
31 31.6 28.8 
32 31.2 29.8 
33 25^6 27.8 
34 23.0 24.0 
35 24.6 23.2 
36 22.2 20.8 
57 23.8 21.6 
38 24.8 21.2 
39 31.0 25.0 
1840 30.0 26.4 
41 30.4 26.4 
42 31.0 25.8 
43 32.8. 25.6 
44 34.4 26.6 
45 35.4 27.0 
46 36.0 26.4 
47 34.0 26.4 
48 31.0 25.6 
49 28.6 23.4 
1850 28.8 22.6 
51 29.6 23.8 
52 30.6 25.4 
53 30.8 27.0 
54 30.4 25.2 
55 31.2 25.6 
56 32.2 26.4 
57 34.6 27.0 
58 35.6 27.0 
59 34.0 28.2 
1860 34.0 26.8 
61 33.0 25.4 
62 37.0 24.8 
63 38.0 25.2 
64 42.8 26.8 
65 41.8 • 27.6 
66 59.0 28.2 
Year 
1867 
68 
6S 
1870 
71 
72 
75 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
1880 
225. 
TABX3 13. (Cont'd.: 
Sales Price 
in PoTznds 
54.0 
58.0 
59.6 
45.2 
47.0 
51.4 
48.4 
45.8 
45.2 
42.2 
57.2 
35.0 
57. 
54. 
Rent in 
Shillings-
26.0 
24.6 
25.4 
29.0 
29.8 
51.4 
52.4 
52.0 
50.0 
29.8 
29.6 
28.0 
28. 
22. 
Value 
Departnpnt 1661 
per 
1879 
heotare 
1900 
West I 
Flnlaterre 818 1852 1688 
l/Iorbalian 680 976 1138 
Oote du Nord 1018 1663 1525 
Ille et Yillour 1184 2063 1097 
Loire Inferlore 1147 1979 1978 
Marne et Loire 1401 8373 1768 
De la Magorno 1310 8363 1778 
Sarl^o 1405 1965 1609 
Vendee 794 1339 1108 
Oentrait ' 
Meure* 1079 1789 1315 
d'Allier 789 1899 1702 
Ohetr 733 1867 1141 
Indre 660 1134 1061 
I'Indre ot Loire 1054 1947 1455 
Puy du Dome 1426 2096 1314 
Oantal 708 1034 1010 
Haut Loire 986 1481 1058 
Linvousin et Marohe 
Hauto-Vienne 686 1076 964 
Oreuae 056 878 967 
OorrezQ 594 961 681 
Vienne 794 1339 1102 
Oharente 1231 1399 776 
Southwsstt 
Lot 908 1330 810 
Lot et Garonne 1639 8869 875 
Tarn et Garonne 15M 8539 nil 
2-24. 
APPENDIX 14. 
French Land Values. 
Inoroase Inoroase Inoroaee 
1851-79 1879-08 1851-08 
480 
890 
645 
.879 
838 
978 
1058 
560 
045 
710 
1110 
534 
468 
893 
670 
S5S 
495 
8I5J 
16 
- 8 
- 4 
-86 
-86 
-15 
-25 
-27 
-14 
-86 
-38 
714 
58 
507 
813 
031 
367 
468 
894 
508 
836 
913 
400 
395 
401 
-118 
S38 
78 
309 
816 
377 
545 
168 
-10 
9 
-30 
-IB 
-45 
870 
311 
97 
-308 
-455 
418 
630 
1085 
-40 
-68 
-57 
- 02 
-764 
-403 
APPENDIX TABLE 14, (Cont'd. ) 
Vaxue )pQi* h6ota3*e Inoreaae increase Ihorease 
Department 1B51 1879 1908 1851-79 1879-08 1Q51"»08 
Dordorne 747 1065 612 318 -445S -135 
Qors 1009 1486 710 427 -50 -291 
Korthi -1267 
Notrd 3943 5643 4476 1700 -24 -1267 
Pas de Oalals 2909 4049 2962 1140 -24 4 54 
La Soimne 2548 3221 1815 679 -44 -720 
I'Aiene 2S01 2606 1635 105 -38 -416 
l*01se 1685 2109 1558 484 -49 - 67 
Around Paris 
Seine at Marne 8013 2105 1854 92 -10 -159 
Loiret 979 1542 1318 563 -16 -f 339 
d'Eure et Loir 1423 2026 1431 603 -32 
Noopmandy 
Seine Infereure 2614 3823 2273 1009 -41 -541 
l«Eure 2434 2535 1350 101 -47 -1084 
du Oalvados 2760 3554 2236 794 -36 - 584 
de la Meurohe 2400 3071 2337 671 -25 - 63 
l»Oma 
A 
1625 2109 1658 484 -27 - 67 
wSSw 
i'Aube 1260 1302 673 42 -50 - 587 
de la Marne 1192 1364 776 172 -44 - 416 
Jlaute Marne 1087 1037 623 -50 -40 - 464 
Meurtho et Moselle 1676 1773 1132 100 -36 - 443 
Me\i8p 1225 1471 806 246 -41 - 419 
Tonn^ 1276 1830 1244 554 -38 - 38 
Oote de Or 1189 1403 1020 214 -27 - 169 
Doubs 1123 1369 950 846 -38 - 173 
226, 
APPMDIZ TA3IS 15. 
laVA HSiiT A7E3AGSS. 
Year 34 Panes 59 Farms 77 Farms 109 Farms 205 Farms 
1900 3.58 
1901 3.59 
1902 3. 6-0 
1903 3. 72 
1904 3.75 
1905 3.81 
1906 3.86 
1907 4.06 
1908 4,20 
1909 4.48 
1910 4.49 4.42 
1911 4.57 4.46 
1912 4.68 4.85 
1913 5.32 5.41 
1914 5.83 5.76 
1915 6.43 5.94 6.06 
1916 6. 65 6.08 6.25 
1917 7.49 6.76 7.52 
1918 8.83 7.68 8.17 
1919 9.41 8.57 9.02 
1920 9.05 8.44 8.80 9.13 
1921 7.46 V.05 7.36 7.07 
1922 7.54 6.74 6.89 7.07 
1923 7.76 6.89 7.08 7.27 7.05 
1924 7.77 6.87 7.12 7.49 7.86 
1925 7.58 5.69 6.94 6.86 7.35 
227. 
CE33CK3E COUSTY 
Table 15 (Cont'd) 
Year 21 ?arms 27 Farms 32 Paisis 48 Farms 62 Farms 75 Farms 
1900 £ 4.52 
1901 4.32 
1902 4.33 
1903 4.34 
1904 4.38 
1905 4.41 
1905 4.47 
1907 4.48 
1908 4.54 
1909 4.67 
1910 4.85 $ 4.81 
1911 4.91 4.90 
1912 5.11 5.06 
1913 5.38 5.74 
1914 6.f,l 6.17 
1915 6..39 6.46 $ 6.41 
1916 7.41 6.48 7.05 
1917 8.00 7.20 7.85 
1918 8.82 7.95 8.27 
1919 9.03 8.78 8.76 
1920 8.73 8.57 8.77 # 8.87 
1921 7.42 7.58 7.12 7.33 
1922 7.46 7.61 7.34 &.36 
1923 7.52 7.66 7.48 8.74 
1924 7.87 7.56 7.36 9.33 
1925 7.88 7.57 7.57 8.01 
$ 8.20 
8.62 I 8.94 
7.87 7.90 
228. 
SK)3T C0U3T? 
i!able 15 Cont*d, 
Year 7 Farms 9 Fauns 23 Farms 32 Farms 
1910 1 4.00 
1911 4.25 
1912 4.46 
1913 5.11 
1914 5.21 
1915 5.70 
1916 5.72 
1917 6.03 
1918 7.57 
1919 8.39 
1920 8.40 # 8.26 
1921 5.95 5.96 § 5.62 
1922 6.60 6.08 6.22 ^ 6.45 
1923 7.12 6.43 6.60 8.20 
1924 7.12 6.76 7.67 8.53 
1925 6.19 5. 62 7.37 7.62 
229. 
F AYrl H TE COUHIDY. 
•r^le 15 (Cont'd,) 
Year 4 Farms 8 Farms 12 Farms 22 Farms 34 Farms 
1910 $ 3.53 
1911 3.53 
1912 3.82 
1913 4.18 
1914 4.18 
1915 4.19 1 5.27 
1916 4.53 5.57 
1917 5.24 7.44 
1918 6.52 7.53 
1919 5.53 7.88 
1920 5.53 7.48 
1921 4.51 6.57 
1922 4.18 5.03 
1923 4.18 5.03 
1924 4.18 5.03 
1925 4.19 5.04 
§ 6.41 
5.74 
5.59 I 5.29 
5.€e 5.31 $ 5.57 
5.68 5.29 5.65 
Year 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919" 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1925 
1924 
1925 
230. 
JBggSBSOa COgHTY 
T^le 15. fCont'c' 
4 Par233 5 Panas 7 Panas 14 Parms 27 Parrns 
1 3.66 
3.66 
3.69 
3.70 
3.73 
3.99 
4.00 
4.20 
4.21 
4.49 
4.80 $ 4.80 
4.81 4.81 
o. 28 5.28 
5.63 5.63 
r.87 5.87 
6.88 6.88 
6.89 6.89 
8.31 8.31 
9.37 9.37 
10.71 10.71 
10.70 10.70 
8.57 8.57 
7.84 7.84 
7.83 7.85 
7.76 7.76 
7.75 7.75 
^ 6.49 
5.50 
9.38 
9.44 
10.60 
10.60 
9.06 ^ 8.03 
8.01 7.66 
8.02 7.20 
8.28 7.50 
8.28 7.49 
251. 
M0gTG0MS5Y COUHgY 
Table 15. (Cont'd.) 
Year 8 Parms 16 Farns 21 Faims 26 FarfflB 31 Farms 37 Pan!® 
1900 § 2.77 
1901 2.77 
190E 2.78 
1903 3.12 
1904 3.13 
1905 3.03 
1906 3.12 
1907 3.51 
1908 3.85 
1309 4.01 
1910 4.17 "a- 4.93 
1911 4.25 5.00 
1912 4.52 5.63 
1913 5.12 6.36 
1914 5.13 6.37 -
1915 6.35 6.56 1 6.43 
1916 6.36 6.57 6.45 
1917 7.27 7.02 7.21 
1918 9.23 8.00 8.06 
1919 9.24 9.44 9.48 
1920 8.22 8.95 9.16 § 9.84 
1921 7.40 7.65 7.88 7.65 
1922 8.00 7.51 7.50 7.68 
1923 8.00 7.67 7.74 .7.91 $ 7.94 
1924 8.15 7.73 7.82 8.20 8.11 ^ 8.76 
1925 8.16 7.75 7.82 7.89 8.00 8.04 . 
232. 
APPSETDIi TABLE 16. 
mi A PiffiM 2S5TS. (SST) 
Year Payette Jefferson Cherokee Montgomeiy Story 
19 E5 ^ 2.20 1 3.16 1 4.07 1 3.62 1 3.51 
1924 1.82 2.82 4.20 3.54 4.29 
1923 1.77 2.55 3.12 3.21 4.00 
1922 1.83 3.01 5.05 3.51 2.89 
1921 2.70 3.52 3.69 3.66 3.36 
1920 6.60 e .a  6.11 6.09 5.68 
1919 6.01 9.54 5.51 
1918 9.47 6.34 
1917 5.25 
